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INTRODUCTORYNOTE
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In 1956, Chile adopted a system of regulation of her sea-borne
tradeswhich had as its centerpiececargo reservationin both the coastaland
internationaltrades. The systemwas not as restrictiveas some other cargo
reservationmeasuresadoptedby developingcountriesand it possessedcertain
special features,but in its general form and its applicationit was far from
unique. In 1979, much of this protectivesystem was dismantled. This study
analyzes the way in which regulationappears to have worked in the 1970s, the
subsequent measure of deregulation and the circumstancesin which it was
undertaken and the apparent consequencesfor Chile's economy,her trade and
her shipping industry.
The note is in two parts. Part I reviews and analyses the
regulationsthat operatedat the end of the 1970s, the system resultingfrom
the deregulationact of 1979 and furtherchanges in the law in the 1980s, the
short-term consequencesas well as the situation of shipping industry and
users as it appears some 9 years after the fact.
Part II consists of an analysis of the determinantsof freight
charges in Chile's export trade with the United States in 1978.and in 1986.
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Abstract

1.
Until the end of 1979, Chile's shipping was regulateec
principles and by rules that had their origin in a law of 1956, oL.L
Promotionof a NationalMerchantMarine". In its principlesand many of
its rules, the system resembled the cargo reservationschemes by which
other developing countries protected,and still protect, their nationial
shipping industry. The objective has invariably been to build up
nationally owned merchant fleet. The different schemes are also similar
in the means and scope of protection,in limitingprotectionto national
flag shippingrather than national shippingenterprises,and in attempting
to control or minimize the impact of protectionon the country'susers of
shipping.
2.
Chile's regulations as applied in the 1970s, reserved all
coastal shippingto nationalflag vessels. Foreigntrade shipping,exc-pt
for bulk imports,was reservedas to 50 percent of cargo tonnage,though
the rules were framed with the purpose of capturing revenue rather than
tons.

Bulk imports, since 1976, were wholly reserved. National companlie

were entitled to this protectionin their operationswith national flag
vessels, that is, with vessels -ownedby Chilean nationals and manned by
nationals according to mandatorymanning scales. The entitledcompanies
enjoyed tax benefits and in return were subject to further restrictions
on the sale of vessels and the disposal of their profits. To minimize
the cost of this protection to Chile's industry and trade the la-fFw
stipulatedthat the freightcharged for the carriageof reservedcargo was
not to exceed the rates prevailing internationally: meaning, in practice,

the liner conference tariff for liner transport, or the rates in the
internationalcompetitivemarket for charteredvessels.
3.
By the late 1970s, Chile's nationalmerchant fleet had indeed
increased significantly.The nationalflag share in freight revernu4?t- rl
around 30 percent for exports, and 45 percent for imports. The
condition of the shipping companies,on the other hand, was not strong.
Of the companies active in the foreign trades with regions beyond South
America (accountingfor some 70 - 80 percent of Chile's foreign trade)
only one earned better than marginal returns on resourcesemployed.
4.
The costs of the system to the economy -- to exporters and
importers -- rose, and revealedthemselvesever more emphaticallyafter
1973, as Chile turned way from import substitutionto an open-economy
policy. With steadilyworsening terms of trade, the success of economic
policy dependedcriticallyon export growthwhich requireddiversification
of both export products and export markets. The incentivesestablished
by the sequenceof economicreformsafter 1973 impelledestablishedexport
industries to expand into new markets and gave a strong impetus to
relatively new export industries. The new and the expanded exports
required new transport links and new combinations of transport

x
technologies if they were to enter new markets in competition with
established suppliers. The system of shipping that had evolved under
protection,much of it integrated into internationalliner cartels,was
inadequate to cope with these new demands. The regulations and the
implementation methods impeded access to internationally available
shippingresourcesof the appropriatetechnicaland commercialcharacter,
and tended to suppresscompetitionamong foreign operatorswho might have
supplied shipping services to Chile. The cost of contendingwith the
regulations fell particularly heavily on the new or rapidly expanding
export industries: cost of inventories,of production scheduling,of
lower achievedprices and of efforts spent in circumventingthe obstacles
erectedby the regime. These conflicts,furtherexacerbatedwhen the peso
was fixed on the US Dollar, led finally, in 1979, to the reform of the
shipping regime, by a government that had not till then shown itself
doctrinallydriven to extend the principlesof its trade policy reform to
the national shippingindustry.
5.
The deregulationmeasures of 1979 were modified in 1985, and
some of the modificationrepresentsa partial retreat to protection. The
resultingsystem for coastal shippingpermits foreigncompetitionfor the
larger shipments,subject to a tax and a preferencemargin: essentially,
a substitutionof taxation for quantitativerestriction. For external
shipping,deregulationestablishedtwo differentregimes. One applied to
trades with the countries (in South America) that practice cargo
reservation. It maintains an equal measure of reservation in favor of
Chilean nationalvessels. This regime affects some 25 percent of Chile's
foreign trade. The other, operative in relation to all countries that
permit free access to Chilean shipping, allows complete freedom to
shippers in making the best of the internationalmarkets, perfectly or
imperfectlycompetitive,for shipping services. Correspondingwith this
substantialde-protectionof shipping, national shipping enterprisewas
relievedof the various operationaland financialrestrictionsthat cargo
reservationhad imposed on its beneficiaries,and lost the several fiscal
exemptionsthat matched those restrictions.
6.
tests:

We seek to assess the results of this fundamentalreform by 5

ti)

the developmentof the national flag merchant fleet,
and

(ii)

the development of the national flag share in the
foreign trades

since deregulation, representing the effects of deregulation in terms of
the initial declared objectives of the policy of cargo reservation;
(iii)

the experience of the users of shipping, and

(iv)

of the national shipping industry

xi

after deregulation,representingeffects that seem primarily relevantto
economic development;and
(v)

the share of Chile's shipping industry in the
country's shippingmarket,

after deregulation,which may be thought relevantto the objectivesof an
industrialdevelopmentpolicy.
7.
The size of Chile'snational
merchant fleethas been declining
since 1980. The national flag share in the cargo tonnage and the freight
revenues on exports and imports has dropped sharply. In these terms,
therefore, any gains from deregulationhave been at the cost of major
formal objectivesof the earlier policy.
8.
The effects on industry and trade can only be quantified in
some respects. Free access to internationalshipping resources was
crucially importantin the period of the internationaltrade recessionof
the early 1980s and in the period of the breakdown of Chile's financial
system and the recoveryfrom it. Over the longer period, there has been
a massive transfer of export shippingfrom liners to charteredvessels,
a change of mode and techniquethat would not have been possibleunder the
cargo reservationregime. Exportersand industrialistsplace this freedom
first among their gains from deregulation. Beyond this, deregulation
revealed the price-raisingeffect of regulationin that Chile's index of
freight charges on a sample of export commoditiesrose much less between
1978 and 1986 than the correspondingindex for South American countries
that persevered with cargo reservation. Lastly, econometric analysis
points to significantlymore competitivepricing of liner transport for
Chile's exports after deregulationthan before, and also by comparison
with Chile's cargo-reservingcompetitorsin South America.
9.
Next, Chile's shipping industryhad to adapt to the loss of
protectionin circumstancesthat soon became unpropitious. The recession
in internationaltrade of the early 1980s coincidedwith a severe economic
crisis in Chile which had both causes and consequencesthat affectedthe
shipping industry enterprises severely.
The depression of the
internationalshippingindustrydeepenedfurther in the early years after
deregulation. In this adversity, Chile's shipping industry evidenced
remarkablevitality. The leading firms adapted first,by taking advantage
of the freedomsthat they had obtainedwhen they lost shelter: there was
large scale outflagging to escape the high costs of operating under
Chile's flag. Subsequently,the companies reformed their management,
developednew services,increasedtheir operationswith charteredtonnage
of the most suitabletype and restructuredtheir owned fleets in terms of
age and technical features. The industry appears to have sufferedone
single casualty, and the leading companiesemerged in the mid-1980swith
financial returns no worse than before deregulation.
10.
The post-deregulation
shares of the nationalshippingcompanies
are quite close, and even slightlygreater,than the pre-deregulation
flag

xii

shares in freightrevenueson exportsand imports. If the argumentof the
study is accepted, that the pre-deregulationflag-sharewill have been
close to the pre-deregulationcompany share, deregulationhas not proved
prejudicial (but rather the contrary) to an industrialpromotion policy
that measures its achievementsin terms of market shares gained by (more
or less) competitiveenterprise.
11.
The balance of these findingssuggeststhat Chile'spolicy,was
remarkably successful in the conventionaleconomic sense: abstracting
from the cost of adaptation incurred by the shipping industry, that
industry itself is in no worse and possible in a better state after
deregulationthan before while trade and industry,the users of the ocean
transport, recorded substantialbenefits. The outcome, in economists'
jargon, is as close to a Pareto improvementas one may hope to get in
economic policy reform.
12.
The study ends by suggestingseveral conclusionswith general
relevanceto the shippingpolicy of developingcountries,to be drawn from
Chile's experience.

PART I
REGULATIONAND DEREGULATIONOF CHILE'S
OCEAN SHIPPING

I. Chile's Ocean Shipping
In 1965, nine years after Chile had enacted the regulationof her
ocean transport,the country depended on exporting to an extent not unlike
that of other South American countries excepting only those that differed
much in population size (Table 1). By 1986, however, the contributionof
exports to Chile's domesticproduct had risen to a level far above that of
the neighboring countries. This development is directly relevant to the
change in Chile's shipping policy, if for no other reason than that
practically all of her foreign trade is carried by ships:
percentagesea-borne
tonnage
value f.o.b.
Exports, 1977
Imports,1977

95
95

92
78

Overland transport accounts for much of the remaining tonnage while air
transport takes up most of the remainingvalue and its share is rising.
Table 1: Exports of Merchandise and Non-factor Services
as Percentagesof GDP, 1965 and 1986
Year
Country

1965

1986

z

z

Chile
Perfl

14
16

31
13

Ecuador
Colombia
Argentina
Brazil

16
11
8
8

23
20
11
9

Source: World Bank, World DevelopmentReport, 1988.

Chile's access to world shippingresourcesis characterizedby two
facts that act in combination. The one is her geographicposition, at a
great distance from her main markets. The other is her positionon the West
Coast of South America,a regionmarked not merely by great distancefrom the
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main foreign markets but also by cargo flows inbound and outbound that are
small by comparison with the world's main shipping regions.
Distance and density of a region's ocean traffic have to be taken
together as determinants of the cost of shipping because one can compensate
for the other.
Greater density makes up for greater distance since it
increases the chances of return loads and, in the liner trades, offers more
encouragement to the competitive entry of carriers. Table 2 shows average
lengths of haul and export tonnages for regions with lengths of haul in ocean
transport similar or greater than in the trades of the West Coast of South
America.
These are the regions with the longest average distance of
transport among the 30 shipping regions distinguished by the U.N. Maritime
Transport Statistics; all of them greatly exceed the world average lengths
of haul in 1985:

World to World
Dry Bulk
General Cargo
General and Other Dry.Cargo

Average distances,
1985
(nautical miles)
4,645
3,853
3,933

The three cargo categories distinguished in the table correspond to different
forms of industrial organization of the ocean carriers: dry bulk which tends
to be carried by tramps (or bulk carriersi); dry general cargo which tends
to move by liners, generally organized in liner conferences, and 'other dry
cargo' (combined in the table with dry general cargo) which moves partly and,
indeed, increasingly on non-liner vessels ('neo bulk').2
[Petroleum
transport is a specialized mode in terms of vessels and organization, and is
ignored in this note].

1

Ther. is no simple,generallyaccepteddefinitionof bulk carriers. For present
purposes,
theyare takento be single-deck
vesselsof 10,000deadweight
tonsor over.
2

'Otherdry cargo'includes
woodpulpand paperwaste,crudeminerals(including
nonferrousbasemetals),manufactures
of metalandmachinery
and equipment.
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Table 2: Tonnage of Sea-borneCargo and Average Length of
of Haul: West Coast of South America and Other
ShippingRegions,1985.
Type of Cargo
From

Quantity
To
000 m.t.

Average Length
of haul
naut. miles

DRY BULK
16,922
5,546
138,751
56,539

7,806
4,112
7,206
7,089

World
W. Coast, S. America
World
E. Coast, S. America
World
World
World
World

1,428
1,995
10,423
2,838
28,013
5,734
1,338
3,850

4,612
4,382
5,858
5,177
5,508
6,102
4,879
5,363

GENERAL AND OTHER DRY CARGO
W. Coast,
S. America
World
World
W. Coast, S. America
E,.Coast, S. America World
World
E. Coast, S. America
S.E. Asia
World
Oceania
World
East Africa
World
South Asia
World

3,186
2,335
11,968
3,114
28,912
8,348
1,752
3,929

5,852
4,472
5,956
5,206
5,433
5,998
5,075
5,375

W. Coast, S. America World
World
W. Coast, S. America
E. Coast, S. America World
S. Africa
World
GENERAL CARGO, DRY
W. Coast, S. America
World
E. Coast, S. America
World
S.E. Asia
Oceania
East Africa
South Asia

Source; United Nations, 1984-1985InternationalSea-BorneTrade StatisticsYearbook
(;MartiNmTransport). StatisticalPapers Series D, Vol. XXIX-XXXV,No. 2 (New York:
Unit Nations, 1988).

The East Coast of South America, with distances to market similar
or longer than the West Coast, has much the greater cargo tonnage (even
though the general and other dry cargo.movements are less well balanced).
The same kind of difference appears from a comparison between the West Coast
of South America and Southeast Asia or Oceania. East Africa and Southern
Asia, on the other hand, are similar to the West Coast in respect of both
distance and cargo tonnage. The West Coast of South America is thus in a
well-defined category but not unique in terms of basic determinants of ocean
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transport cost. The region's shipping condition also affects Chile's trades,
but in her case it is mitigated by a relatively large cargo tonnage (Table
The dominance of Chile in the West Coast trades is only moderately
lessened when the Pacific Coast of Colombia is included in the comparison.

Table 3: West Coast of South America: Goods Loaded
and Unloaded, 1980, 1981. 1983 and 1985.

000 metric tons

Country

Year

iChile

1980
1981
1983
2.985

do r

P2mfd

Soirca

Goods Loaded
Petroleum
Dry Cargo

Goods Unloaded
Petroleum
Dry Cargo

125
30
80
2

12,465
9,293
10,618
12,630

3,198
2,800
1,948
2,120

5,594
4,920
3,310
2,360

1981
1983

6,870
7,081
8,867

1,501
813
1,057

65
633
441

2,217
2,092
2,100

1985

12,418

1,125

574

1,884

1980
1981
1983
1985

2,850
2,396
2,250
3,121

6,427
8,296
8,500
8,668

44
53
30
21

3,787
3,618
3,200
3,435

t80

UN Monthly Bulletin

of Statistics.

Such relatively
great distance
from the main markets, combined with
ight shipping traffic translates into a relatively strong monopolisti,
potential
for scheduled liner services, which are generally organized iliner cartels, and into a relatively high cost of freely traded tram.;
services.
Not all trades will be equally vulnerable.
Relatively smal:
aggregate cargo flows may contain a few large commodity flows. In Chile,
th-atis the case of the massive annual export of iron pellets to the Far East

-- soime4 million tons per year -- which should in principle (barringstate
intervention)get carried in bulk at relativelyfavorable rates because oa
its sheer size and regularity. But for lesser or newer commoditytrades, the
consequence of geographic remoteness combined with relatively light cargo
$.ows is a relatively high generalized transport cost, a high total
t•2iasport-related cost of exportingor importingover distance that traders
have to

bear.

II. 1956 to 1973
Chile's cargo reservationlaw of 1956 was in line with the trend
towards protectingnational shippingenterprise that was common to all the
main countriesof South America. What sets her aside is her departure from
this common policy, in the late 1970s, in circumstancesthat have their
origin in economicevents and more general policy changes during the decade
of the 1970s. In this note we thereforeanalyze the legislationof 1956 and
its implementationbut in the discussion of consequenceswe concentrateon
the 1970s, more specificallyon the years after September1973.
The period from September 1970 to September 1973 is that of the
Marxist government of President Salvador Allende. Import substitution
policies that governmentsduring the preceding two decades had pursued with
varying degrees of emphasis came to be intensified under the Allende
government,partly by deliberatemeasuresbut chiefly as a result of controls
throughwhich the governmentin its last phase sought to contain the drastic
deterioration in the external accounts. Moreover, Chile's main private
shippingcompanieswere nationalizedduring the period, in companywith some
500 other commercialand industrialenterprises. Cargo reservationin favor
of Chile's national flag shipping, much of it now state property, was a
logical element of such general policies,and it was enforcedas such. The
governmentthat took power in 1973 opened a new chapter of economicpolicy.
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III. The Regulationof Shipping
1.

Main Elements and Objects

An account of Chile's shipping regime has to cover both coastal
Both are sources of income for Chile's shipping
and ocean shipping.
enterprise. The regulatory regime that prevailed until 1979 as well as the
measures that followed, were constructed in full recognition of this
connection.
The two main elements of the regulations in force from 1956 until
1979 were cargo reservation for national (flag) shipping, and rules
regulating the operations of Chilean flag shipping and the conduct of the
shipping enterprises. The rules restricted the commercial, financial and
contractual freedom of shipping enterprise with two objectives: to ensure
that cargo reservation would lead directly to the growth of national (flag)
shipping, and to limit adverse effects of cargo reservation on Chile's
foreign trade.
2.

Cargo Reservation

The basis of the regulations was Law 12.041 of 1956.
Coastal
shipping was reserved entirely for Chilean flag vessels. Shipping in foreign
trade was reserved as to 50 percent. The share was to be reserved separately
in each of the different cargo classes:
solid bulk, liquid bulk,
refrigerated cargo and general cargo, and also separately in exports and for
imports.
3.

Measures to Promote the National Merchant Marine

i) For a vessel to rank as a Chilean national vessel, it had to
be registered in Chile and fly her flag (the latter being conditional on the
former); to be owned as to 75 percent of its value by Chilean nationals, and
the officers and crew to be Chilean nationals.
ii) Vessels operating under Chile's flag -- and therefore entitled
to reserved cargo -- had to comply with mandatory crewing scales. Downer
(1979) compared Chilean flag tankers with similar United States tankers and
found that the crewing scales required Chilean vessels to operate with 12
officers, instead of 8, and a crew of 27 instead of 5. For Chilean sailors,
moreover, the power of the maritime union made for relatively high wages,
negotiated between union, shipowner and government. The employers' access
to reserved cargo depended upon flying the Chilean flag, and the flag, in its
turn, was conditional on employing Chilean crews.
Maritime unions,
unrestrained by government participation in wage bargaining negotiations,
would have been able to appropriate any rents that cargo reservation might
bestow on the industry.

iii)
Chilean shipping enterprise was granted a variety of tax
exemptions or reliefs. Twenty percent of profits were exempt from tax and
the remainder was to be taxed at half the standard rate. In return, however,
the savings from the lower applicable rate of income tax, and the 20 percent
of profit that escaped taxation altogether were to be allocated to a capital
construction fund, available only for vessel acquisition or improvements.
Capital gains on ship sales were similarly exempted from tax if allocated to
the capital construction fund.
iv) The sale of ships, or their transfer to foreign flags were
forbidden except with special Presidential permission.
v)
Outflagging was further discouraged, and the growth of the
Chilean flag fleet encouraged by limits on the amount of foreign tonnage that
Chilean companies could charter and employ in the carriage of reserved cargo.
The companies were allowed to operate such chartered vessels like Chilean
flag vessels, entitled to reserved cargo, provided that the tonnage of these
"reputed' Chilean vessels did not exceed 50 percent of the company's owned
tonnage, and provided also that the chartered vessels were not owned or partowned by Chilean nationals. A vessel beneficially owned or part-owned by
Chilean owners but flying a flag of convenience could therefore not benefit
from cargo reservation.
vi) Chile's ship register was to admit additional vessels only if
they were less than ten years old.
4. Measures to Limit Internal Competition
i) The regulation classed vessels as either common carriers or as
Except with special Presidential
private or own-account carriers.
permission, private carriers could not carry for third parties.
ii) A further set of rules on cabotage shipping could be applied
with the same objective of limiting internal competition; alternatively, it
could be used to protect the public interest. It provided that cabotage
service -- routes and schedules -- and the cabotage tariffs were subject to
government approval and could not be changed, or services abandoned, except
upon such approval.
5.

Measures to Safeguard Trade

i) The 1956 Law provided that freight charged in the country's
external trade, by the protected carriers, should not exceed the charges
established 'by the competition of established lines for each cargo
category'.
The provision by its wording, makes it clear that the law
envisaged cargo reservation primarily for liner trades.
ii) If Chilean companies concluded, with Presidential permission,
special contracts for the carriage of cargo (contracts of affreightment),
such cargo would count against the 50 percent limit on cargo reservation:
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the companies, as a group, should not be able to claim more than those 50
percent.
iii)
Lastly, under the Transition Rules of the Law, special
permission was given for the export of saltpeter, other bulks, sugar and
phosphatic and potassic fertilizer, in vessels chartered direct by the
exporting corporation (the Corporaci6n de Ventas de Salitre y Yodo).
6.

Development of the Regulations in the 1970s

i) The change of government in 1973 was soon followed by the first
measures to liberalize economic policy.
In the first phase of the new
orientation, shipping was only marginally affected. Law 466 of 1974 raised
the limit on permitted foreign equity participation in Chilean shipping
enterprise from 25 to 49 percent and thus eased the restriction on the use
of foreign capital (and the acquisition of new tonnage) just before the onset
of the international shipping recession which drastically reduced the supply
of bank credit for ship acquisition.
In return, however, the obligatory
allocation of shipping company profits to the capital construction fund was
raised, from 20 to 30 percent.
ii) In 1976, cargo reservation underwent what seems a major
extension. Law 1459 reserved all imports of homogenous cargo in bulk to
Chilean flag vessels. All Chilean companies were to have equal access to
such cargoes, and preference was to be given to vessels in regular liner
service when they had empty space on their return voyage, as will happen
regularly because of different cargo composition outbound and inbound.
iii) The 1976 law furthermore substituted more explicit pricing
rules for those contained in the basic 1956 law. For general and refrigerated cargo, the rule was formulated with a straight reference to liner
conferences: Chilean companies transporting reserved cargo were not to levy
rates above those determined by the respective liner conferences. For bulk
cargoes, not covered by liner conference tariffs, the charges were not to
exceed those 'prevailing in the international market'. For such cargoes, the
Ministry of Transport was to determine the justice of rates demanded by
reference to 'international bids or other precedents'.
7.

Discussion:

The Benefits of Cargo Reservation to National Operators

Chile's system of cargo reservation is similar to other such
systems adopted by developing countries in that its protective effect
extended, not to national shipping enterprise as such, but essentially only
to national-flag shipping.
Vessels owned and operated by Chileans under
other flags, or operations with chartered foreign vessels beyond the
permitted limit of 50 percent of Chilean flag tonnage, were excluded from the
benefits of market reservation.
As a method for promoting national
enterprise in shipping, if that is the sole objective, flag discrimination
looks unnecessarily inefficient. An argument advanced for such a system is
that the wider alternative conflicts with the fiscal interests of the country
that grants protection. A normal condition for flying a country's flag is
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that the vessel is entered in that country'sregister. A fee is charged for
registering. Moreover, in some countries, but not in all, register
presupposes some form of corporatepresence in the country which, in turn,
may attract some taxation. But if cargo reservation is regarded as a
temporary infant industry protection, this argument seems slight.
Alternatively,if adopted as a permanent instrumentof protection,Chilean
business incorporatedin Chile with branches incorporatedabroad, could be
taxed on world-wide income. There are however, further and potentially
weightier intereststhat make for this form of protection: labor, inasmuch
as it has the monopoly in employmenton national flag vessels or wants to
have it; the defense interest, inasmuch as national flag vessels can be
commandeeredin emergencies,and lastly,the internationalshippingcartels.
If the original objective of cargo reservationwas to help Chile's shipping
enterpriseto gain admission into liner conferences-- and there is reason
to believe that this was so -- then resistancemight be minimizedby limiting
such state supportto national flag vessels. A usual conferencerule is that
members must operate their own vessels and membership in the international
cartels tends to be grouped, and sailing rights and pooled revenues
allocated,by nationality. The simplestproof that a vessel was really owned
in the country whose nationals sought entry into a conference, as
"representingthat country's trade",was then to fly the country's flag.
The potential value of Chile's system of cargo reservation to
national flag shipping is easiest to indicate in the case of cabotage. The
trade was wholly reserved (though some room was left for exceptions).
Competitionwould therefore only occur between Chilean operators. The law
providedfor governmentcontrol over rates, itinerariesand services,powers
capable of being used to restraincompetition. Ultimately,rates under such
a system will be set by negotiation between government and operators.
Servicesthat are unprofitablewould either be sustainedthrough negotiated
cross-subsidization
between routes served by the same company,or subsidized
from public funds as was presumably the case of unprofitable services
requiredof EMPREMAR, the state shippingcompany.The benefit of reservation
to operators in coastal shipping thus consists of the absence of external
competition and, for the rest, of what could be had in negotiation with
government.
In external trade, on the other hand, the law reserved a percentage of Chile's cargo to nationalships and stated the pricing rules that were
to apply to this reserved cargo. For carriageof what the law refers to as
bulk, the prices were to be those prevailingfor similartransactionsin the
substantiallyfree internationalmarket for tramp and bulk services; for
liner carriage, they were to be no higher than those posted by the liner
conferences. The question is then, what benefits Chilean operators coul'
expect from the quantity reservationcombinedwith these pricing rules.
What the law reserved was a percentage of cargo tonnage. The
stipulationthat the share was to be reservedwithin each of the different
categoriesof cargo, and separatelyin imports and exports (which yield the
lower freight rates in Chile's liner trades) was an attempt to reserve not
merely tonnagesbut also a share of the aggregatefreightbill. But neither
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a promise of tonnage nor even of a share in the total freight bill on imports
and exports would be enough to ensure that national enterprises will take up
all or even part of the reserved share. That would depend on profitability,
on prospective revenues and costs. Revenues, in Chile' scheme, depended on
prices that were not (or not primarily) determined by Chile's demand and
supply of shipping. Given those prices, the rate at which Chile's commercial
shipping enterprise takes up its reserved share of the market would depend
on Chilean costs relative to the costs of foreign operators, the organization
of the market (competitive or otherwise), and demand. Chilean costs would
have to be reckoned after such savings as cargo reservation made possible,
and after the financial privileges that the law bestowed. For state-owned
enterprise, on the other hand, these commercial constraints would only be
effective to the extent that recourse to the public treasury was restricted.
The market for tramp and bulk services is competitive. Entry is
free at practically any scale, starting from one single modest vessel. In
such a market, cargo reservation, considered as a measure for overcoming
tactical moves by incumbent operators to resist new entrants, is redundant.
The value of the measure to protected Chilean operators is then, first, a
saving in sales cost.
(If Chilean operators had to look for cargoes from
third parties -- not reserved -- to make a voyage commercially viable, not
all sales cost would be saved.) Operating costs would be reduced to that
extent, up to the limit of the reserved cargo, and only competition between
Chilean operators would dissipate. that saving, to the benefit of Chilean
users.
A second source of savings depended on the manner in which the
adjudicating Chilean authority would use its discretion in declaring that a
particular offer of space was equivalent to outside offers, in terms of the
readiness of the vessel and its technical characteristics. This discretion
could be used to allow Chilean owners the saving of an imperfect fit: a
benefit to the owners and a cost to users. The authorities' discretion might
be used further to relax the rigor of the law's instruction to sanction
freight or charter rates according to the levels prevailing in international
markets for similar transactions.
The liner industry, on the other hand, is imperfectly competitive.
A service cannot normally be established with just one unit because
regularity and some frequency of port calls by a line are essential to
attract shippers. With a 90-day round trip from Chile to Europe, for example,
two vessels were not considered sufficient for establishing a viable service.
Apart from scale of entry, there are further set-up costs (unprofitable
journeys) to establish a service in a new market. While these are not all
sunk costs (vessels and goodwill are marketable) they raise the required
financial scale of entry well above what is needed in the tramp market. Cargo
reservation, up to the limit of the quota, thus yields savings of set-up
costs, in addition to savings of sales costs, the former a fixed cost and the
latter, variable. We cannot put a number to the cost savings due to cargo
reservation. A very rough idea of the significance of sales costs which form
only one of the sources of savings, may be gained from the recent experience
of Chile's largest private shipping company, CSAV, and the state-owned
EMPREMAR:
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Administrativeand Selling Costs
CSAV
EMPREMAR
1986 1987
1985
1986
4.9
54

4.4
51

4.5
188

6.3
111

If costs associatedwith sellingserviceare 2/3 of the sum of administrative
and sellingcosts, they would in recentyears, under a relativelycompetitive
regime of shipping,have amounted to, say, 3 percent of operating cost and
35-70 percent of operating income. Competitionamong Chilean owners would
again transfer some of such savings to Chilean users.
The main cause of the non-competitiveconstitutionof the liner
sector, however, is its dominant form of organization,in liner cartels.
Conferences are usually set up separately for each route (in one or both
directions),but with a heavy overlap of membership and some supercartels.
They set freight rates and seek to suppresscompetitionbetween members by
pooling revenues or cargo (with shares given to individual members).
Outside competition,whether by independentliners or tramps, is confronted
jointly, by defensive rate cutting and by penalizing disloyal customers in
various ways. Chile's cargo reservationthus eased the entry of her lines
4
into the markets, to the extent that it was not fought by the conferences.
Since Chile's lineswere constrainedby law to set their rates no higher than
the conference tariff, the conferences could in principle have cut their
rates so much as to drive Chilean owners out of business. We assume that
such a tactic would have been seen as an open provocationto the government
that had reservedthe cargo, and hence rejected.Barring such tacticalaction
by conferences, the effect of cargo reservation on conference tariffs
depended on the relativecosts of Chilean operators and conferencemembers;
on the extent to which conference pricing approximated monopolistic
pricing,and on whether the Chilean operators stayed outside the conferences
or entered. Rather than work through all the possible configurationswe
state broad conclusions on the effect of cargo reservation on conference
prices, for what seem the main plausible cases:
(a) If Chilean operators remained outside the conference after
cargo reservation,conferencerateswould either remain unchanged (for given
volumes of demand), or would decline.
(a)(l) Conference rates would remain unchanged or decline if (i)
costs of the Chilean operators, after reckoning in savings due to cargo

3

Bennsthanand Walters(1970).

4

0n the difference
between'closedand lopen'conferoncen,
so- ChapterV.
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reservation, were no higher than those of the conference, and (ii) the
conference priced its services at average cost rather than with a cartel
mark-up.
(a)(2)
Conference rates would not remain constant but would
decline after cargo reservation, if the conferences exercised market power
in their pricing. This would follow even if Chilean costs were substantially
higher than conference costs, as a mere consequence of profit maximizing
pricing and without any tactical intent on the part of the conference.5 (See
Annex 1 for a diagrammatic demonstration.)
(b)
An increase in the tariff level after cargo reservation (or
constancy as the limiting case) could only occur if Chilean operators entered
the conference. If Chilean costs were above the mean marginal costs of the
incumbent members, this would argue for posting a higher average freight
level. For a while that might even be the effect if Chilean costs were the
same as average conference costs and a constant volume of trade had to be
shared out among a larger number of members.
The conclusion from this reasoning is that the chances of a decline
in freight rates, ceteris paribus, are maximized by case (a)(2): Chilean
operators remaining outside the cartels that exploit market power; and
minimized by case (b): Chilean.operators entering the cartels.
The gain from higher rates (or from constancy as contrasted with
decline) would accrue to the operators at a cost to the traders. Since the
rates are charged over the entire body of conference trade, not just the
reserved share, the cost, in simple terms, would have exceeded the gain.
Moreover, if Chilean operators stayed outside the conference, competition
among themselves could dissipate the gains from high conference rates charged
on the reserved cargo -- a transfer to the traders. If one Chilean operator
joined the conference while another competed with it for part of the reserved
cargo on the same route but outside the conference, the outsider would be
competing with the entire conference. Such competition by Chilean operators
outside conferences occurred and continues to occur, but the very restrained
form of competition that one could observe appears to be due to Chilean
conference membership and the conference-mindedness of Chilean operators.
In conference or outside, Chilean operators had every interest in
This is an interest that they shared with every
high conference rates6 .
outside competitor with the conferences.
Unlike the normal outsiders,
however, they had nothing to gain from cutting rates so long as their
reserved share was not fully taken up. Since outsider competition might lead
conferences to lower their own rates, Chilean operators had every incentive

5

The result arises from the fact that the level of freight rates, relative to Chilean
costs, determinesthe rate at which Chilean capacity wouldexpand,to the limit of the reservod
share.
6
That is, rates that emergefrom the classic conferencepractices of profit-maximizing
price discrimination within the constraints of demandand competition.
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to discourageChilean traders'recourse to outsider services.Chilean liner
operators had also a common interest with the conferences in extending
conferencecontrol over as many commoditiesas possible.7 Shieldedby cargo
reservation and depending for their revenue on the level of conference
tariffs,Chilean lines were bound to gain from such extensionsof the domain
of 'conferencecargoes'and had every incentivefor using their best effc_:t
in support.
8. The Implementationof Cargo Reservationin the 1970s
Two measures of control were used to enforce cargo reservation.
The first extended to all shipments and consisted of the assignments of
shipments to national or foreign-flagvessels. It was carried out by the
Central Bank in conjunctionwith the issue of export and import permits,and
took the form of stamping the assignment on the permits. Assignment (or
'Stamping")was done mechanically,in a sequence of alternationsbetween
national and foreignvessels. Shippersor importerscould ignore assignment
to foreign vessels, but not to Chilean flag vessels. The second method of
control applied to traders exportingor importingcargo above a certain value
(some US$4,000 in current terms) in any month. The distributionof such
shipments between foreign and national flag vessels was reviewed quarterly
by the Ministry of Transport. If more than 50 percent of shipmentshad gone
on foreignvessels, the excess had to be worked off in succeedingquarters.
Chile's own shippingcapacity,enlargedby up to 50 percentthrough
chartering,.wasnot generallyenough to take up the reservedshare. Chilean
vessels were not always available on time nor could the entitledcompanies
always charter the right vessel for the right time, to serve as 'reputed'
Chilean ship. Chilean ships did not serve all the destinations that
particular shipperswanted to reach. In such cases shipperswho had been
assigned to national vessels had to seek waivers from each of the Chilean
companies,one at a time.
Of the two mechanisms of enforcement, it was the assigning of
shipments to flag, Chilean or foreign, that had consequences goinlg
beyond the overt intentionsof the law. In the shipping of liner cargo it
gave what amounted to government support to the liner conferences. When a
conference had Chilean members, their agreed share in conferencecargo and
pooled conference revenuewas assured,whichever conferencemembers carried
a particular shipment. The Chilean conference carrier could therefore be
relied upon to grant waivers, automatically,in favor of another conference
carrier. Even if the law did not, in so many words, extend the right to
reservedcargo to the entire conference(if it had Chileanmembers), one must
assume that this was understood by all, practice adapting itself to fact.
Not so in the case where a trader wanted to employ the service of a foreignflag vessel operating outside the conference. The Chilean company,with a

7
Conf-rences
seekto containoutside-- and tramp-- incursion
by stakinga wideclaim
overcargoes,including
goodsthataretechnical
lyandcommercial
ly suitable
fortrampcarriage.
This is attemptedby declaring
goodsto be lineror conference
cargo,and by makingloyalty
discounts
or rebatesto shiippers
conditional
upongivingthosecargoesto conference
members.
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share of the conferencebusiness,had every interestto deny the waiver. An
impediment was thus set up to the entry of outsiders, competing with
conference shipping.
In the case of bulk shipments the decisionwhether a cargo was a
bulk cargo or a liner cargo, was for the shipping company to make in the
first instance. Chile had no substantial, independent bulk shipping
enterprise. Severalspecialistcharteringorganizationsexisted in the 1970s
but the import of bulk in its totalityand much of the bulk exports had been
reservedessentiallyto the main shippingcompanies. The suppliersof bulk
services from owned or chartered tonnage were the same shipping companies
that operated liner services. Second, the standards by which the freight
charges for bulk shipmenthad to be justifiedwere less certain or objective
than in the case of liner shipments.The solutionof disputes thus depended
much on the policy of the Ministry of Transport who acted as arbitrators
under the law.
Cargo reservationunder Chile's bilateral agreements -- notably
with Brazil and Argentina -- was enforced by the same mechanism, aided by
inter-companyagreementsfor the sharing of the cargo in the standard50:50
proportions. Under the intergovernmentfreight agreementwith Brazil, rates
had to be approved by the governmentswho also exercised control over the
entry of vessels into this trade. On Chile's side of the trade, 2 companies
were licensed for operationsunder the agreement.
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IV. The Circumstancesof Deregulation
1. Export-orientedPolicies
The government that took power in September 1973 embarked on a
process of adjustment,decontrol and liberalizationthat lasted throughout
the 1970s and continued into the 1980s.8 A massive devaluationof the peso
in 1973 was followed by steep increases in the prices of public sector
subsequently (1975) by substantial decontrol of those
enterprises and
prices. Adjustment, decontrol and liberalizationfocussed largely on the
external sector. Trade liberalizationstarted in 1973 and tariff reform
moved in stages, marked by a simplificationof the tariff structure and a
lowering of rates from initiallyvery high levels. The final and drastic
step to a uniform tariff rate of 10 percent, and the abolition of export
subsidies,was taken in 1979.
The reform of the foreign exchange system started with the
unificationof the multiple rates. After a unique rate had been established
in 1975, the crawling peg system was replaced in 1976 by a system of preannounced (daily) mini-devaluations(the 'tablita'),more or less in step
with the reductionsin the rates of import tariffs. From February 1978 till
June 1979, exchangerate policy was wielded as an instrumentof stabilization
policy, with preannounceddevaluationsproceedingat a declining rate. In
June 1979, the nominal rate of the peso to the US dollar was fixed and
maintainedconstant for the following2 years.
The external capital account remainedvirtually closed until 1977
but the control of capital movements was then significantlyrelaxed by
allowingthe banks to borrow abroad to graduallyrising proportionsof their
assets.
The sequenceof the various measures of stabilization,commercial
policy reform, exchange rate policies and liberalization of capital
movements, particularlytowards the end of the period and then in the early
1980s, has given rise to much debate, especially in view of the abrupt
decline of the economy in 1981-82. But the results of the export-oriented
elements of the policy were striking in terms of the country'sexports and
imports and the structureof production.
The recovery of the Chilean economy in 1976-77, from sharp
recession,was export-ledand the growth of non-copper exports was a major
contributor. In the 1960s and early '70s, copper had accounted for between
two-thirdsand three-quartersof total export proceeds. By 1978, its share
had dropped to one-half, while exports in current US dollars had risen 140
percent over 1973.9 The purchasingpower of those exports,however, did not

8

Ths account of eventsfollows Corbo (1985) and World Bank (1979).

9

World Bank, 1979, vol. 1, pp. 107; vol. 3, Table III.2.
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10
rise over the decade.
Chile'sprocess of adjustmentwas not helped by the
terms of trade. But what preventeda fall in the purchasingpower of total
exports was the growth of non-copper exports, itself evidence of the
responsivenessof Chile's production and commerce to the incentives that
economic policy had established. Decontrol of prices combined with the
lowering of protection against imports, the correlated adjustmentsof the
exchange rate and internalstabilizationresulted in a marked change in the
structure of production and in the trade-dependencyof Chile's industries
(Table 4). There appeared a substantialnumber of new exporters into the
market, many of them relativelynew to the export trade and small in terms
of their volumes. The counterpart to the change in the composition of
exports was a change in imports, reflected in the virtual displacementof
several lines of domestic production. It went far in industrialchemicals,
electric machinery and transport equipment, and was also substantial in
11
textiles and clothing, in plastics and non-industrial chemicals.
The
impact of policy is also seen in the relativelymany cases where a decline
in the ratio of domestic production to total supply (=gross production +
imports)went hand in hand with an increasein the share of exports in gross
production.

0

° World Bank, 1979,vol.1, Tables III.7and 8.

11

World Bank (1981),pp. 28, 29.
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Table 4:

Manufacturing Industries: Change of Value Added,
and Trade as Percentage of Gross Output

Z of value
added by all
manufacturing

Index of
real VA,
1974=100

Percent of Gross Output
Exports
Imports
1978
1974
1974 1978

Higher growth industries
Non-industrial chemicals
Transport materials
Paper products
Electrical machinery
Wood products
Miscellaneous manufactures
Nonferrous metals

7.0
5.4
4.6
3.8
3.3
0.9
0.8

124
129
125
122
108
176
250

0.1
0.6
36.3
0.2
4.3
11.7
33.5

1.1
2.5
42.1
2.2
27.8
16.1
41.2

9.9
31.7
4.9
34.7
0.8
32.2
52.7

25.9
104.6
10.8
208.5
1.6
246.5
33.5

9.3

67

0.0

0.7

4.2

30.3

5.7
3.0
2.4
1.5

75
88
73
47

0.2
2.2
17.0
0.7

2.3
6.6
41.7
13.4

9.9
39.0
93.3
166.8

21.7
59.5
160.8
609.0

106

2.6

7.1

21.6

39.7

Lower growth industries
Textiles and clothing
Rubber, plastic, other
non-metals
Metal products
Industrial chemicals
Machinery, non-electric
All industry

100

Source: World Bank, Chile: EconomicMemorandum,September28, 1981. Report No. 3406-CH,ApponcHx
table. 7.1-7.6,derived from ODEPLAN.

The diversification of export destinations was no less remarkable
than that of export products. It is reflected in the growth of the ev-port
share of the group of 'other' countries, a collection of markets init,ally
too insignificant to warrant separation in the statistics, rising almost
fivefold between the beginning and the end of the decade (Table 5).
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Destination of Exports, 1970-71, 1978-79 and
1986-87: Percent of Total Export Value

Destination
1.

EUROPE

la.

Germany, Belgium, Spain
France, Netherlands,
Italy, United Kingdom,
Sweden

lb.

Rest of Europe

2.

LATIN AMERICA

2a.

Argentina, Brazil,
Colombia, Mexico,
Per6, Venezuela

1970-71
(Z)

1978-79
(Z)

1986-87
(Z)

58

39

23

1

2

15

12

23

14

1

3

3

11

12

22

0

2

2

2b.

Rest of Latin America

3.

UNITED STATES

4.

CHINA P.R.

5.

JAPAN

15

11

11

6.

OTHER

1

7

10

7.

Rest of Europe (lb)
Rest of Latin America (2b)
China P.R. (4) and
Other (6)

3

14

30

Source: World Bank, Chile: Economic Memorandum.September8, 1981. Report No.
3406-CH,and CentralBank.

2.

The Shipping Industry

Trade diversification, of products and markets, and the growth in
the number of export firms entailed changes in the demand for shipping
services, in terms of vessel types, frequencies and connections with a wider
range of destinations.
The capacity of Chile's national (flag) merchant fleet in 1964
amounted to 265,000 gross register tons (grt), a crude measure of cargo
carrying capacity and an ambiguous aggregate since it includes all manner and
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sizes of vessels. By 1973, this total had risen by 46 percent, to 388,000
grt. By 1979, over six years rather than nine, it had again risen by about
the same percentage,to 514,000 grt. The number of units in the fleet had
stayed about the same over the entire 15 years so that the increase in
tonnage reflects increases in average vessel size and especially the
acquisition of a few large carriers. In terms of deadweight tons --- a
better measure of carrying capacity than grt -- Chile's merchant marine
capacity was of the same order as that of Perd, or of Malaysia, Morocco,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Thailandor South Africa. Within Latin America, Chile's
total tonnage was greater than Colombia's and much smaller than those of
Brazil or Argentina (Table 6). In these countries,all practicingforms of
cargo reservation,the 1970s were a period of heavy investmentin vessels and
great growth of tonnage.
Table 6: DeadweightTonnage of National Merchant
Fleets, 1973, 1979 and 1986 1/
000 DWT
Country
Chile
Brazil
Argentina
Mexico
Perui
Colombia

1973

1979

1986

555
3,053
1,882
630
488
291

832
6,657
3,372
1,260
830
376

908
10,278
3,171
2,207
997
486

Source: Lloyds Register,StatisticalTables.
1/ Vessels of 100 gross registertons and over.

The composition of Chile's merchant fleet throughout the 1970s
shows a predominanceof general cargo vessels,heavy by comparisonwith most
other Latin American fleets which, in their turn, tend to have a heavie.
element of such vessels than the average developed (OECD)country (Table 7)
The generalcargo element in the fleets,however,and particularlythe multi* deck vessels that can be distinguishedin the statisticsfrom 1979 on, points
to the importanceof liner operationsin the total maritime activity of the
countries.
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Table 7:

National Merchant Fleets: Analysis by Type
of vessel 1973, 1979 and 1986 1/
Z of fleet total grt

or 000 grt

Tankers
(Z)

Ore/Bulk
Bulk/Oil
(Z)

All
(Z)

Country

Year

Chile

1973
1979
1986

23
5
3

17
37
55

55

1973
1979
1986

33
34
31

15
32
45

48

1973
1979
1986

37
33
31

8
23
24

46

1973
1979
1986

55
56
40

7
6
20

23

1973
1979
1986

18
15
19

6
31
25

48

1973
1979
1986

6
10
9

8

7 OECD
1973
Countries 3/ 1979
1986

44
53
41

24
22
18

Brazil

Argentina

M6xico

Peru

Colombia

Source:

General Cargo
Single
deck
Multi-deck
(Z)
(Z) 000 grt

8
4

44
20

213 2/
236
115

3
2

27
15

1,005 2/
1,062
937

4
4

30
30

671 2/
706
636

3
2

13
7

105 2/
116
106

1
3

31
30

213 2/
202
286

7
8

72
71

203 2/
210
269

2
2

10
15

91

19

Lloyds Register,StatisticalTables.

1/ Vessels of 100 gross registertons and over.
2/ Single and multi-deckvessels.
3/ France,Germany, Italy, Norway,Sweden,U.K. and U.S.A.
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The fleets covered by the statistics are those on the national
registers of countries rather than those beneficiallyowned by residents,
vessels. A major reason for the presence
which include flag-of-convenience
vessels in the Chilean-ownedfleet
of foreign-flagand flag-of-convenience
which operators chartered (hired)
under
was the charter-purchaseagreements
ships with an option to purchase,normally on bareboatterms which leave the
chartererwith the totalityof operatingexpenses.Charter rates under these
contracts are in reality hire-purchasepayments, made until the full price
of the vessels, with interest, had been transferred to the seller whose
rights as owner remain secured until the final payment. The flag-ofconvenience offered further essential protection to the seller in view of
Chile's law that requiredChilean ownershipfor ships on her register. After
the onset of the debt crisis in the early 1980s this method, normally
involving the establishmentby the owner of a subsidiarycompany in Panama,
with the cost of establishmentfalling on the Chilean charterer, became
practically the only method by which Chilean companies could acquire new
tonnage. Once the vessel had been paid for and transferred to Chilean
ownership, the law of 1956 required the vessel to be transferred to the
Chilean register before it could benefit from cargo reservation (see
III.3.iii above).
3. Chile's Share
Cargo reservationonly applied to Chilean flag vessels and to the
limited amount of charteredtonnage that the law allowed to rank as 'reputed
Chilean". That being the ambit of the law, it is only natural that the
officialstatisticsshould distinguishnationalityby the flag alone, rather
than by the nationality of owners and operators. The statistics were
collectedby the Customs and omit shipment from and to the Free Trade Zones
and military shipments. They neverthelessform the sole availablebasis for
computingChile's share. Before deregulation,while cargo reservationacted
as an incentiveto Chilean companiesto operateunder Chile's flag, the share
taken from the Customs figuresmay serve as a fair approximationto the share
of Chile's shippingindustry,or at least as a large and reasonablyconstant
proportion of the whole. We use it in this sense, for the years to 1979,
but not thereafter (see Appendix 2.)
In the years immediatelyprecedingderegulation,Chile's share in
cargo tonnagewas generallybelow one-half. The share of import tonnagewas
greater than that of export tonnage,chiefly on account of petroleumcargoes.
(Tables8, 9). Among cargo classes,Chile's share in export tonnage of 1977
was lowest in solid bulk, the single largest export tonnage. The only cargo
class in which Chilean operatorshad a tonnage share of more than one-half
was solid bulk imports, which the law of 1976 had reserved entirely for
Chilean vessels.
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Table 8: Chile's NationalMerchant Marine
Participationin External Trade, 1977
(Thousands of tons and percentages)

National shipowners
Chartered Vessels
Own vessels
PercentTonnTonn- Percentage
age
age
age

Trades and
cargo
groups

Foreign Shipowners
Total
Percentpercent- Tonnage
age
age

Total
tonnage

1,097

9.0

1,056

8.6

17.6

10,086

82.4

12,239

555
28
456
57

23.4
11.4
5.0
10.3

408
22
576
50

17.2
9.0
6.4
9.0

40.6
20.4
11.4
18.3

1,412
196
8,029
448

59.4
79.6
88.6
80.7

2,375
246
9,062
556

Imports

1,527

27.6

1,091

19.7

47.3

2,914

52.7

5,531

General cargo
Refr. cargo
Solid bulk
Liquid bulk

250
18
180
1,077

30.0
29
12.1
34.2

78
0
653
359

9.3
0.0
44.0
11.4

39.3
29
56.1
45.6

506
43
651
1,714

60.7
69.3
43.9
54.4

834
62
1,485
3,150

Total external
trade

2,624

14.8

2,147

12.1

26.9

13,000

73.1

17,771

General cargo
Refr. cargo
Solid bulk
Liquid bulk

805
47
638
1,134

25.1
15.2
6.0
30.6

486
22
1,229
409

15.1
7.1
11.7
11.0

40.2
22.3
17.7
41.6

1,916
239
8,680
2,162

59.8
77.6
82.3
58.4

3,208
308
10,547
3,706

Exports
General cargo
Refr. cargo
Solid bulk
Liquid bulk

Source: Sepulveda t1977),from data suppliedby Oficinsde Planificacidn,Ministeriode Transporte
y Telecomunicaciones.
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Table 9:

Participation of Chile's National Merchant Fleet
(Customs definition) in External Trade, 1978 - 1986
t = tons
f = freight

Percentage Shares
Chile's Share
freight
tons
revenue
TRADE
YEAR

Chile

=

000 t

000 US$

t
Z

f
Z

2,405
2,160
733
2,029
2,209
1,555
1,475
1,648

79,057
82,870
48,116
113,000
80,000
35,013
34,987
47,291

23
20
7
17
19
13
12
12

30
27
12
28
24
10
9
10

3,603
2,261
854
709
1,878
963
1,086
1,006

104,534
109,890
94,000
70,000
85,000
51,400
43,595
50,364

58
45
12
14
30
18
24
20

49
43
15
22
38
21
22
24

own vessels

t

+

chartered
vessels 1/

z

f
Z

t
2

f

10.2

16

9.4

11

8

11
10

15
8
7
4

1
2

9
2
2
6

25

28

19

15

18

25
19
18
19

12

14
2
4
5

z

Exports
1978
1979
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

11

Imports
1978
1979
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

23
19

1
1

Source: IASA (1986) from data suppliedby Ministryof Transportand MaritimeDirectorate,and
MaritimeDirectorate,StatisticalBulletin.
/

'ReputedChilean'flag vessels,charteredto Chileanowners.

From Table 9 it appears that Chile's share of freight revenues in
the years preceding deregulation exceeded its share of tonnage in exports,
but not in imports. In exports, therefore, Chilean operators were not left
with the lowest-paying commodities. In imports, however, which attract the
higher freight rates, Chilean companies found themselves on average of all
cargo, at a disadvantage relative to foreign operators.
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4.

The Shipping Companies

In 1978, on the eve of the deregulation of ocean shipping, Chile's
shipping industry consisted of 12 companies, most of them operating in both
coastal and external trades. Four of these owned about 80 percent of the
merchant tonnage, not counting vessels under flags of convenience.
The Compaftia Sudamericana de Vapores (CSAV, henceforth Sudamericana, founded in founded in 1872) was the largest company by sales and net
worth -- US$ 118 million and 69 million respectively. Among Chile's nonfinancial enterprises, ranked by total assets, it occupied 19th place in
1976.12 It owned and owns several subsidiaries in and outside of Chile as
well as half the equity of SONAP, a shipping company specialized in oil and
petroleum transport and connected with the national petroleum company (ENAP).
The CompafliaChilena de Navegaci6n Interoceania (henceforth CCNI)
came next in terms of sales (US$ 53 million in 1978), capital and fixed
assets.
Third in order of sales comes the state-owned company, Empresa
Maritima del Estado (EMPREMAR) which evolved in 1953 from a maritime
department of the railways.
EMPREMAR was intended first as a coastal
shipping enterprise, with an obligation to maintain services from Arica in
the north, to Magallanes. It first entered ocean trades in 1968 and was then
accorded preference in the transport for government and semi-government
enterprises.
EMPREMAR has the largest dead-weight tonnage among Chile's
companies. In 1978 it ranked second, after Sudamaricana, in net worth and
numbers employed (954 against 1,100 for Sudamericana and 500 for CCNI).
Chile did not have, nor has now, specialized bulk transport or
tramping firms.
There were few independent chartering organizations.
Sudamericana, CCNI, EMPREMAR and the rest among the more significant ocean
transport enterprises (such as the liner company Transmares, of the Ultramar
group) were and remain essentially liner companies, organized and managed as
such and with their main business in liner transport. But by the late 1970s,
all the larger shipping companies had special bulk transport and chartering
departments. Chartering was also done by some of the large corporations.
The Salpeter and Iodine Export Corporation (COVENSA) had its own chartering
department; so had the Agricultural Trade Corporation (ECA) which had the
monopoly in the import of grains and other products, and so had the Steel
Corporation of the Pacific (CAP) which chartered tonnage for coke imports.
The independent chartering offices (such as UNICHART or INTERMAR) recruitedi
their specialists from the experienced staff of CONVENSA. In the light ot
the difficulties that some sectors of Chile's industry experienced before
deregulation in obtaining services by non-liner mode -- by tramp or bulk
carrier or specialized vessels -- and of the great expansion of such
transport almost immediately after deregulation, it is significant that the
problems that arose before deregulation were not primarily due to a lack of

12

World Bank, 1979, vol. 3, p. 190.
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local expertise and familiarity with the international market for non-liner
vessel services.
5.

Financial Performance

The available financial information on the three major companies,
on balance sheets and operating results, is subject to caveats that attach
generally to the interpretation of accounting statements. By the value of
its capital, Sudamericana stands out in 1979 as the dominant enterprise. In
the value of fixed assets, however, Sudamericana and CCNI are closer to each
other, indicating the high leverage that characterizes shipping enterprise
(Table 10).
Total Assets, Value of Owned Vessels, and
Capital of Major Chilean Shipping
Companies,
1979 - 1986 (year end).

Table 10:

Values in US Dollars, at Chilean 1986 Prices 1/

COMPANY

YEAR

VALUE OF ASSETS
TOTAL 2/ OWNED VESSELS 3/
US$ mn

EQUITY

US$ mn

U$ mn

Sudamericana
(CSAV)

1979
1982
1984
1986

126.6
98.4
90.0
146.1

66.8
70.1
67.9
72.5

98.0
77.8
65.0
88.6

Interocean
(CCNI)

1979
1982
1984
1986

86.4
90.9
98.8
91.1

64.7
93.3
114.3
79.0

17.3
35.1
24.6
29.5

Empresa Maritima
(EMPREMAR)

1979
1980
1982
1984
1986

60.6*
42.2
41.2
53.6
51.7

54.1*
43.7
34.5
33.9
24.1

12.4*
15.4
12.5
7.6
10.6

Source: Figures marked with (*): computedfrom IASA (1988);others: computedfrom
financialstatementsof companies.
1/ ChiloanPeso values were adjustedwith Chile'sConsumr Price Index to approximato1988
values,and converted into US dollarsat the exchange rate of 31.12.1988. If Peso values
for years before 1986 are inflatedaccordingto Chile'sWholesalePrice Index
('Homeand ImportedGoods'),the US dollar values for those years is significantly
greaterthan shown in the Table.
2/ After depreciationof assets.
3/ Before depreciation.

-
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EMPREMAR
Profitability varied greatly between the companies.
earned no profits in 1978, CCNI reported marginally positive results on
capital and only Sudamericana was clearly profitable to its owners. In the
following year, EMPREMAR operations resulted in a loss.
The other two
leading companies reported profits. In terms of the returns on the total of
resources employed, only Sudamericana reached more than 10 percent in 1979
(Table 11).
Table 11:

Financial Rates of Return to Resources

Employed: 3 Major Chilean Shipping
Companies,1979 - 1987.
(percentages)
COMPANY:

Sudamericana
(CSAV)

YEAR

a. 1/

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

10.7 *
12.2 *
5.3 *
- 15
- 14
7
12.5
12
10

Interocean
(CCNI)
a. 1/
8*
12 *
11 *
- 1
- 3
5
7
6
7

Empresa Maritima
(EMPREMAR)
a. 1!

12 *
9
- 5
10
- 1
- 1
16
5

b. 2/
2 *
16 *

Source: () computedfrom figures presented in IASA (1988). Other percentages computedfrom
company accounts.
1/ Method of Computation:
L(t) R(t) P(t) G(t) S(t) -

+ equity at end of year t
short and long-term liabilities
net income and interestpaid in year t
Chile'sConsumerPrice Index, level in year t (yearend)
financialrate of return on resourcesused in year t
approximationto total financialresourcesavailablein year t

S(t) = 1/2 [L(t-1).P(t)/P(t-1)
+ L(t)]
and G(t) = R(t) / S(t)
The implicationof inflatingliabilitiesreportedfor the end of year (t - l) with the CPI
for year (t) is that the full rate of inflationof year (t) is supposedto have occurredon
January1. The method thus gives too largea weight to liabilitiesat end of year (t - 1),
but the bias is offset by the choice of inflator. Chila's CPI rose significantlyloss
steeply than the price index for Home and ImportedGoods, correspondingto the wholesale
price index.
2/ Method of computation:
R(t) / [L(t)- Net Income,year t].
Not Income (or part of it) has to be deductedfrom Total Liabilitiesas at the end of the
year becauseLiabilitiesincludeEquity,and Equity at year-endincludesyear's Net Income.
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For the year 1978, Downer (1979) assembled informationon company
sales and net worth (Table 12). He concluded from his review of the
financial position and resources of the leading companies that only
Sudamericana,aided by a US banking consortium,was in a position to replace
its tonnage, while CCNI lack the earnings and accumulated resources for
replacement,and EMPREMARwas definitelynot in a position to rejuvenateits
fleet from own resourcesor by borrowing on the strength of its prospective
earnings.
Table 12:

Sales, Assets and Net Worth of 4 Chilean
ShippingCompanies,1978
millions of US Dollars 1/

Company

Sales

Assets

Net Worth

Sudamericana
CCNI
Empremar
Sonap

117.7
53.2
46.2
13.9

87
61
52
34

69
15
33
10

Source: Downer(1979).
/

Downermay haveappliedthe exchangeratefor the U.S. dollarof 1979. The absolute
valuesin the tablemay therefore
be too low. Relativesites wouldnot be affected.

6. IndustrialOrganization
The degree of competitionin Chile's shippingservicesis a matter
of, first, the internal constitutionof the industry and, second, of the
general organizationof shippingin Chile's overseas trades.
Before the advent of the Allende governmentin 1970, EMPREMARwas
the only Chilean shipping enterprisein state ownership. The Popular Union
government soon embarked on a policy of nationalization. Sudamericanaand
CCNI were taken over by the state in their entiretyor by way of the transfer
of majority shareholdingsinto public hands. In 1964, 15 percent of Chile
merchant shipping tonnage was in the public sector; by 1973 this share had
risen to 64 percent. The sale of these assets by the National Development
Corporation (CORFO), began after the change of government but was only
completed in the 1980s. The companies that had been brought under state
control between 1970 and 1973 were neverthelessfree, after the change of
regime, to conducttheir affairs independently,on commercialprinciples,and
to compete with each other.
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EMPREMAR, remained in public ownership. It was deprived of its
exclusive rights to the transport of grain and sugar and was moreover
expected to be commercially and financially independent as from 1975. This
opening of internal competition, within Chile's shipping industry, was
essentially the first step in the process of deregulation. It was not an
easy step to take because the line had the backing of strong national
interests, nor was the policy marked by total consistency. In 1974, the year
before the company was to reach financial self-sufficiency, the public sector
petroleum and iron ore corporations (ENAP and CAP) contracted with EMPREMAR,
operating in joint venture with Japan's Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, for the export
of iron pellets to Japan and the import of oil from the Persian Gulf, on the
return run to Chile. The terms of the contract are reported to have been
favorable. The Japanese partner provided two vessels which were ultimately
acquired by EMPREMAR. The company, for its part, continued in some ways to
conduct itself like a public sector company with special obligations. It
thus continued its Austral coastal service which was not a profitable
operation.
In Chile's external trades a division of markets had established
itself between Chile's shipping companies. The smaller ventures were wholly
specialized in coastal trades, either operated principally between Chile and
the East Coast of South America. That was (and remains) the case of NACHIPA
(Naviera Chilena del Pacifico), Nav. Interoceargas, Transmares and Naviera
Paschold, serving the trades with Brazil, Argentina, the Caribbean and,
occasionally, West Coast ports.
The trades with Brazil and Argentina are
regulated by bilateral agreements, implemented by inter-company agreements.
Entry by Chileans in these major South American trades is controlled within
the agreements. In 1977, these trades were in the sole hands of CCNI and
Transmares.
7.

The Liner Conferences

The main intercontinental routes, including the route to the United
States, were (and are) served by the three large companies. These routes are
covered by a network of liner conferences and rate agreements.
The
conferences covering the trades from and to Europe and the Far East treat the
West Coast as one conference area, quoting rates that are practically or
completely identical for all major ports along the coast. In the US trades,
on the other hand, the conferences distinguish more closely between ports;
Colombia and Ecuador have separate US conferences. European and Japanese
conferences are 'closed'; US conferences, subject to US regulation, are
distinct in that they are 'open'. In closed conferences, admission of new
members is at the discretion of the cartel. In open conferences, lines that
fulfil certain conditions controlled by US law may enter at their discretion.
All, however, suppress price competition between members, and may go beyond
that in allocating sailings and loadings at individual ports. All seek to
hold outside competition at bay, the least aggressive method being systems
of dual rates that accord the lower rate to shippers who give all their trade
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13
to the conference.
Intuitively,the differencebetween open and closed
conferencesis narroweddown to a differencein the balance of residualpower
between conference and the outsider who has already managed to establish
himself in the market to the point where he would think it to his advantage
to forego price competitionwith the conference,and to maintain rather than
increase his share in the market. An outsider would presumablynot seek
entry into a conference,closed or open, if his share in the market, likely
to be frozen upon entry and to stay so for a substantialperiod, is lower
than he thinks he can attain. Newcomerswho have yet to establishthemselves
in the market will not see much difference between open and closed
conferences.

There is every reason to believe that cargo reservation was
instituted in 1956 as a means of lessening the control that international
liner conferencesexerted on the ocean trades of Chile. Once a share in the
market had been assured to them, Chile's companies as a group had every
interest (as explained in Chapter II) to seek admissioninto conferencesand
to support the establishmentof agreements,where none existed,to suppress
price competition.
By the late 1960s, Sudamericanahad secured entry into the North
American and Europeanconferences. The companywas a full member of the West
Coast of South America Northbound (6 members, including also the Peruvian
State Line and Grancolombiana),and, for the inverse direction,the Atlantic
and Gulf/West Coast of South America (7 members, with the same three South
Americans as the northboundconference). Of these two.,only the southbound
conference offered a rebate to contractors (of 15 percent); the northbound
conferenceofferedno rebates. One may infer that competitionnorthboundwas
weaker than southbound, the direction of the higher-value commodities.
Sudamericanahad also secured entry into the (closed)European/SouthPacific
and Magellan which covered both directions. This conferencehad two South
American lines among its 11 full members: Sudamericanaand Grancolombiana,
with Consorcio Naviero Peruano as a mere non-votingaffiliate. It operated
both a deferred rebate and a contract rate system of loyalty rebating.
Within the European conference, Sudamericanawas a member of the E>urouac
agreementwith the Peruvian,Colombian and Ecuadorianlines for the service
between the European Atlantic coast and the Pacific and Magallanes. The
conferencecovering the trade with Japan, Korea and Okinawa, the JapanWest
Coast South America, on the other hand, had no South Americans among its 10
members,while the Japan-LatinAmerica Eastboundwhich covered a much wider
area (includingMexico, CentralAmerica and both coasts of South America)had
the Flota Grancolombianaas the only South American member. For the rest.
its membershipoverlappedwith that of the Japan-WestCoast conference. Each
operated a dual rate system.

13
Sinco1984,US conferences
canno longeroperateloyalty
contracts
andtheassociated
dual
pricingsystem(fullratesand contractrates).Instead,
members-- in practice,
membersunder
conference
control,
can conclude
servicecontracts
with individual
shippers,
at ratesbelowthe
standardpostedrate. (SeeShashikumar,
1989). The ShippingAct, 1984,introduced
further
changes,notablythe rightof conference
membersto independent
actionin the matterof rates
and service,provideda specified
periodof noticeis observed.
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Sudamericana, as the oldest and largest of the companies, was the

first to be admitted to major conferences. CCNI had in the 1960s secured
associate (i.e.,non-voting)status in the European conference. In 1974, it
was admitted to the Japan conference where it pooled with the Japanese
group.14 The arrangementfollowedthe norm of the Japaneseconferencein its
dealingswith other West Coast countries: CCNI had rights to 50 percent of
Chilean trade within

the pool but if it carried to or from other South

American countriesits revenueswere offset against the half-sharesof those
countries. From the late 1960s on, CCNI was also a member of the ChileArgentina conference and freight pool, and a member of the Chile-Brazil,
Perd-Brazil,Chile-Per(i
and Chile-Uruguayfreight agreements,and while not
a member of the Argentina-Perdconference,it applied their tariff.
EMPREMAR, the last large company to enter major international
trades, concludedin the 1970s a serviceand pooling agreementwith Spanish,
Peruvian and Ecuadorianlines for trade with the Mediterranean,but outside
the European conference (Sepulveda,1979).
In negotiationbetween conferencesand aspiring entrants, sailing
rights and pool shares form major issues, and they represent major
determinants of cartel cohesion. There is no reliable information on the
shares accorded to Chile's members in the European conference; it must not
be assumed that this corresponds to the half-share that Chile's law had
reserved for transport to and from Chile. Pool shares have to be related to
the carrying capacity of members, and known conference agreements often
restrict members to operating with their own tonnage, subject to temporary
exemptions granted by the conference. In the US conferences, Chile's share

may at times have exceeded one-half: in 1981, the US lines' revenues share
in the trade with Chile was only 27 percent (Officeof TechnologyAssessment,
1983).
The overall share of Chilean operatorsin general and refrigerated
cargo was well below one-half in terms of tons and less in terms of revenue
(Table 8). Revenue per ton in imports is much higher than in exports (Table
13). The discrepancyresultsnot from cost differencesor from an excess of
general cargo imports over exports: the opposite is the case. It rather
results from liner conferencepricingmethodswhich set rates,within bounds,
according to commodityvalue. For Chile's conference-mindedoperators,the
assuranceof a share of import cargoes carriedat rates not too far below the
average rate was an advantage that conferencemembershipcould secure, but
cargo reservationby itself could not.

14K Line,

NYKand Mitsui OSK.
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Table 13: Freight Revenue per Ton of Cargo in Chile's
Foreign Trade, US$, Current Values
General Cargo
Export

RefrigeratedCargo

Year

$

Import
$

1978
1979

44.8
49.4

149
191

201
210

1984
1985
1986

46
43.4
39.9

149
156.5
163.9

283
235.5
222

Source:

Export
$

Import
$

71.8
62.1

Dry Bulk
Export

$

Import
$

10
12

15
20

6.4
8.9
14.1

15
14.4
12.2

IASA (1986) and Maritime Directorate.

8. Assessments of Effects: The Cost and Quality of Transport
An analysis of conference rate-making in the trades of the West
Coast of South America, in the late 1960s, suggested that the great excess
of southbound over northbound rates --

in the ratio of 3 to 1 --

could not

be accounted for by cost differences (Devanney,Livanos and Stewart, 1972).
Stowage factors,as one determinantof cost,were approximatelyequal in both
directions. To find the cost of the prevailingsystem, the study constructed
an alternative shipping system for the West Coast that minimized the joint
cost of operators and shippers,optimizingover the number of ships in the
service, speeds, vessels size, time in port and inventory costs. The
resulting 'efficient'system deployed fewer ships, larger and slower, than
the actual fleet of 1969-1971.
The costs of the conferencesystemwere thus
thought to spring chiefly from non-price competitionthat characterizesthe
behavior of cartel members quite generally, and from the need of sales
cartels to accommodate independent producing units (firms) rather than
optimizeproductioncapacity (vessels). The average freight rate resulting
from the optimized system was US$52 per ton, as against the prevailing1970
average of US$82, or US$72 if the rate-negotiating(rebating)experienceof
Sudamericanareflected the true level: a difference of US$38 per ton on
average.
The Devanney, Livanos,Stewart simulationstudy is relevantto the
cost of regulationonly in so far as cargo reservationcan be said to have
reinforcedthe conferencesystem in Chile's trades. A more direct approach
to the cost of cargo reservationin Chile is attempted in Part II of this
note. The investigationof one segment of Chile's overseas shippingpoints
to a marked decline in average freight charges after deregulation,relative
to charges on similar commodities from other exporting countries, and a
strengtheningof the cost element and a weakening of the demand factors in
liner freight charges.
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The constraints that cargo reservation was capable of imposing on
Chile's trade and industry were due, first, to the operation of the 50
percent reservation rule itself, and then to the control procedures: the
assigning of individual shipments, the laborious steps to be gone through in
seeking exemption from the assignment, and the ambiguous criteria for
granting exemption, especially when users wanted to employ non-liner
transport.
The whole impact of the system cannot be judged from the experience
of the 1970s alone. By 1973, the system had been in force for 17 years.
During that time it will have worked its effects with results that were no
longer easy to observe in the 1970s because production, trade and shipping
had adapted to them. Merely in terms of the experience of the 1970s, the
system appears to have presented least of a burden, if indeed any, on the
established, major export and import trades. Copper, a liner cargo, occupied
a commanding position in both the export trade and the shipping market of
Chile. An industry of such national importance could presumably negotiate
with liner operators on even terms, or better. The export of iron pellets
was similarly unlikely to have felt constrained by cargo reservation. That
was also true of the exports of nitrates and iodine, or the import of wheat,
maize and other agricultural products by the Agricultural Trade Corporation.
The effects of cargo reservation are also thought to have been minor on the
relatively small exports of logs. If the product was to compete at all in
foreign markets, it required specialized vessels not available in Chile's
fleet, and strictly competitive rates. Nor does cargo reservation appear in
the 1970s to have interfered with the established modest flows of sawnwood
and panels to Argentina, or of paper and pulp to Argentina and Brazil.
By contrast, the impact of the regulations fell on established
exports industries in their efforts to expand sales in existing markets and
to enter new ones.
It also fell on the new export industries. Leading
examples in the first group were paper, pulp, sawnwood and fruit; in the
second group, fishmeal and simple manufactures. Their exports grew rapidly
across the 1970s:
Value of exports in US$ mn

Paper and pulp
Sawn pinewood
Fresh fruit
Fishmeal
"Other manufactured products'
Chile's total exports

1970

1973

1978

32
4
12
15
47

30
3
14
14
20

159
70
115
106
327

1,249

1,248

2,408
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The exports of the 5 groups of rapidly growing or essentiallynew exports - not an exhaustive list -- amounted to 9 percent of Chile's aggregate
exports in 1970s, and to 32 percent in 1978. It was in these trades that the
direct and indirectincentivesto export which Chile's generalpolicy created
after 1973 were in conflictwith the protectiongiven to national shipping.
The export of fresh fruit requiresprompt shipmentin refrigerated
space. The largest reefer capacity operating on the West Coast of South
America was that of The PrudentialLine (subsequentlythe Delta Line) but
Sudamericanaentered the trade with reefer vessels in the mid-1970s. Reefer
capacityhas to be booked in advance,for the brief exporting season. Since
shipperscould not predictwhether their shipmentswould be assignedto the
Chilean or to foreign flag carriers,they could not safely commit themselves
to a foreignshipowner. As a result of cargo reservation,the implementation
method and informaladministrativeaction (in delaying the exit of foreignflag vessels from port), shippers felt it safest to use Chilean flag
shipping. Sudamericanathus captured80 percent of the fresh fruit trade on
its established routes to Europe and the East Coast of the United States.
Chile's forestryproductsfaced high transportcost relativeto the delivere'
prices of logs, sawn timber, pulp and paper. Sawnwood and panels went
traditionallyto Argentina but in the 1970s the industry sought markets in.
Venezuela,Europe and the Arab countries. The market limits thus depended
crucially on freight charges and quality of service: Brazil is better
located for access to Europe, and New Zealand and Australia for trade with
Asia. Paper and pulp were classed as conferencecargos and claimed as such
by the conferences. Outsidercompetitionthat could have lowered rates was
held at bay by the assignmentproceduresand by the reservationrule itself
which narrowed the market in which an outsider could hope to establish
regular service. Paper and pulp are peculiarly vulnerable to taint anc
damage when stowed with other cargoes. Limits on free choice among carriers
with differentexperienceand equipmentthus acted as limits on the technical
quality of service that was readily available to Chile's exporters,
Inventory costs were raised by the limited availabilityof national fla
vessels of a non-liner type. Insurance costs were raised by delay and th.
risk of damage. Exporters reacted by trying to arrange their shipmentsfo:
times when nationalvessels were unlikely to be available,and by elaborat,
efforts to consolidatecargoes of differentproducers and products to fil
a charteredvessel. In the words of a major exporter of forestryproducts
the regulationwas turning industrialistsand exportersinto shipowners: th
standard consequence of regulation,whether in shipping or trucking, th,.
turns users into own-accountoperators.
The price charged for shippingservicesdoes not exhaust the totaI
cost of shipping to trade and industry. A more inclusive account of the
effects of cargo reservationon differenteconomicsectorshas to distinguish
between coastal and ocean shipping, between bulk and general cargo and
between major traditionalcargo flows and the newer or more rapidly growing
ones.
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On coastal shipping,the bare facts appear in Table 14. Ever since
the opening of the PanamericanHighway in 1965, connectingArica in the far
North of the country with Puerto Montt in the far South, general cargo
tonnage had continued to drop. By 1978-79 it had virtually disappeared,
except for steel ingots, a few other government cargoes and subsidized
movements by EMPREMARand CCNI, to the Southern-mostports (the road to which
crosses Argentinian territory and had to be avoided after the outbreak of
conflictwith Argentina, in 1977). But it is not clear to what extent, if
any, the flight of general cargo from coastal shippinghas to be imputed to
cargo reservationsrather than to the state of the ports. The productivity
of Chile's public ports was low and had been declining steadily through
inefficient organization and restrictive labor practices enforced by the
unions. General cargo is especiallysensitiveto port productivity,so that
the high cost of using the ports would certainlyhave diverted some private
cargo from water to road transport. Coastal transportof solid bulk, on the
other hand, grew steadily. The effects, or the perceived effects, of the
exclusionof foreign shippingfrom Chile's cabotagecan then only be inferred
from the fact that it was found right or necessary to include coastal
shipping in the subsequent liberalizationof the shipping regime. The
deregulationmeasuresof 1979, discussedin ChapterV (below),opened the way
for foreign vessels to compete, under certain conditions, for the coastal
transport of large loads. In 1985, and therefore 4 years after the reform
of the public ports and the consequent great improvement in their
productivity,the modificationof the 1979 measuresmaintainedthe access of
foreign vessels to coastal shipping.
Table 14: Cargo Tonnage in Chile's Coastal Shipping,
1960 - 1986

(000 metric tons)
CLASSES OF CARGO
YEAR
1960
1965
1970
1974
1979
1981
1982
1986

GENERAL
695
515
251
298
211
240
306
435

Source: Ministry of Transport.

SOLID BULK
942
1,656
1,933
2,318
2,627
1,705
2,044
2,968

LIQUID BULK
1,051
2,363
2,449
3,617
2,114
3,871
3,263
3,143

TOTAL
2,689
4,533
4,633
6,234
4,952
5,816
5,613
6,546
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What could reasonably be ascribed to cargo reservationwas Ithe
arbitrarinesswith which shipmentswere assignedby Central Bank officials
to Chilean and non-Chileanvessels; the difficultyof obtainingwaivers from
the entitled Chilean company if it could not offer space at the right time
and the unavoidable dispute on what was an acceptable time for positioning
a vessel, the resultingdelays, inventorycosts, market risks and the cost
to the shipperof having to settle for an 'imperfectfit'. Where there could
be no doubt about the bulk characterof a cargo, for instance,shipperscame
up against the predictabledifficultyof appealing to the provision of the
1956 and 1976 laws that made cargo reservationconditionalon freightcharges
demandedby Chilean operatorsto be no higher than the internationalmarket
rates. There were no clear standardsof comparison. Traders felt that the
decision of the arbitratingauthoritieson what was an adequatevessel, an
adequatetime for making the vessel availableas well as the justifiedprice
were biased towards the interests of the Chilean shipowners,bringing in
their own vessels or what they could charter for the voyage. Shippers of
refrigerated cargo argued that conferences impeded the introduction of
advancedreefer technology(such as reefer containers)since members who had
invested in less efficient equipmentwould have had to agree to a lowering
of rates for the inferiorservicethey were offering. Shippersseekingentry
into markets to which no sufficientlyfrequentservicewas providedperceived
themselveshampered by conference rate-makingpolicy which would not price
transportwith transhipmentlower than direct shipment. Shippersof what was
potentially bulk cargo found that the decision on what was, or was not,
general cargo rested with the conferences,supportedby its Chilean member.
Inefficienciesdue to the cargo reservationsystem thus seemed to mirror and
reinforce the inefficienciesof the conferencesystem.
9. The Passage to Deregulation
The economic policy pursued by the governmentsince 1973 entailed
a substantial change in the structure of production and foreign trade and
compellingincentivesto turn from import substitutionto exporting. As the
private sector responded,not without casualties, the number of firms and
entrepreneurs to whom ocean transport costs became a crucial factor in
economic success or survival, increased greatly. The established export
interestswere pressingtowards new markets. Cost consciousnesswas further
raised when the policy of mini-devaluationscame to an end in mid-1979 and
the peso was fixed in terms of the US dollar.
There was then a clear constituencyfor the cause of deregulation.
Within the government,views differed. Strong interests,based in part on
considerationsof national security,argued for the continuationof a policy
that seemed to have been successfulin buildingup the merchanttonnage under
Chile's flag, though not yet wholly successful in securing the commercial
position that would make the national industry invulnerableto increased
competition. It was also argued that the main inefficiencyaffectingChile's
ocean transport lay in the ports. The state of the public ports had
obviouslycontributedmuch to the declineof coastal shipping. Since coastal
shipping was an important source of revenue for Chile's shipowners,
deregulation of external shipping before port efficiency had been raised
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would deny them some measure of compensation for the loss of cargo
reservation. But negotiations in preparation for a reform of the ports,
between port authority,labor and government,had been proceedingsince 1974
and were unlikelyto arrive soon at a satisfactoryconclusion. The argument
prevailed, that the complement to trade liberalization,its final stage
reached in 1979, was liberalizationof the ocean shippingregime. Since this
could be introducedrapidly, it should not wait for reform in the ports.
When it became clear that the government had decided on
deregulationthe discussionturned to the reach of reform. A major issue
was the extent to which cabotage should be opened to non-Chilean carriers.
A further issue concerned the position of Chilean owners under bilateral
agreements that reserved cargo to the partner country, and generally the
policy towards cargo reservation by others: a group of countries that
accounted for perhaps one-quarterof Chile's export trades. The shipowners
furthermore negotiated for emancipation from restrictionsthat had either
been imposedon them by the regulationsor had resultedfrom general economic
policy. Specifically,they sought freedom to sell vessels at their own
discretion and a lifting of the obligationto set aside a fixed proportion
of net revenuesfor vessel acquisition. They also sought greater freedom in
outflagging. This had become the obvious escape route from the high cost of
operatingunder the Chilean flag, determinedby the legal crewing scales,by
wages and salariesenforcedby the unions and wage indexationwith reference
to past inflation as ordainedby public policy.
By way of preparation for the reform, the interestedparties -shipowners and shippers, with prominent participation of the forestry
products industry -- were encouragedto draft proposals. The measure of
deregulationthat emerged in 1979 presented a compromisebetween the cases
made for the two sides.

-

V.

Deregulations

37 _

The Shipping

Regime,

1979 - 1988

1. Change of Principle
Since 1980, Chile's shippinghas been governed by two laws: No.
3.059 of December 1979, and No. 18.454 of November 1985. The first marks a
change of principle. The lattermodifiesit in certain respects,but without
departing far from the main lines of the reform.
The law of 1979 retains cargo reservation,in coastal as well as
foreign shipping, but in so attenuated a form relative to the preceding
regime that it has to be seen as an act of deregulation. The title of the
laws of 1979 and 1985 is the same as that of 1956: An Act for the Promotion
of the Merchant Marine. That title was a fair expression of the central
purpose of the 1956 law. In 1979, however, the needs of Chile's foreign
trade take first place among the reasons for the new law as stated in the
preamble, followed by the need for a merchant marine able to provide
efficient service in internal and external trades. In 1956, the promotion
of Chile's merchant marine was to be achieved by protecting it against
foreign competition. In 1979, the role of public policy in promoting the
merchant marine had changed to supporting the free access of national
shipping enterpriseto the internationalshippingmarkets (Article4).
2. The Reform of 1979
(i) Cabotage: cargo reservationwithin limits. Coastal shipping
which the law of 1956 had reserved totally for Chilean vessels, remained
reserved,but within much narrower limits. The transportof cargos of over
5,000 tons could be put out to tender to ships irrespectiveof their flag.
For cargos below 5,000 tons, shippers could seek quotations by direct
('private')approach to carriers of any flag, thus escapingthe formalities
and prescribedperiods of notice for public invitationsto tender. Cargo
reservation only persisted in the sense that Chilean owners were to have
preferenceif they could meet the best offer in terms of price and quality,
obtainedby the shipper. The Ministry of Transportwas to act as controlling
authority and arbitratorupon appeal.
(ii) Foreign trades: the principle of reciprocity. The earlier
rule that reserved 50 percent of cargos,within each distinct category,was
replacedby the reciprocityrule. This made cargo reservationdependent on
the policy of the countrywhose flag was seeking to carry Chile's exports or
imports. The percentage of Chilean export or import cargo reserved for
Chilean national companies is equal to the share reservedby the country of
the foreign carrier. Vessels of countriesthat reservedno cargo for their
own flags are thus given free and equal access to Chile's shipping. The law
establisheda Commission ('Article4 Commission')that was to determine from
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time to time the percentageof reservationto be applied in the trades with
individualforeign countries.
The charges that Chilean operatorsmay levy for the transport of
cargo reserved under this rule were not to exceed the rates prevailing in
the internationalmarket (that is, for liner transport) or the best offer
receivedby the shipper (that is, for bulk transport). Even when the price
quoted by the foreign carrier exceeds that of the Chilean company, the
shipper may employ the foreign flag if he can show that the quality of
foreign service is superior.1
(iii) Shipowners entitlementto reserved cargo. The law again
placed a limit on the amount of chartered tonnage operated by Chilean
companies that could claim a right to reservedcargo. For charteredtonnage
to rank as 'reputedChilean' it must not exceed 50 percent of the company's
Chilean registered tonnage, including in this, tonnage operated under
bareboat charters with option to buy: the standard method for acquiring
ships for Chile's fleet and adding 13 percent to Chile's own deadweight
tonnage in 1980 (see IV.2 above). The main innovationof the 1979 law in
this matter is, however, that it no longer excludes vessels owned or partowned by Chilean nationals from the right to rank as 'reputed Chilean.'
Chilean-ownedships flying flags of convenience could thus carry reserved
cargo.

(iv) Shipowner'sright of access to the markets. The law accorded
to all Chilean companiesequal access to the coastal trades and the external
trades. It declaredthat no Chilean shippingcompany should be impededwhen
seeking to enter "any regularservicesthat would be established": the state
would back Chilean companies seeking to join conferences. The Ministry of
Transport togetherwith the Article 4 Commissionwere instructedto prevent
such exclusions.
(v) Fiscal treatmentand financialobligations. The law removed
the obligationon shippingcompanies to allocate part of their net profits
--

30 percent since 1974 --

to a capital construction fund and therefore also

abolished the exemptionof this part of profits from taxation. Transitional
arrangementswere made for funds accumulatedor obligationsassumedunder the
supersededscheme. Instead, revenuesfrom shippingservices in the foreign
trades were to be treated for purposesof taxationas resultingfrom export
activity, benefiting from tax concessions granted for the stimulation of
exports. The restrictionon the sale of vessels (to foreigners)disappeared.
(vi) Fiscal treatment of foreign owners. Foreign participation
in Chile's coastal shipping was to be treated for tax purposes as a
developmental activity and subjected to the same taxation of income as
Chilean operators.

1

6ArticI.

7 of the Implementing Regulation to Low3.059 (Decreto No. 86 of March 26, 1980).
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(vii) Shipping operations on public account. Special shipping
servicesrequiredby the state, in the public interest,are to be put out to
tender to Chile's companies.
3. The Modificationof 1985
The modifications introduced in 1985 responded to internal and
organizationaldevelopmentsin Chile's shipping,and to changes in external
circumstances.
(i) Foreign participationin cabotage. The conditionslaid down
in 1979 for foreign participation in coastal shipping were procedurally
complex and presumablyled to contention. The 1985 modificationsimplified
the rules, but only at the price of a retreat into greater restrictiveness.
It also introducedwhat amounts to an import duty on coastal shipping by
foreign vessels, or on coastal shipping carried out with chartered foreign
vessels.
Cargoes up to 900 tons were no longer open to foreign competition
but totally reservedto national ships. Above that limit, shippersmay seek
competitive offers from any flag, by public invitation to tender with a
prescribedperiod of notice and with provisions for a public examinationof
the bids. For purposes of comparing foreign and national bids, the former
are raised by the prevailing standard rate of import duty (10 percent).
Contracts are then awarded strictlyto the lowest bidder, though presumably
on condition that he meets the specificationsstated in the invitation to
tender. The room explicitlyleft in 1979 for allowing shippersto select a
16
foreign vessel on grounds other than price is no longer available.
When
foreignvessels other than those 'reputedChilean'are charteredfor coastal
operations,a tax of 20 percent is levied,under the Income Tax Law, on the
charter hire paid to the foreign owner.1 7
(ii) Shipowners'sright to enter trades. The law confirms the
right of all Chilean shipping companies to participate in the country's
trades, cabotage or external; but it no longer speaks of an equal right.
The reason for this variation appears in the same section of the law which
acknowledgesthe right of Chilean companiesto join liner conferences,pools
and consortia,exempt from Chile's anti-cartellaw.

v

(iii) Entitlementto reservedcargo extendedto conference. The
entitlement to cargo reserved under the reciprocity rule is extended to
vessels of foreign companiesthat have enteredinto transportagreementswith
Chilean companiesand that will compensatetheir Chileanpartnersunder those
agreementsfor reservedcargo taken by the foreigners. The right to reserved
cargo is thus extended to the entire conferenceor inter-companyagreement
and the enforcementof rights is left to its internalworking.

16

Law 3.0S9, Art. 3, and Implementing DecreeNo. 86, Art. 7.

17

IncomeTax Law, Resolution No. 7, of January 9, 1987.
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(iv) Retaliation. Chile's response to the protectionist measures
that spread in the early 1980s was to adopt a policy of retaliation against
the ships of countries that excluded Chilean companies from their trades with
third countries. Where such total or partial exclusion was introduced by a
foreign country unilaterally, Chile reserved the right to exclude that
Where the
country's ships from Chile's trades with the third country.
exclusion resulted from bilateral agreements between two foreign countries,
Chile would exclude the vessels of each from Chile's trade with the other.
The same principle of retaliation was also applied to the taxation of freight
revenues earned by foreign vessels from the transport of Chile's exports or
imports. Under the income tax law, a tax at the rate of 5 percent was levied
on vessels of countries that taxed such revenues.18
4.

The Reciprocity Rule in Practice

In the law of 1979, there was some ambiguity -- possibly intended
-- in the provisions on cargo reservation in external trades. What the law
seemed to say was that in trade with countries practicing cargo reservation,
Chile would reserve an equal percentage to Chilean flag vessels. From 1979
to 1986, however, practice appears to have been more liberal than the letter
of the law: the share that Chile reserved for herself under the reciprocity
rule was in fact accessible to the vessels of any country that allowed
Chile's vessels free access to its own trades. In 1985, practice was brought
in line with the words of the law: in trades subject to the reciprocity
rule, Chile reserved her share to Chilean flag vessels.19
By then, all or
most of the trades in question had been covered by agreements between Chilean
shipping companies and those of the cargo-reserving partner. Cargo was then,
in practice, and by regulation, 'reserved' to the participants in those
agreements.
The reciprocity rule, in one form or the other, together with the
cargo sharing under the Bilateral Agreement with Brazil, affected about onequarter of Chile's external trade (Table 15).
5.

The Essence of the Reform

The regime prevailing until December 1979 had reserved all coastal
shipping for Chilean flag vessels, subject to government approval of services
and tariffs.
In Chile's external trades, it had reserved 50 percent of
export and import cargos and all bulk imports for the Chilean flag, subject
to rates and charges no higher than those posted by liner conferences or
ruling in the international market for tramps and bulkers, and with provision
for waivers. Shipowners benefitted from a variety of fiscal reliefs. In

18
19

Articil1 of Law No. 18.031of September1981.

R-solutionNo. 1, 10 March 1986, and Regulation24 of 14 February 1986, Art. 20.
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Table 15: Chile's Trade Subject to the Rule of Reciprocity
and to BilateralAgreements,1980 and 1983
1983

1980
Reservation
Applies to Trade
With

Reserved
Share

Chile's
Exports
Imports

Chile's
Exports
Imports

z

US$ million

Argentina
Bolivia
Colombia

50
50
50

278
27
176

226
47
49

118
11
42

200
9
0.1

Ecuador
Paraguay
Perd
Dominican Republic
Uruguay
Venezuela

50
50
50
40
50
50

-

220
31
59

40
22
37
8
225
541

Nine countries
As percentage of Chile's
external trade
Brazil
Ten countries
As percentage of
Chile's external
trade

US$ million

27
70

20
264

34
3
40
5
6
30

584

916

289

6
-

13Z

-

19%

8%

-

20%

458

389

156

188

1,402

1,305

445

729

22X

26Z

12%

27Z

Source: ResolutionNo. 863 of June 18, 1980. Ministryof Dev-lopmentand Reconstruction,
National
Instituteof Statistics,ComercioExterior:ExportacidnA Importaci6n,1980, 1983.

return, they had to operate under a variety of restrictions. These were
intended to prevent misuse of the fiscal exemptions (no free sale of
vessels), and to ensure that the gains from protection and fiscal concessions
-- if they gave rise to profits -- would be devoted to the development of
Chile's merchant marine (allocation of 30 percent of profits to the capital
construction fund; implicit restrictions on outflagging and on chartering-in
Competition of own-account operations -vessels owned or
tonnage).
controlled by ship users -- with the professional shipping companies was
controlled.
The reform narrowed the domain of cargo reservation in the coastal
specified
to compete
under
allowing
foreign operators
trades by
circumstances. Theoretically, under the 1979 deregulating law, foreign ships
could compete with Chileans over the entire body of coastal cargo. The
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modificationof 1985 which bears all the marks of hard bargaining,simplifies
and backtracksby giving absolutepreferenceto Chilean nationalvessels for
cargos of less than 900 tons -- that is, most general cargo -- while
admitting foreign competition for larger loads. The new rule provides for
foreign bids to be increasedby the standardrate of import duty before they
are comparedwith Chilean bids. This representsa pure margin of protection
rather than a tax in the normal sense because it entails no payment to the
Revenue in case where a foreign bid, 'after tax", wins the contract. (The
method has the merit of avoidingforeignretaliation.) Charteringof foreign
(flag) vessels -- whether direct by shippers, or by Chilean shipping
companies going above their allowed quota of chartered vessels 'reputed
Chilean' -- attracts an 'additional'income tax of 20 percent of the charter
hire. In 1985, some 23 percent of cargo tonnage in Chile's coastal shipping
should have been subject to these new rules on foreign flag participation
(Anuario, 1985). When the system resulting in 1985 is compared with the
outrightbanning of foreignflag vessels from coastal shippingthat prevailed
till 1979, it representsa substantialliberalizationof internationaltrade
in shipping services. A substantialpart of coastal shippinghas been laid
open to foreigncompetition,the earlierquantitativerestrictionhaving been
replaced by real or notional taxes. But when compared with the system of
1979, there has been a partial return to protection.
In the external trades, cargo reservationwas withdrawn from the
trades with all the countriesthat did not themselvesreservecargo for their
national flags. Thus, in mid-1980, reservationwas limitedto Chile's trades
with 9 Latin American countriesthat practiced flag discrimination,and with
Brazil. The earlier total reservationof bulk importswas revoked.
The distinction between public (professional)and own-account
operators regarding their right to transport the cargo of third parties no
longer appears in the law.
The sum total of these measures of deregulationwas of primary
benefit to shippers. But deregulationalso freed the shippingcompanies of
rules that had restricted their choices and operating methods. The law
revoked the earlier restrictions on the sale of vessels. It relieved
shipping companies of the obligationto reserve a prescribedpart of their
profits, tax-exempt,for the purchaseof vessels. The implicitrestrictions
on outflaggingdisappeared. Lastly, the modifying law of 1985 compliedwith
what must have been the demands of the shipping companies, in explicitly
confirming their right to participate in liner conferences, pools and
consortia,unhinderedby rules against restraintof trade, a right that must
have existed implicitlyfor most of the years since 1956. The division of
cargo in trades subject to cargo reservationunder the reciprocityprinciple,
was left to the conferences. At the same time, the equal right of all
Chilean companies to participationin all trades, coastal and foreign,was
demoted to a right, but not an equal one.
Did the changes in law and practice in 1985 and 1986 signify a
partial retreat from the policy of 1979? In the case of coastal shipping,
there was retreat,even if the impositionof notional or real taxes has been
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justified (not wholly covincingly) as a means to equalizing the tax
obligationsfallingon foreignand Chilean operators. In the externaltrades
subject to the ReciprocityRule, the exclusion of all foreign flag vessels
from access to Chile's share in those trades seems only to have become the
practice in 1985. This retreat from a competitiveregime may have been made
at the instanceof the foreign,cargo reservingpartner in the trade: there
is no incontrovertibleevidence of retreat. Nor, however, is there in all
this evidence of a willingness to advance further to a fully competitive
regime.
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VI. After Deregulation: the SurroundingEvents

1.

Introduction

The consequences of deregulation of ocean shipping have to be
looked for in two directions: the development of the terms and quality of
shipping services available to Chile's economy, and the condition of the
country's shipping industry. Each of these, however, is overlaid by general
economic developments in Chile or affecting Chile, and by the state of the
Lastly, the shipping
international shipping industry from 1979 to 1987.
policy of other countries, especially those of South and Central America, has
also affected the way in which Chile's shipping and the different
participants in the activity adapted themselves to the change of regime.
2.

The Economy and Foreign Trade20

The year of deregulation, 1979, and the 18 months following were
a period of high economic activity. The volume of exports reached a new high
level in 1980. In that year, however, the deficit in the current account of
the balance of payments rose by two-thirds: from US$1.2 billion in 1979 to
US$2 billion. In the following year, 1981, the value of exports declined by
16 percent and while the Central Bank's quantum index of exports only dropped
by 4 percent, the tonnage of dry cargo loaded in foreign trades declined by
a full quarter (Table 3).
The current account deficit rose to US$4.7
billion.
The decline of GNP by 16 percent in 1982 serves as the summary
indicator of an economic and financial crisis that manifested itself in
failures of major banks and businesses, and steeply rising unemployment. The
decapitalization of large portions of Chile's private sector, including the
private shipping enterprise, is reflected in the decline of the market
capitalization, in U.S. dollars, of the stocks traded on the Santiago bourse
(IFC 1988):

Number of listed companies
Market capitalization, US$ mn
Exchange rate, peso/US$

1980
265
9,400
39

1981
242
7,050
39

1983
214
2,599
78.84

The crash of 1981-82 had external and internal causes, the former
abetting the latter. The growth rate of output in the industrial countries
declined during the late 1970s, revived mildly in 1980, but turned actually
negative in 1982. The recession of the late 1970s thus lasted into the early
1980s.
Interest rates in 1980-82 rose internationally to unprecedentedly
high levels, with an immediate effect on the cost of new borrowing.

20
This accountfol iows,selectively, thepapersby Harbergor(1983), Corbo(1983, 1985) and
WorldBank (1984, 1987).
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The volume of world commoditytrade stagnatedin 1981. In 1982 it
actuallydeclined (by 2.5 percent),with the usual concomitantadverseeffect
on the terms of trade of primary producers. Chile's export price index,
after a minor rise from 1979 to 1980, dropped a full 13 percent in the next
year, and by 17 percent in 1982. The policies of the 1970s had opened
Chile's economy to the point where exports accounted for 24 percent of GDP
(1980). The downturnof world tradewas thereforebound to have an immediate
impact on the economy, on export producers and traders and on the shipping
industry.
The internal cause of the collapse of 1981-82 is found in the
combinationof a fixed exchangerate (since June 1979) with a labor law that
provided for the indexationof wage rates on past inflation. In 1979, the
year in which the rate of the peso was fixed on the U.S. dollar, the Consumer
Price Index rose 33 percent. It then rose 35 percent in 1980, and 20 percent
in 1981, the year in which export prices declinedby 13 percent. Wage costs
were thus rising as externaldemand dropped off. With the large appreciation
in the real exchange rate Chile suffereda heavy loss of competitiveness.
The effectsof fixed exchangerate with backwardindexationof wage
rates were masked in 1981 and 1982 by large capital inflows,induced by the
combinationof high peso-ratesof interestwith a fixed nominal exchangerate
and continuing domestic inflation. Interest rates on deposits varied from
45 percent in 1979, to 37.5 percent in 1980 and 41 percent in 1981; rates on
loans during the 3 years were at least one quarter higher: 62, 47 and 52
percent respectively. Those who believedin the fixity of the exchangerate
were thus inducedto lend foreign funds to Chile's banks and enterprises,and
the banks and enterpriseshad a strong incentive to borrow abroad since the
nominal interest rate that satisfiedforeign lenders translatedinto a much
lower real rate --

negative in 1979 --

on account of domestic inflation.

Chile's banks were preventedby law from assumingthe exchangerisk on onlent
foreign funds, so that enterprises incurred debt denominated in foreign
currency. In the later part of 1981, as the recession continued in the
industrialcountriesand as the effects of fixed exchange rate combinedwith
backward wage indexation made themselves starkly felt in the results of
Chile's firms, the balance of payments went deeper into deficit and the
capital flow reversed direction. The peso was devalued in June 1982. By
then, much Chilean enterprisewas near insolvencyand unemploymentwas high
(24 percent of the workforce at end-1982). There followeda banking crisis,
affecting major banks as well as lesser financial institutions and
necessitating government intervention.
Private enterprise, shipping
included, found itself encumberedwith a sharply increased peso burden of
debt denominatedin dollars, adding to the pressure of high domestic costs,
not to mention the effects on producers and traders of the crisis in the
financial sector.
In June 1982 the peso was devalued from CH$39 to CH$46 to the U.S.
dollar. Soon after, it was pegged to a basket of currencies, floated in
August and then repegged to the U.S. dollar, the rate being adjusted daily
in line with the differentialbetween domestic and world inflation. Wage
indexationwas suspendedin June 1982.
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Throughoutthe years of crisis, and beyond the start of recovery
in 1983, Chile persevered with an open-economypolicy. There were only
temporary retreats, when import taxes were raised to cope with a growing
external deficit (and, incidentally,to replace state revenues eroded by
The promotion of exports and of market
falling copper prices).
diversificationformedmajor objectivesof the policy that evolved from 1982
to 1985. Macroeconomicand exchange rate policy were framed with that
intention;so were specificincentivemeasures (notablya program to promote
forestry and forest product exports) and so was the country's shipping
policy.
National productionbegan to increase in 1983. By 1986, GDP had
risen 13 percent without, however, recoveringthe level of 1981. Exports
grew twice as fast: in GDP terms, by 23 percent over the period 1983 - 1986,
or by over 30 percent in terms of the Central Bank's quantum index.2 1 The
tonnage of goods loaded in foreign trade in 1985 exceededthe level of 1980,
a year of booming exports,and was one-thirdabove the tonnageof 1981 (Table
3).
Export growth was accompanied by diversificationof products and
markets. The share of copper, 50 percent in 1978, was 41 percent in 1987.
The export of fresh fruit rose rapidly; that of forestry products, with a
substantiallylonger gestation period, rose somewhat but the increase in
planted area (by some 70,000 ha per year between 1974 and 1986) promised
great increases in supply. Market diversificationis reflected in the
doubling, between 1978-79 and 1986-87, of the share of initiallyminor or
non-existentexport destinations(Table 5).
3.

World Shipping, 1979 - 1986

Cargo reservationas pursued by Chile until 1979 could not totally
insulate the national shipping industry against developmentsin the world
shipping economy. Even more rigorous systems, as practiced by other
co'untriesin South America or Asia could not accomplishthis; certainlynot
without the risk of ever sharper conflict between users and suppliers,and
between differentobjectsof nationalpolicy. Deregulationin 1979 naturally
raised the sensitivity of Chile's shipping sector to the state of
internationalmaritime transport.
The rise of oil prices in 1973-74was followedin 1975 by a decline
in the tonnage of world seabornetrade, practicallywithout precedent in the
post-War II years. It occurredin the transportof oil, of iron ore and the
broad class of Other Cargos that covers everythingother than crude oil, oil
products, iron ore, coal and grain.22 In the preceding five years, tonnage
had been growing at about seven percent annually. For the rest of the
decade, after some recovery in 1976, it grew at less than one percent per
year. A further setback came with the internationaltrade recessionof 198021
L*speyr- ind-x,1980 price-weighted.The indexfor 1980 was four percent higher then in
the followingyear.
22

Fearnley 1988.
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81 which lasted a full four years throughoutwhich seabornetonnage declined
annually: cargo carried in 1983 was 17 percent below the tonnage of 1979.
A slow recovery started in 1984 but total tonnage in 1986 had still not
exceeded that of 1979 except in the class of Other Cargo.
The depressionin demand for shippingwhich began in 1975 was not
foreseen. On the contrary, throughoutthe 1960s rising demand had led, by
the classic accelerator process, to annually increasing orders for new
vessels. These duly emerged from the shipyards to add to excess capacity,
initially in the tanker segment of the world merchant fleet, then in the
readily substitutableclass of oil/ore and ore/bulk/oilcarriers, and soon
after in the entire tramp segment. The excess was fed further by the major
shipbuilding countries which subsidized ship sales to keep their yards
employed. The deadweighttonnage of the world merchant fleet grew between
1973 and 1982 at an average annual rate of five percent and only began to
decline in 1983. In the class of vesselsmost closelycompetitivewith those
owned by Chilean companies -- excluding oil tankers and ore and dry bulk
carriers-- deadweighttonnage continuedto grow between 1973 and 1984 at 3.7
percent per year and only started decliningmarginally in 1985. The liner
segment of the world fleet was the last to be affected by large excess
capacity. It arose ultimately as the consequence of large additions to
containercarrying capacity. By 1986, containerslot capacitywas estimated
23
to have exceeded demand by 25 percent.
The conceptsused in estimatingexcess capacityare often open to
debate. Freight rates illustratethe situationof the.freight markets less
ambiguously (Table 16). Tramp charter rates (voyage charters)were highly
volatile in the 1970s. The upswing at the end of the decade (the time of
deregulation of Chile's shipping) was soon reversed. Rates in 1986 were
lower than in 1973,while world inflationhad been proceedingin the meantime
at some 4 - 7 percent annually. (The United States index of producer prices
rose over that period at 6.5 percent p.a. on average: altogether by 132
percent over the 13 years). The world movement of liner freight rates is
more difficult to sum up because so many liner routes are cartelized. The
only available index refers to Germany'socean trades, outboundand inbound,
and even after removing from it the effect of fluctuations in the DM-US
dollar rate (columns A' and B' of Table 16) it is bound to be less
representativeof the average behavior of liner rates in different regions
(such as the West Coast of South America) than the tramp charter indexes.
Liner freight rates, moreover, refer to a different type of service,
principallybecause liner rates, unlike tramp voyage charterrates, cover the
cost of port handling of cargo ('liner terms'). But the movement of the
German index until 1980 (columnsA or A'), showing the liner segment to have
enjoyed significantlybetter prices than tramps, is confirmedby the annual
OECD surveys of the industry.24 The next 3 years -- following immediately
on Chile's deregulationmeasures of 1979 -- saw rate levels sliding. 1982
was reportedto have witnessed.
the worst levels of financialperformancethat
23

0ECD 1988.

24

0ECD1978, 1979.
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a large number of liner companies throughout the world had ever
The index of rates facing German shippers only recovered
experienced.2 5
somewhat in 1984. For those who kept their accounts in U.S. dollars (column
B') significant reccvery had to wait until 1986.

Table 16:

Indices of Dry Cargo Tramp Charter Rates
and Liner Freight Rates, 1973 - 1986
1980 = 100

Dry Cargo Tramps
Voyage Charter

Year

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

75
102
66
62
62
65
84
100
87
71
76
77
74
70

Liner Freight Rates
Re-based on US dollar
Original series
A
B
A'
B'
49
66
72
75
80
84
94
100
110
112
112

100
115
116
120
148
156
130

33
46
53
54
63
76
94
100
89
82
80

100
93
85
86
94
96
109

Sourcesand explanations:Dry CarooVoyage Charter: Norwegian index,based on fixturesquoted
in US Dollars. NorwegianShippingNews, also reproducedin UN MonthlyBulletinof Statistics.
Liner fr-iahtrates refersto ocean tradesof Germany. SeriesA: sample of 940 rates, weighted
accordingto relativeimportanceof differentcargosand routes in 1965,and quotes in different
currencies. Indexformed by combiningtho proportionalchangesin these rates. While the rates
are not converted into a common currency,the omission of the CurrencyAdjustmentFactor - a
conferencesurcharge- effectivelyresults in a series representingcosts to German shipper.
Series A' adjustsseries A by dividingby an indexof the DM/US$exchangerate. SeriesB: sample
of 828 rates (108 commodities),includingCurrency AdjustmentFactor and bunk r7scharges,
converted into DM. Weights:shares of commoditiesin total freightbill, inboundand outbound,
1980. Series B': since Series B representsagain the cost in DM to German shipper (or his
trading partner), the series is convertedin the same way as SeriesA' StatistischesBund-samt,
Preise und Preisindizesfur V-rk-hrsleistungen.
Fachserie 17 (Preise), R-ihe 9. Also reproduced
Deutschland,and in
in StatistischosBundesamt,StatistischesJahrbuchfur die Bundesrepublik
OECD, MaritimeTransport.

260ECD 1982, p. 100.
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4. ShippingPolicy of DevelopingCountries
The combinationof recession in internationaltrade with shipping
depression,the latter continuingwell beyond the upturn of the world economy
in 1984, evoked protectionist responses in many developing countries.
Indonesia, Bangladesh,the Philippines and Sri Lanka in Asia, Nigeria and
Tanzania in Africa enacted new cargo reservationlaws between 1980 and 1985
or intensifiedexistingpolicies for the protectionof national shipping.
In the countries of Latin America, cargo reservation and other
forms of maritime protectionwere common instruments of economic policy.
Fleets that had grown behind such protective walls continued growing
throughout the 1970s. The relativeprices and even the absoluteprices of
new vesselswere falling after 1975; those of second-handtonnage fell faster
and further,reflectingthe decline in the presentvalue of vessel operations
as world trade was stagnatingwhile excess capacityin each vessel class was
rising. The countries that appearedas buyers in those markets were either
those that relied on relativelylow operatingcosts (such as China, with low
wages) or those whose shipownerscould rely on the enforcementand even the
extension of cargo reservation. The fleets of Argentina,Brazil and Mexicc
were thus growing until 1982-83when the halt in world trade, falling export
prices and the cessation of foreign lending forced growth to slow down. In.
the meantime, cargo reservationwas spreading. Mexico and Perd introduced
new cargo reservationmeasures in the early 1980s; Argentina, Colombia and
Venezuela each intensifiedthe applicationof protective rules that already
existed in law.
5. Liner Conferencesand Cargo Reservation
The liner segment of the internationalshipping industrywas not
immune to the recession that spread out from the tanker and bulk carrier
segments because operators of those vessels sought increasingly to make
inroads into liner cargo. Added to those competitive pressures from the
fringeswere the incursionsfrom 'state-ownedfleets,'chiefly of the Soviet
Union and East Germany that were alleged to operate on non-commercial
principles. Lastly, containerizationcreatednew divisionswithin the linei
industry according to ship types, and these, togetherwith the high cost olfully containerizedvesselsmade for coalitions(consortia)within and acrosestablished liner route-cartels. Nevertheless,during the first three os
four years of the shippingrecession,till 1978 or 1979, liner companies oC
the OECD countries, mostly organized in conferences, managed to mak:
profits.2 6
As the depressionof trade and shipping continuedinto the 1980s,
the positionof conferencesworld-widechanged. Outsidercompetitionbecame
intense on major routes, including Australia and New Zealand and on the
trans-Pacificand trans-Atlanticrouteswhere major memberswithdrew from the

28

OECD1978, p. 126.
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conferences. All the evidencesuggeststhat liner cartels lost much of their
cohesion and power in the first half of the 1980s.
That impressiondoes not, however,hold for the conferencesserving
Central and South America. The cargo reservation laws of the maritime
protectionistpolicies of that region bolstered the positionof the cartels,
or at least sought to do so. Mexico's cargo reservationmeasure of 1981
attempted,with varying degrees of success, to exclude outside competition
Argentina (by Resolution 619 of April 1986)
with conference liners.27
reserved all export cargos to members of approved pools or conferences.
Colombia reserved its cargo to its own company or associated lines and the
licensing procedures by which the law is implementedtend to exclude nonconference lines. Venezuela's cargo reservation law confers 'associated
lines'

status

on

lines

--

the conference

lines

--

that

have

pooling

agreementswith Venezuela'snational lines. The cargo reservationlaws of
Perd similarlyrespect the shares allocated to Peruviannational lines under
pooling agreementsand in implementingthe law, the tendency is to exclude
outside competitors.
28
Cargo reservation policy in Central and South America (as
elsewhere)thus relies on conferencesas an efficientinstrumentfor securing
to national operatorsa share in inboundand outboundcargos and, especially,
in shipping revenues. The efficiency of the instruments depends on the
ability of conferencesto suppress outside competition. When this ability
to defend the territoryis threatenedby growingcompetitionfrom independent
lines and tramps.,the defense of the national share dictates measures to
protect the conferencein its entirety. It was thereforeperfectly logical
for the conferencesto have opposed Chile's deregulationmeasures of 1979.

27

0ECD1986.

28

0ECD1986.
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VII. Chile's ShippingAfter Deregulation
1.

Introduction

An account of the full sequel to Chile's liberalizationof ocean
shippinghas to cover the experienceof the country'sshippingindustryafter
1979, and of the country's exporters and importers; the former being the
intended direct beneficiaries of cargo reservation, and the latter, of
deregulation. It should also include an evaluationof the policy change in
economic rather than in commercial terms. That, however, is beyond the
ambition of this note and requiresmore data than are readily available. It
remains a challengingand attractivetask.29 The damage which this omission
does to the economic significanceof the available circumstantialevidence
may, however, be less serious than it might have been but for the reform of
Chile's customs tariff, exchange rate regime and public sector pricing, and
the dismantlingof controls and regulationsthat occurred in the 1970s and
was continued after the setbacksof 1980-83. The broad program of economic
reforms should have brought relative prices closer to efficient levels;
except during the 3-1/2 years, startingwith 1981,when the negativeeffects
of a fixed exchangerate and the subsequentcrisis distort the picture badly.
2. The NationalMerchant Fleet
One of the declaredobjectives of cargo reservationin Chile (as
in other countries)was to promote the growth of a nationalmerchant fleet,
invariablyinterpreted,as being the national flag fleet. In those terms,
Chile's merchant fleet in 1986-87 was of about the same deadweighttonnage
as in the years immediatelypreceding deregulation(Table 17). The tonnage
jumped in 1980 and declined thereafterto 1984. It has been growing since
then, without, however, reachingthe level of 1980.

29
WO are not aware of any recenteconomicevaluationof the reformof Chilo'sforeigntrade
regimethat would allowcomparisonswith Behrman's(1976)studyof tho system prevailingin 1968.

Table 17: NATIONALMERCHANTFLEET OF CHILE 1/
(1973TO April 16, 1988)

YEAR

Chilean register
and flag
UNITS
TWD

1973
1974
1975
1978
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1986
1986
1987
1988
(16/4)

53
66
67
80
69
64
76
69
63
67
62
66
69
70

618,758
631,000
686,000
609,927
621,442
864,861
766,031
932,308
791,214
604,960
750,747
717,866
817,776
801,617
801,678

73

891,361

ea

Charteredwith
Option to Purchase
UNITS
TWD

6
5
6

6
6
6
4
2

26,626
15,969
164,670
197,723
269,771
236,635
232,806
119,176
90,188
67,499

Chilean register
with flag of convenience
UNITS
TWD

8
6

8
4

230,629
140,833
140,833
81,229

Chileanowners,
foreign register,
and flag
TOTAL
UNITS
TWD UNITS TWD

19
18
16
14
9
9

275,269
274,886
266,446
238,670
175,853
174,761

63
66
62
86
e6
68
69
81
73
92
91
83
83
78
79

10

187,699

83

644,282
548,969
739,670
807,660
881,213
1,091,386
997,836
1,051,483
881,402
1,188,247
1,186,466
1,124,136
1,116,675
977,470
976,329
1,078,960

1/ Aft r 1982, ' Charteredwith option to purchase'is enteredunder 'Flagof Convenience'or 'ForeignRegisterand Foreign
flag.' The lattercategory includesvesselsunder flag-of-convenience.
Source: D.T.M. Ministeriodo Transportes
Data from: DGTM and Lloyd'sRegister
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The ships counted in this way exclude tonnage that Chilean owners
were in the process of purchasingunder hire-purchasecontracts ('Chartered
with Option to Purchase',Table 17). TJntil1982, these two categoriesmake
up the total merchant tonnage in Chilean ownership,as reported in Chile's
statistics. From then on, however, one finds a substantial tonnage in
Chilean ownership, some on Chile's register and some on foreign register,
but all flying foreign flags. This wider categoryof tonnage essentiallyin
Chilean ownershiphas also not changedmuch in size between 1978-79and 198586, having reached a high point in 1982 and declining thereafter. But the
flag compositionof this aggregateunderwentgreat changes,with large shifts
between national and foreign flag throughout the 1980s. After 1979, the
choice of flag was made on commercialconsiderationsundistortedby the cargo
reservationincentiveto operate under the national flag.
3. The ShippingCompanies
Even without the removal of cargo reservation,Chile's shipping
industrywas bound to suffer severely from the economic crisis of 1981-82
and the prolonged recession thereafter,with the renewed downturn of the
international shipping markets after 1980 superimposed on the internal
difficulties. It is therefore remarkablethat this adverse constellation
claimed only one casualty (Marchile,with a tonnage of 12000 dwt) among
Chile's shippingcompanies.
All the 3 leading compaiies - Sudamericana, CCNI and EMPREMAR --

had to write down their capital after 1979 or 1982 (Table 10).
For
Sudamericanaand CCNI, the year 1984, the turning point in Chile's economic
and foreign trade performance,marked the return to profitability. Some of
the loss of capital has been recovered, and the rates of return to total
resources employed in the mid-1980s were of roughly the same order as
reported for the year before deregulation,notwithstandingthe persistently
depressed state of the internationalfreightmarket (Table 11). The progress
in the financial performance of the state-owned EMPREMAR has been less
steady, but it does not seem to have worsened by comparisonwith the years
before deregulation (Tables10, 11).
4. Survivaland Recovery
Several factorsproved helpful to the survivaland recoveryof the
national shipping industry. Recovery was aided by the state's persistent
export-orientedpolicy and the actual growth of foreign merchandise trade.
Survival, on the other hand, was helped by developments external to the
industryand by its own tactics and adaptation.
Important help to shippingresulted from the reform of ports and
the port labor system in 1 9 81 .3u The labor monopoly that had given rise to
substantialrental incomes for registeredport workers,was dissolved. Entry

30

Law 13.032 of 19g1.
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into the port labor force, shore workers and on-board stevedores,was freed,
restrictive practices were ended and ports moved from working 1 shift to
working 3. The reform was followedby a sharp rise in port productivity.
In Valparaiso,average ship turn-roundtime was brought down from 3 days to
23 hours. Since the cost of working in ports on the average liner voyage
amounts typically to 40 - 45 percent of voyage cost, all users of Chile's
public ports benefitted. Chilean owners benefittedaccording to their share
in the foreign trades. Competitionbetween the lines, and between liners and
tramps, will have channelled part of the saving to the users. But since
liners are usually the more expensivevessels and more sensitiveto the cost
of cargo working than tramps or bulkers, their competitive position as a
group should have been strengthenedby improvementsin port performance. In
the foreign trades, Chilean companies operated liners as the mainstay of
operations.
Lower port costs also benefittedcoastalshippingwhere reservation
continued within limits, though the earlier restrictions on itinerary,
pricing and suspensionof servicehad not survived the reform of 1979. Most
31
Chilean companies,includingall the major ones, operate in cabotage.
The
early revival of coastal tonnage, after a steep drop in 1981, was therefore
helpful to the industry in the most critical years. The rise in port
productivitywas followedby growth of coastal shipping,particularlyin the
class of general cargo, typically liner cargoes,which is more dependenton
port efficiencythan bulk cargo (Table 14).
5. Adaptation
Deregulationhad given Chile's shippingenterprisewider room for
manoeuvre to cope with the adverse circumstancesof the followingyears, and
it was exploitedvigorously. The restrictionon sellingvessels freely had
been lifted. The removal of impedimentsto outflaggingor, simply, of the
disincentivesto outflaggingand to the charteringof foreignvessels on what
the companies regardedas the optimum scale, will have been found even more
useful. The crewing regulationsfor Chilean flag vessels had been stiffened
in 1981.32 In Sudamericana'sfleet of cargo carriers, the Maule, under
Chile's flag, operatedin 1983 with 14 officersand 22 crew while her sistership, the Malleco, under flag-of-convenience,
was worked with 2 officersand
19 crew.3 3
The wages of the large complements under Chile's flag were
indexed on last-quarterinflation,while the exchangerate for the US dollar
was fixed from June 1979 until June 1982 (at which point wage indexationalso

310f the 12 Chileancompaniesoperatingin foreigntrades in 1985, 11 were also active in
coastal shipping. Forty percent of EMPREMAR's cargo tonnage was coastal, 20 percent of
Sudamericana's,12 percentof CCNI's (Anuario,1986.)
32 LSW 18.011.
33

DGTM (1983). Each vessel was of the samesize (15,862dwt) and age.
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3 4 Foreign
ended). Outflaggingwas then an escape from high operating costs.
flag was also the conditionfor acquiringnew vessels on credit. While the
debt remainedto be paid off, the rights of sellersand lenderswere secured
by placing the vessels notionallyon charter to a foreign subsidiaryof the
Chileanbuyer, therebyavoidingpossiblecomplicationsthat might arise under
Chile's laws. Among Latin American countriesin the early 1980s, Chile was
the largest user of foreign flags: 30.1 percent of gross tonnage in Chilean
ownership, followed at a distance by Mexico and Venezuela (23.6 and 20
percent respectively)and at a great distance by the fleets of the strictly
regulating countries: Brazil (8.1 percent), Argentina (0.3 percent), and
1984). CCNI had
none in the fleets of Perd and Bolivia (Farrell-Gonzalez,
66 percent of her tonnage under foreign flag, and Sudamericana,46 percent.
After June 1982 when the Peso was unpegged and backward indexationof wages
35
Chilean owners
was abandoned,wage rates declined to moderate levels.
thereupon reflagged some of their vessels. But in 1987, Sudamericanastill
operated 7 of her 15 vessels under Panamanianor Liberian flag; CCNI had 3
of her 8 ships under foreign flag, and the state-ownedEMPREMAR, 2 out of 7
(Fairplay,1987).

Structuraladaptationin the leadingcompanies involvedchanges in
management, in the compositionof their fleets and changes in operations.
Companies reduced their staff and brought new and often younger
talent into managerial positions. There were significant changes in the
technical as well as the age composition of Chile's merchant fleet after
1979. A rough indication of adaptation in terms of vessel types is the
declining percentage of multi-deckgeneral cargo vessels -- the archetypal
liner ship -- in the national flag fleet (Table 7). The company fleets,
whatever the flag of vessels, exhibit after 1979 a growing element of multipurpose ships, combining container capacity with bulk or general cargo
capacity, to match the growing directional imbalances in Chile's foreign
trade. CCNI entered the decade with two such vessels, for bulk or container
carriage, built in 1978 and 1979; EMPREMAR acquired two, built in 1982 and
1983, and Sudamericana,one large multipurpose container vessel built in
1984. More recent acquisitionsconsist of new fully containerizedvessels:
1 has been added to Sudamericana'sfleet (built 1984), and 2 to the fleet of
CCNI (built1982). A particularsignificantadditionto Sudamericana'sfleet
were 2 large multipurpose reefer ships for the fruit trade (built 1987,
1988). (Fairplay,1987; NYK, 1988.)
Renewal and technical changes in the companies' equipment went
togetherwith extensionsof operationsand changes in the type of services.
In the rapidly developing export trade in fresh fruit, deregulation had
caused Sudamericana'sshare to drop from 80 to some 20 percent. With new and

34
The inflationof the cost of operatingunder Chile'sflag is documentedby a comparison
betweentwo snts of sistershipsin Sudamericana's
flet. Daily operatingcost for a roll on roll
off ship was raised by 41 percent, and for a bulk carrier, by 98 percont over the cost of
1984.)
operatingthe respectivesisterssailingunder Liberianflag. (Farrell-Gonzalez,

36In 1988,the typicalsalaryof a masterwas USS2,000per month, and that a sailor,USS200.
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suitablevessels and strong competitiveefforts,the companymanaged to raise
its share to over one-third.
There has also been a marked extension of bulk or neo-bulk
operations, with owned or chartered tonnage; of tramping or bulk-ship
transport as distinct from conventional cargo liner service. This was
undertaken independently by Chilean companies, as well as in liner
conferences, in the course of the conferences' attempts to compete with
outside transportof bulk or neo-bulk in full ship loads. Sudamericana,in
the European conference, thus participated in its Residual Service, a
euphemism for competitivetransportof cargo in ship loads or in large lots
on negotiatedterms rather than at posted tariff rates. New serviceshave
been opened: Sudamericana to Asia and the Mediterranean,CCNI to South
Africa, each in associationwith other lines. In coastal shipping, roll onroll off services developed, followed by the first and highly successful
appearanceof multi-modal containertransport,initially in a joint venture
between EMPREMAR and a leading freight forwarder, and subsequentlyin a
service organizedby the freight forwarderand Sudamericana.
Lastly, after the withdrawal of the National Port Authority,
EMPORCHI, from cargo operations in its ports, all the leading companies
establishedtheir own cargo servicesin various ports.
6. The CompetitiveFactor
The regular serviceson all of Chile'smain trade routes, outbound
and inbound, are covered by conferences or freight agreements. Strong and
aggressive conferences, it might be argued, would have reacted to the
withdrawal of cargo reservation with a systematic attempt to appropriate the
cargo in Chile's trades.
They might have done so gradually to avoid
government counteraction, even if Chilean companies had been in the
conference: conference agreements and shares in pools can be renegotiated.
On this view, the limited adverse impact of deregulation on Chile's shipping
industry can be explained by a general weakening of conference power and
control over the various routes. In that sense, deregulation came at about
the right time.
The contrary view is that the impact of deregulation on Chile's
companies was cushioned by the existence of the conferences and Chilean
membership in them. Generalizing on this view, once cargo reservation has
been effective in getting conferences to admit national companies to
membership, it should be safe to deregulate, but not before.
The job of
protecting the share of national companies in the national trade would then
simply have been transferred to the internal workings of effective cartels,
operating their cargo or revenue pools, while the cost imposed on shippers
and administrators by the procedures of the protective system can be saved.
In that view also, deregulation in Chile came at the right time, but for
different reasons.
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Membership in conferences and inter-company accords, under
governmentsupervision,appears to have been most effectivein protectingthe
business of Chile's shipping industry in the trades with South American
countries. Most of those were subject to cargo reservation or other
protectivemeasures. Chile had, moreover, equipped herself with the means
to protect her shipping industry against encroachmentsby protectionist
measures adopted at the other end. The collisions that occurred with
Colombia, Venezuela and Perd activated the Reciprocity Rule or the
retaliation provisions in Chile's deregulation laws and were invariably
resolvedby the creation of conference-typeinter-companyagreements.
On the world's main ocean routes also, conferences continued to
existwithin the traditionalframework. They continuedto fight off outsider
competition by all available means and functioned to share service and
revenuesamong their members. The governmentof Chile, never openly hostile
to the conferencesystem,exerted efforts to harness the power of conferences
to the interests of the state-owned shipping company when it assisted
EMPREMAR in 1981 to enter the European conference, at the expense of
Sudamericana'sshare in the Europeanpool. That conferenceshad not relapsed
into passivity was demonstratedvividly in 1987 when EMPREMAR withdrew its
service to the East Coast of the United States. The company had operatedas
an outsider, charging freight rates some 10 percent below conferencelevels
and its withdrawal was followed almost immediatelyby an increase in the
conferencerates on the route. When EMPREMAR re-enteredthe trade, induced
by the promise of a substantialshare of a large Chilean corporation'simport
cargo, conferencerates were immediatelylowered to their previous level.
But conferences can only protect the share of members in the
conference'strade. Their share in the market depends on the success with
which the conferencedefends itself against competitionfrom outsiders,and
from competing modes of ocean shipping. Outsider operations by large
shippingenterprises,in competitionwith old-established,major conferences
(on the Atlantic and US-Far East routes)became common in the late 1970s and
the 1980s. Moreover, the large container consortia that had been formed
acted ever more independentlyof the conferences to which their members
belonged. A widely observed sequel to Chile's deregulationof ocean shipping
was the great increasein transportby chartered vessels -- tramp or bulk
ships. Some growth in non-liner transport of Chile's exports would have
resulted,without any transferbetween modes, from the growth in the volume
of solid bulk cargoes in Chile's exports. But the fastest growth in the
country's exportswas in the categoriesof General and Refrigeratedcargoes
(Table 18). Each of these contains commodities that liner conferences
traditionally regard as 'liner cargo' and strain to protect against the
increasinglysuccessfulincursionsby independentoperators. Pulp and paper.
timber and forestryproducts, steel and reefer cargoes are prominent in this
class of cargoes over which conferencecontrol has been slippingduring the
past 15 years. What was observed in Chile points to a transfer of cargoes
from conventionalliner shipping,organized by conferences,to other modes
of ocean transport. The analysisof Chile's exports to the United States by
type of shippingservice,in Part II of this note, confirmsthis conclusion.
It shows a large transferof refrigeratedcargo from liners to tramps in the
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years after deregulation, and a substitution of tramps for liners in dry
cargo shipments.
What has been established for this trade agrees with
reported developments on the world's main ocean routes.3 7
But if the
position of liner conferences has come under increasingly strong competitive
pressure on the main trade routes, and in the carriage of commodities that
are important in Chile's exports, then their power to protect the market
share of their members will also have declined. By implication, therefore,
the survival and recovery of Chile's shipping industry after deregulation
owes rather more to the resilience and adaptive capacity of its constituent
enterprises than those who warned against freeing the market had predicted.

Table 18:

Chile's Ocean-borne Exports and Imports,

by Type of Cargo. SelectedYears. 1/
(000 metric tons)
TYPE OF CARGO
EXPORTS/
IMPORTS

YEAR

GENERAL CARGO

REFRIGERATED

SOLID BULK

1978

Exports
Imports

2,930
1,001

285
64

7,109
1,851

1979

Exports
Imports

3,285
951

291
84

7,038
1,436

1983

Exports
Imports

3,829
749

451
51

6,317
1,947

1985

Exports
Imports

4,282
929

634
30

7,558
1,257

1986

Exports
Imports

4,619
941

776
31

7,902
1,170

Source: IASA (1985)and DIRMAR
I/ Excludestrade through free zones.

36

Part II, Chapter II, 2 and 3, Table S.

37

0ECD,1980;1981,1983.
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7. Chile's Share
The targets of cargo reservationin favor of nationalflag carriers
were stated in terms of shares of cargo quantities,but the ultimate aim was
shares of freight revenue. Deregulationhas defeated that objective. The
freight revenue shares of national flag ships (enhancedby charteredtonnage
within the permitted limits) fell after deregulationto about one-half of
their anterior level (Table 19).
Table 19: Chile's Share of Freight Revenue

Freight on Exports
Revenue Share of: National 1/ National 2/
Flag
Companies
Year

1978
1979
1983
1984
1985
1986

Z

Freight on Imports
National 1/ National 2/
Flag
Companies

X

30
27
19
13
12
12

38
31
32
30

Z

49
43
31
18
24
20

Z

43
54
57
49

Sources:Table9, and CentralBank,ResearchDepartment.
1/ Excluding
tradeof FreeZonesandmilitaryshipments,
but including
freight
earnedby chartered'Reputed
Chilean'.
2/ Totalfreightrevenueearnedby Chileanshipping
companies.

But if one allows industrial promotion to mean, promotion of
national enterprise, then the focus, in the mere matter of operating
revenues, ought to move from revenuesearned from national flag shippingto
the revenues earned by national shipping firms.
Comprehensivedata on the operating incomes of Chile's shipping
companies are lacking for the years before deregulation. But if the
incentivesand disincentivescreatedby cargo reservationwere effectivethen
the total shippingactivity of the national companies should not have been
very different,before deregulation,from nationalflag shippingactivityas
defined. Operating incomes on either definitionshould then also have been
not too far apart. Not so, however,after deregulationwhen the possiblyof
profiting from cargo reservation no longer entered into the companies'
decisions on flag, registry or operationswith chartered foreign tonnage.
In the shippingof Chile's exportsafter deregulation,the nationalcompanies
earned about half of their revenues,and possiblymore, from operationsunder
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foreign flags, whether in their own or in chartered
intermediaries arranging carriage by foreign shipowners.38

ships,

or

as

The data on freight revenue earned by national flag vessels omit
shipments not controlled by Chile's Customs. This omission cannot possibly
explain more than a small part of the wide gap between revenue shares of
Postnational flag, and of national company shipping (Table 19).
deregulation company shares may, therefore, be compared with the prederegulation revenue share of Chile's flag shipping: it is safe to assume
that the shares on the two definitions, referring to different shipping
regimes, measure roughly the same market shares. Many of the rules and
exemptions provided by the cargo reservation system could not have been
implemented unless company activities coincided substantially with flag
activities as defined by the cargo reservation law. Proceeding on that basis
it seems that the withdrawal of protection did not have much of a negative
impact on the companies' share of national freight revenue.
8.

Trade and Industry:

The Shippers

Chile's exports of goods and non-factor services amounted to 21
percent of GDP in 1974, and to 31 percent in 1986. The export industries
that had grown fastest and contributed most to the increase in the share of
exports, sold their products in very competitive markets. Chile's exports
of pulp, paper and other forestry products, of fresh fruit, vegetables, fish
and simple manufactures compete with the products of other large producers
most of whom are geographically closer to the main markets. High dependence
on exports, except in abnormal situations, also entails high dependence on
imports: Chile's imports in 1986 were equal to 27 percent of GDP. As a
relatively minor buyer of most of the goods that she imports, Chile has not
much influence over the prices at which she buys. But notwithstanding this
high dependence on foreign trade, and competitive markets, ocean transport
cost might still not have much of an effect on major economic variables -on the level of output and employment, returns to investment and the cost of
living -- if they were small relative to the f.o.b. values of exports and
imports.
That, however, is not the case (Table 20).
International
comparisons are possible only for the transport cost for imports, and then
only for transport costs inclusive of insurance, relative to f.o.b. values
of goods.
(Johansen, 1988 (Table 42)). Even on that basis, Chile's 10.4
percent (excluding insurance) is about twice the level found for developed
countries in 1986; close to the level for Sub-Saharan African coastal
countries, but higher than the c.i.f./f.o.b. ratios in the imports of all
other developing regions.

38
Annex2. The available data do not permit a similar calculation for earnings from the
carriago of imports.
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Table 20: Ocean Freight as a Percentageof Merchandise
Value F.O.B. in Chile's Foreign Trade, 1986
(Customsdata.)
(Values in US$ 000, and percentages)

EXPORTS
General cargo
Solid bulk
Liquid
Refrigerated
Total

Total Freight
Z
US$ 000

Value f.o.b.
US$ 000

Freight/Valuef.o.b.
X

184,126
111,767
3,863
171,973

39.0
24.0
1.0
36.0

2,436,506
726,551
25,364
448,855

7.6
15.4
15.2
38.3

471,729

100.0

3,637,276

13.0

154,200
14,262
43,034
1,943

72.0
7.0
20.0
1.0

1,566.608
118,331
351,765
6,296

9.8
12.1
12.2
31.0

213,439

100.0

2,043,000

10.4

IMPORTS
General cargo
Solid bulk
Liquid
Refrigerated
Total
Source:

DGTM(1987) from Customsdate.

A decline in freight charges in Chile's trade, would therefore
count as an importantbenefit of deregulation,if it could be attributedto
it. One must then ask, why deregulationshould have lowered the freight
charges on Chile's trade?
Chile's law, till 1979, reservedcargo to nationalvessels subject
to the condition that the rates charged would be no higher than those
prevailing internationally,for similar transactions. If one assumes that
this conditionwas not just enforceablebut also enforced,and, further,that
Chile's shipper were allowed free choice among types of vessel and service
available at the time, then the cost of the system to trade and industry
would have been reduced to the pure cost of regulation. It would then
consist solely of the cost of being restricted, for one half-of one's
shipping requirements,to ships, ship-types, service and service quality
available in Chile'snationalmerchantfleet as the law defined it: the cost
of seeking exemption from the restriction and of having to use a less
appropriate vessel or service than could have been obtained in the
internationalmarket. These costs arise primarily in the exporter's or
importer'sown enterprise. They would not registerin the freightrates paid
for any particularvessel or servicethough there was obviouslyroom for side
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payments to get one's cargo onto the most suitable vessel in the national
Once deregulationhad allowed free choice among vessels, modes and
fleet.
services irrespectiveof nationality,shipperswere free to select the most
appropriate

service or mode available in the wider set. This might, but need

not, result in lower average freight cost per ton of Chile's trade (depending
on whether the preferred foreign vessel or service was not just more
appropriatein quality but that the type of service chosen was also cheaper
than the vessel used under cargo reservation,both rated at world market
levels). Freight rates would then only change, as a consequence of
deregulation,if the type of service that lost the cargo lowers it charges
for the transport to or from Chile. Unless offset by rising charges for the
substitutemode, this competitivereaction would have reduced the average
freight on Chile's trade.
In principle,this need not happen at all. Since cargo reservation
segments the market and lowers the cost of supplying the reserved segment,
competition among Chile's shipowners could have reduced their rates to
Chile's tradersbelow internationallevels and thus compensatedthem somewhat
On the other hand,
for having to incur the cost of an imperfect fit.3 9
cargo reservation seems the ideal breeding ground for collusion among the
national shipowners,to suppress competition,but there is no evidence of
that in Chile, beyond collaboration within
Sudamericana and EMPREMAR).

the

same conference

(e.g.,

Altogether, therefore, there is no strong reason for expecting the
removal of cargo reservation of Chile's type to cause a significant drop in

freight rates for individualcommodities or indeed in the average freight
charge per ton of aggregatetrade. Such a development,however,becomes more
likely when one considers the way in which the system worked in practice.
Chile's liners supported and lent coherence to the conference system. They
were in a position to prevent cargo from moving to lower-freighted modes.
'n the case of transport by tramp, when the competent authorities, upon
appeal by Chilean shipowners, had to compare national and foreign quotations
nor tramp transport of Chilean cargo, there was room for leaning towards the
Chilean bid.
An analysis of freight charges on Chile's exports to the United
States does indeed suggest that liner rates declined more after deregulation
than the rates on similar commodities from other origins.40 Tramp charges,
on the other hand, rose more because of the increasing volume of outbound
shipments with no offset on the inbound trip. But the movement of average
freight charges over time can only be linked to differences in the shipping
regimes if one first eliminates any possible effects of differences in the
commodity and mode-of-shipping composition of the trade flows. This can be
done, first, by comparing the development of freight charges in Chile's trade
and in the trade of the cargo-reserving countries of the East Coast of South

39See Chapter2, a. 7, above.
4 0PartII, section

1 andTables 1 and e.
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America, in terms of a base-year weighted index. One then finds that the
charge per ton in a sample of Chile's exports to the US rose, between 1978
and 1986, by 2 percent. For the East Coast countries,however,over the same
period and on similar exports, the index rose by 23 percent (when freight
charges are weighted by East Coast quantities)or by 37 percent (weighting
with Chile quantities). To complete the test, that the contrasting
development of the two freight charge indexes cannot be attributed to
differences in the commodity and mode-of-shippingcomposition of the two
samples,one has to weight Chile's freight chargeswith East Coast weights.
On that basis, Chile's freight index for 1986 (1978=100) declined by 17
percent, againsta 23 percent rise for the East Coast. Next, one may compare
the changes in the determinantsof liner rate-making,in Chile's trade and
in the trades of groups of other countries. Of the factors that enter ratemaking, one finds costs gaining in importanceafter deregulationwhile the
elasticityof demand for the service -- the basis of monopolisticpricing - lost in significance. The gains from deregulationthus include not only
free access to internationalshipping resources but also more competitive
pricing of services.
The other componentof the gain from deregulationarises directly
from the lifting of the restrictions, legal or administrative,on the
transport choicesof exportersand importers. But it has to be sought in the
reduction of costs internal to the trading enterprises and, moreover, in
costs of operations that would not have been undertaken under cargo
reservation;it is thereforeeasier to describe than to quantify.
Untrammelled access to the international shipping markets was
crucial to Chile's exporters during the crisis years 1981-82. In the
experienceof fruit exporters,the qualityof shippingservice,includingthe
speed of transit and timing of delivery, were a maLor determinant of the
Quick and reliable
price that could be obtained in foreign markets.4
service allowed operationswith less working capital because inventories
could be smallerand becauseexportingfirms could obtain advance payment for
exports from buyers who could rely on deliveryof cargo in good shape and at
the right time. (Arriagada,1985). Without reefer capacityof good quality
and at the right time, the massive growth in the exports of fruit and other
fresh food would not have come about. Cargo reservationhad impeded or
prevented contracts with international shipping enterprises for regular
service over a long period. Deregulationallowed the fruit exportinggroups
to charter direct in the internationalmarket with long-termcommitments.2
Supply respondedto demand and major internationalreefer ship pools opened
offices in Chile. The forestryproductsindustriesalso entered,immediately
after deregulation,into long-termcontractualcommitmentsto international
bulk services. Pulp shipmentsto Europe in specialistvessels could now be
integrated with the bulk transport of fertilizer and raw materials from
4lIn the U.S market for Chil's grapes where Chilo's *aleo depend on been able to supply
before Americangrowers,the price at the startof the season declines by USSI per box per day,
the averageprice declining60 percent betwoonthe beginningand the end of January.
42

Tho SOL group with the JapaneseRoofer Express,UNIMESAthroughinternationalbrokers.
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Europe to Brazil: by the Gear Bulk consortium of French, Norwegian and
British bulkship owners which had been shipping to Brazil since the early
1970s. (Drewry,1974). No such arrangementwould have been possibleunder
cargo reservationbecause the quantity of cargo necessary to attract the
carriers could not have been committed. Freedom to choose resultedin lower
rates and savingsin inventorycosts. When shipmentswere no longer assigned
to flag and access to the internationalcharter markets was freed it also
became easier for exportersand importersof differentcommoditiesto charter
jointly: exporters of fishmealwith importersof fertilizer,and importers
of wheat, fertilizerand sugar with exporters of forest products,nitrates
and fishmeal.
Lastly, freedom from flag discrimination opened the
possibilityfor tacticalmoves by exportersand importersto force a lowering
of conference freight rates: by using, or by credible threats to use,
"outsiders" or to combinewith other exportersto organizetheir own regular
service. Several successfulmoves of that kind were made by major trading
interests.
The overall visible result has been a substantial increase in
transportby charteredvessels, often in the form of regular bulk or tramp
servicesunder contractto Chilean traders,and a consequentdecline in the
cost of shipping exports and imports;also a transfer of cargo from liner
services to the competing modes of ocean transport,and a decline in liner
freight rates specific to Chile's trades. Less visible but stressed by
industrialistsand traders as a major consequenceof deregulationhas been
the reduction of the costs, internal to the business, of getting access to
adequate shipping service, of inventories, of entering new markets
maintaining old ones when prices fall.

and
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VIII. Overview,and Conclusions

1. Background,and the Relevanceof Chile's Experience
In 1956, Chile introduceda system of cargo reservationin coastal
and external shipping. In 1979, that system was dismantled,almost wholly
in respect of external shipping and partly in cabotage. In both its rules
and the methods of implementation,
Chile's system of 1956 was similar to what
other developingcountries,in Latin America and elsewhere,have instituted
and still retain. What was and remains distinctlyunusual,were the fact and
form of abolition (or 'deregulation')in 1979.
The question arises,
therefore,whether Chile's policy and experiencewere conditionedby unique
circumstancesor whether they have wider relevance?
In most aspects relevantto the situation of coastal and foreign
shipping, and to shippingpolicy, Chile is representativeof a variety of
other developingcountries. Her geographicpositionat a great distancefron.
the world's main markets and moreover in a region of relativelylight ocean
traffic,make for relativelyhigh ocean transportcosts. Competitionamong
carriers is weak in such circumstances,and the market power of traditional
liner cartels is correspondinglystrong. For other countries,the causation
may be different but the results are similar. Her national merchant fleet
is similar in tonnage to that of other middle-size maritime developing
countries (say, Colombia, or Malaysia) and the national shipping industry
includes a small number of well established firms, one state-owned and
another that ranks among Chile's 20 largest non-financialcorporations in
asset terms.
Like other countriesthat pursued policies of import substitution,
supported by controls of foreign trade, foreign exchanges and internal
prices, Chile's exports till the early 1970s were highly concentratedil.
terms of commoditiesand markets. Copper, nitrates and iodine, and iron orc
made up 80-90 percent of export value. Copper moved in liners, nitratesan'
iodine partly in liners but largely in tramps,and iron ore in bulk carriers
The dominant exports were controlledby a small number of corporationswh.
could make their voices heard to the government and hold their own i.
negotiationswith liner conferencesor in the internationalchartermarkets
The break in policy came with the change of government,in September,1973
Controls were removed graduallybut consistentlythroughoutthe 1970s, theconomy was opened to the world markets and exports were relied on to
stimulaterecoveryand promote growth. Successon these lines was contingenon an expansionand diversificationof export productsand markets, the more
so because the external conditions were not helpful. Copper prices ir
constant US dollars had attained a historic peak in 1970, or, in current
money, in 1974; then fell and continued falling till 1978, and then rose
steeply for 2 years, before resuming their downward trend. The terms of
trade were deterioratingthroughoutmost of the 1970s and beyond. Growth of
national income has thereforebeen slow, but the governmentpersisted in its
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open economy policy. The results are reflected in the share of exports in
GDP: 15 percent in 1973; 23 percent in 1979, and 31 percent in 1986.
Chile is not, therefore, a special case in terms of her shipping
situation and her national shipping industry, in her economic structure, in
the external conditions that affected her trade and in the declining markets
for her main traditional export, nor in the turn of policy from import
substitution to export orientation. What is unusual is the persistent and
systematic manner in which open-economy policies have been pursued, extending
them to the country's ocean transport and the national shipping industry.
2.

Cargo Reservation and Consequences

The law of 1956 reserved all of coastal shipping to Chile's
national vessels, and 50 percent of foreign trade cargoes, separately within
each category of cargo and separately in exports and imports.
National vessels were vessels registered in Chile, which
presupposed 75 percent Chilean ownership, and flying Chile's flag, which
presupposes registration as well as a Chilean crew and compliance with
prescribed manning scales.4 3
To supplement their fleet, national companies were permitted to
charter foreign vessels up to 50 percent of their own tonnage and operate
them as national vessels, provided that the chartered vessels did not belong
to Chilean owners.
The profits of national shipping enterprise were taxed at
concessionary rates, but the resulting savings as well as 13 percent of
profits, tax exempt, were to be allocated to a capital construction fund.
The free sale of national vessels was prohibited.
To protect trade and industry -- the shippers -- rates charged for
the transport of reserved cargo were not to exceed the levels prevailing
internationally. For liner transport, this limitation came soon to mean, the
rates posted by the liner conferences. For other modes -- tramps and bulkers
-- the rates were to be those established for comparable operations in the
competitive international markets:
difficult to determine in individual
cases.
The 1956 measure had multiple objectives. It was to protect the
national merchant marine by the imposition of a quota -- in fact, a value
quota -- but to do so at minimum cost to the country's exporters and
importers. It was to assist the entry of Chile's shipping enterprise into
territory dominated by the international liner conferences, and it was
carefully designed to lead to the growth of a merchant fleet owned and manned
by Chileans, and under Chile's flag. The combination of objectives is not

43
R-gistration
is thus a necessarybut not sufficientconditionfor flag. Exceptionally,
a vessel on Chile'sregistercould be permitted to fly a foreignflag. (Cf. Law 12.041 of 1966,
Art. 3, and tho NavigationAct, Law 2.222 of 1978, Arts. 3, 9, 12, 13, and 14.)
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uncommon; it is familiarfrom United States legislation. It had the backing
of the navy, because national ships can be commandeeredin emergenciesand
4 4 and
all maritime personnel are automaticallymembers of the naval reserve,
of labor because employmenton nationalvessels is reserved to nationals,
Chile's national merchant fleet did indeed grow substantially.
Its total tonnage doubledbetween 1965 and 1979, not as fast as world tonnage
but faster than world tonnageof the categoryof general cargo vessels which
continued to form the bulk of the fleet of Chile as of other developing
45
Chile's share of export tonnage at the end of the 1970s was
countries.
about 20 percent, and of export freight revenue, about 30 percent. In
imports, the cargo share was higher, at 47 percent, and in the associated
freight revenue, 45 percent. In the carriageof general cargo, essentially
in liner transport which was the mainstay of the national companies'
operations, the tonnage share was about 40 percent in both exports and
imports. The companies,however,which had acquiredthe tonnageand provided
those shares in external transport, appear to have been only modestly
profitableat the end of the 1970s. The financialrates of return on total
resources employed by the two leading private companies in 1979 (a year of
strong cargo movements and an improvedinternationalfreightmarket) were 11
and 8 percent;the state-ownedcompanymade a loss. It is thus not clear how
much benefit the enterprisesderived from the protectivesystem which imposed
on them labor costs well above the levels of foreign shippingindustries.

v

The impact that Chile's regulation of shipping was capable of
exerting on exporters and importerswas determined by.the 50 percent ruje
itself and, second, by the method of application. Chile's trade routes were
covered by liner cartels and the national companies joined them when they
could or else priced their services according to the conference tariffs.
With half the trade reserved to Chile's flag, not enough was left of the
market to attract independentcarriers who might have established regular
services in competitionwith the conferences,nor would such competitive
entry have been in the interestof Chile's shippingcompanies. The scope fo:
external competitionwas further narrowed by the way in which the law wa.s
applied: by assigning individual shipments to either national or foreigt
flag. The assignmentwas difficultto predict by the shipper,and exemptiorn
depended on the issue of waivers by each of the national companies that:
operated on the route in question. Liner conferences pool cargo and
revenues. A Chilean conferencemember, when asked to issue a waiver because
it had no ship available to take the cargo, could therefore not bi8
indifferent to the competitive status of the ship that the shipper was
proposing to use. It would readily waive its rights in favor of another
conferencemember but would be less cooperativewhen the ready vessel was an
independentcompetitor. Further,when non-liner shippingseemed appropriate
for the cargo, there was the possibilityof conflictwith the conference(or

44

D-crooLaw 2.222(1978),Art.98.

45
Worldtonnageof generalcargovessels-- trampsbut mainly liner-type
ships-by about50 percent.
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with Chilean companies outside the conference but applying the conference
tariff) over whether the cargo was not really 'linercargo'. Even when there
could be no disagreementon the point, the assigning procedure prevented
shippers from contractingwith foreign shipownersor bulkship consortia for
the regular transport of their products simply because they could not be
certain that they would be allowed to load the cargo on those ships.
Moreover, the provisionthat Chileannationalcarriersshouldnot chargemore
for their service than was charged internationallyfor similar service left
ample room for dispute and delays.
On the evidence of the 1970s, Chile's traditional exports and
imports were not noticeablyaffected by the regulations. They were either
exempt from the restrictions,or else, were powerful enough to protect their
interests,or they had adapted to the system in terms of the quantitiesand
destinationsof their exports. It was the new or the expandingexports that
felt the impact of cargo reservation. Fresh fruit, fish, pulp and paper,
fishmealand simple manufacturessought connectionswith new markets and had
to establishthemselvesthere by prompt deliveryof goods in good state. The
technicalquality of vessels and servicethat was demandedby some of the new
commodity flows was not availablein Chile's fleet. Exporters found access
to availableforeignbulk shippingservicesblocked by the obligationto give
half their annual cargo to Chilean vessels, as well as by the assignment
method.
An expansion of exports is the most obvious condition for the
success of a policy that lets so much depend on opening the economy.
Experienceafter 1973 showed plainly that this expansionhad to come from new
export industries,or new markets for establishedproducts. By 1979 it was
clear that impediments to such new ventures had to be moved out of the way
if the momentum of the new export flows was to be maintained. While the low
productivity of Chile's public ports was generally seen as the country's main
shipping problem, and could indeed be blamed for the continuing decline of

coastal shipping, negotiationsfor port reform had been going on since 1974
and by 1979 were still not in sight of an end. Deregulationof shippingwas
therefore undertaken first, as a necessary adjunct to the general policy of
opening the economy.
3.

Deregulation

The law of 1979 abolished cargo reservation totally in the external
trades, except with countries that reserved cargo for their own ships. In
those trades, Chile reserves the same share for national vessels that the
other party are reserving for theirs. The trade affected in this way by the
principle of Reciprocity amounted in the early 1980s to somewhat less than
one-quarter of Chile's total trade. In practice, till 1985, Chile allowed
the ships of all freely trading countries to compete freely for what was
thecretically reserved to the Chilean flag. In 1985 there was a partial
retreat from this fully competitive system in that cargo notionally reserved
to Chile's flag under the Reciprocity principle became so in reality.

-
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Cargo reservation in coastal shippingwas substantiallyrelaxed.
Cargoes above 5000 t could be put to public tender, open to all flags; for
lesser volumes private quotationscould be obtained from any flag. In each
case the lowest bid or quotation could be accepted, with preference to
Chilean national ships in cases of equal bids or offers. This measure also
underwent change in 1985, signifying again a certain retrat into a more
protectionistregime. Shipmentsof 900 tons or less were reserved totally
to Chilean national vessels,presumablyto protect Chile's operators in the
transport of general cargo which was reviving strongly after the reform of
the ports in 1982. Larger shipmentswere open to internationalcompetition,
subject to preferencemargins and taxes that thus acted like import duties,
replacing the original quantitativerestriction.
The totality of these measures amounts to a more thorough
liberalizationof shippingthan has been undertakenby other countries that
practiced cargo reservation. The partial retreat from the line drawn in
1979, and the redrawing of the line in the cabotage regime suggests that
reform was not driven by doctrinebut by the quite pragmatic considerations
of the wider costs and benefitsof protection. There was also an element of
caution in shipping policy: Chile signed the UNCTAD Code of Conduct for
Liner Conferenceswhich prescribesthe division of conferenceline cargo or
revenue between the companies of importing and exporting country and third
countries in the proportion 40:40:20; but it did not ratify it. Chile's
Reciprocity principle is not compatible with the code.
Nor has the
government encouraged competitionwith the liner cartels; in 1981, after
economic conditionshad turned severely adverse and Chile's companieswere
m-akinglosses, it helped the state-ownedcompany into the European cartel,
wholly at the expense of the existing Chilean member.
Competitive
underminingof the cartels in trade with Chile did follow on the reform,but
only as an indirect result.
4. After Deregulation
The years after deregulationput Chile's shipping industry to a
harsh test. The internationalshipping depressionwhich started in 1974
resulted in growing excess capacityand falling rate levels till the end of
the decade. After a revival at the turn of the decade, rate levels started
to slide again and continued sliding for 3 years. The severest test,
however, came with the decline of Chile's economy into deep recession. The
18 months after the deregulationof shippingwere a period of high activity
in the economy and foreign trade. Trade volumes and values dropped sharply
in 1981, followedin early 1982 by a financialcrisis and a deepeningof the
recession: GNP in 1982 fell by 16 percent. By 1983-84 which marked the
beginningof slow recovery,Chile's shippingcompanies,like other corporate
enterprise,had lost a substantialpart of their capital.
The export industries reacted immediatelyto the new freedom in
shipping,searchingthe internationalmarkets for the most economicalway of
transportto establishedand new destinations. Free access to servicemodes,
quality, itinerary and timing of transport irrespective of flag became
particularly important during the years of crisis and recession. The
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government persevered, with only temporary retreats, in an open-economy
policy. The growth of exports that could make up for steadily failing
revenuesfrom copper and iron ore was indeed essentialfor success. But from
1979 to 1982, the incentives to export were severely eroded by the
combinationof a fixed exchangerate, high inflationand backward indexation
of wages. Some of the major new exports face unavoidably high ocean
transport costs: for fresh fruit and fish, pulp, paper and other forestry
product this amounts normally to between 15 and 25 percent of the price in
the foreign market. In those circumstances,unhindered access to the most
reliable and economic transport availablewas essential for exporterswho
were trying to retain their markets or gain new ones.
The full result of the response of trade and industry to the
removal of cargo reservationwas of two kinds: direct and indirect. The
direct result is reflectedin a large switch, quickly accomplished,between
ocean transportmodes. In Chile's exports to the United States the results
can be quantified. The substitutionof tramps or bulk vessels for liners
went furthest in the shipping of refrigeratedcargo: the share of liners
dropped from 40 percent in 1978 to 4 percent in 1986. Substitutionwas also
substantial in dry cargoes that move in loads large enough to fill a
substantialpart of a tramp or the smaller bulker: pulp, paper, other wood
products, fishmeal or nitrates. On that and other routes, exporters
chartered direct in the internationalmarket or entered into contractswith
internationalbulkship pools. Different exporters now consolidate their
individualshipments and charter jointly, or integrate their shipmentsinto
trade flows from or to other regional countries. The indirect effect,
however, was to induce more competitivebehavior on the part of the liner
conferences and liner services that followed their pricing lead. As
shipments switched from liners to tramps or bulk services and when Chilean
conferencemembers could no longer inhibitcompetitionby working the levers
of cargo reservation, conference pricing in Chile's trades became more
competitive. More room was given to serviceon negotiatedterms, and cargoes
that had formerly been in contention between conferences and tramps were
offered transport by competitivelypriced conferencebulk services.
Judging from the statementsof exportersand importers,the largest
benefit to Chile's trade resulted from the removal of restrictionson the
choice of ocean carrier and service. But the savings from this direct effect
of deregulation are distributed over a great variety of functions and
activitiesand thereforedifficultto quantify. The indirecteffect, on the
other hand, working through increased competitionbetween carriers, should
express itself in the freight charges relativeto those in the foreign trade
of other countrieswhich continueto operate cargo reservation. An analysis
of the determinantsof liner freightchargesin U.S. imports shows that liner
rate-makingin Chile's trade became more competitiveafter deregulationthan
in the export of similar commodities from the East Coast of South America
where cargo reservationcontinued to rule. An alternativeway of tracking
down the indirect effect of deregulation,in the same sample of exports to
the U.S., is to compare the percentagechanges of freight charges from Chile
and from the East Coast of South America for the same list of exports:
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Average Freight Charges per Ton, 1986:
20 Coimnodities
Importedby the U.S.
(Laspeyreindex)
1978 = 100

Weights:

From:

Chile

East Coast
South America

1. Each origin's cargo quantities
and modal distributionas in 1978

102

123

2. Chile's cargo quantitiesand
modal distributionas in 1978

102

137

82

123

3. E. Coast of S. America cargo quantities
and modal distributionas in 1978
Sourc.
of data: Part II.

Chile's freight charges index in this trade rose by 2 percent. Had charges
followed the same path as those paid by exporterson the East Coast of South
America, the increasewould have been between 23 and 37 percent, depending
on the responsivenessof freight charges to differences in the relative
quantitieswithin these baskets of identical commodities: essentially,on
whether the charge per ton is loweredas quantityrises. (The third line in
the panel, weighting freight charge changes with East Coast relative
quantitiesand modal mix of 1978, confirms that the faster rise in the East
Coast index cannot be explained by differencesin the base-year composition
of the two samples. The residual explanation is then the difference in
shipping regimes and its consequences.) We estimate, therefore, that
deregulationwas associated,6 years after the event, with a saving of some
22 - 25 percent of the freight bill on Chile's exports to the U.S. This is
also likely to have been the order of the general indirect effect of
deregulation,via a more competitivesupply of ocean transport.
A higher freight bill would of course have raised the operating
revenue of Chile's shipping companies. For a rough idea of the order of
losses and gains involved, assume that freight charges in 1986 had been
raised by 10 percent across the board, on importsand exports,with no change
in the cost of supplyingshippingservice. The freight bill on the country's
exports and imports would have risen by US$90 mn while Chile's shipping
companieswould have added US$34 mn to their gross profits. Assume,however,
that Chile's companieshad decided not to follow such a general increase in
freight charges, had therefore kept their prices constant and had in
consequencemanaged to raise their share of aggregate freight revenue (from
an unchangednational tonnage of exports plus imports)by one-half, from 38
to 57 percent. If the ratio of the companies'operating and sales expenses
to their operatingrevenuewas on average equal to 0.89, as reportedin 1986
by Sudamericana,Chile's leadingshippingcompany,then the result would have
been to add US$16 mn to the gross operatingincomesof Chile's companies,but
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US$38 mn to the aggregate freight bill for Chile's exports and imports. This
back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that in any plausible circumstances,
relevant to Chile in the 1970s and 1980s, only competition among the foreign
suppliers of shipping services can restrain prices sufficiently to yield net
gains to the economy. Chile's cargo reservation scheme, like that of other
countries, did nothing to stimulate such competition; if anything, it had the
Deregulation provoked such external competition, with
contrary effect.
effects that are reflected in the development of Chile's freight charges
relative to those of her cargo reserving competitors.
The speed and scale of the response of Chile's producers and
deregulation testify to the restrictiveness of the system that was
in 1979.
Since the restriction had been intended for the
and promotion of the national shipping industry, it is the
of that industry when deprived of protection that seems the most
chapter in Chile's experience with deregulation of shipping.

traders to
withdrawn
protection
experience
noteworthy

Among the firms that made up the industry, deregulation and the
consequences of economic crisis and recession appear to have caused only one
clear casualty. It seems, in addition, to have motivated some mergers. But
there were also additions: the official list of shipowners listed 19 firms
in 1980, 23 in 1986. The leading firms lost part of their capital in the
years of crisis but by 1986 much of the loss had been recovered. After two
years of negative results, the two leading private companies are earning
returns on total resources of the same order as on the eve of deregulation.
The survival of the enterprises owes something to events outside
their own sphere. Exports rose again strongly from 1984 onwards. Operating
costs in Chile's trades were reduced by the drastic reform of ports and the
resulting increase in port productivity. Important help came also from the
growth of coastal shipping, to be attributed in part to the improvements in
the public ports, but for the rest to the industry's own efforts.
An immediate response to deregulation and the disappearance of the
incentives to operate under Chile's flag was outflagging on a large scale.
By 1983, some 30 percent of Chile's merchant tonnage was under foreign flag.
the obvious escape from the high cost of manning rules and wage levels. In
the next stage, with better access to finance, the quality of the companies'
fleets was adapted by bringing in new or young ships and by adapting the
technical composition of the fleets to what the market seemed to indicate:
more bulk carrying capacity in multipurpose vessels, container capacity and,
especially, reefer ships.
All the leading firms became more active in
providing bulk services, in chartering vessels for operations under their own
control or in chartering on behalf of customers. All entered into port cargo
operations. New services were inaugurated. Management in several firms was
reformed and entrusted to new executives.
There is little doubt that membership in conferences or intercompany agreements protected the revenues of Chile's shipping companies in
the Latin American internal trades. In the main inter-regional trades,
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however, the market shares of liner conferences were being eroded by
defections, by the growth of independentoperations for the transport of
traditionalliner cargoes in quasi-bulk form, and the growing independence
of container consortia. To suggest conferencemembership as a major reason
for the survival and recovery of Chile's shipping companies is to do less
than justice to the vitality and adaptabilityof the firms as they emerged
after deregulationand the economiccrisis of the followingyears.
Protectionof the national shipping industry is not, however, an
accuratedescriptionof the overt objectiveof Chile's cargo reservationlaw,
nor a full one of the presumedultimateaims. Cargo was exclusivelyreserved
for ships owned by Chileans and flying Chile's flag (enhancedby a limited
volume of chartered foreign flag tonnage, provided it was not owned by
Chileans). Overtly, the object was to build up a merchant fleet owned and
operated by Chileans. Underlying this was a "naval' objective, and an
economic one. Deregulationdid nothing to further the naval objective,of
increasingthe tonnage under Chile's flag and manned by Chileans: national
tonnage in this sense was about the same in 1986 as in 1979, and rather less
than in 1980 (when ships under contractof purchasewere finallypaid for and
added to the fleet). The question is then, whether deregulationconflicted
also with the objective of promoting the national shipping industry, at
minimum cost to Chile's trade and industry? The mechanismsin the regulatory
apparatusthat were to protect users againstmonopolisticexploitationby the
shelteredshippingcompanieswere obviouslyfailing in the 1970s, in relation
to the new export flows, and they missed their purpose in ways not foreseen
by the authors of the protectivesystem. In that respect,it was regulation
that had failed. The positive economic objective,to promote the national
shipping industry, was framed in terms of target shares of national flag
vessels in export and import freight. In those terms, deregulationdefeated
the economicobjective: by 1985-86,Chile's flag share of export freighthad
dropped by two-thirds,and of import freight,by one-half,below the levels
of 1978-79.
By the mid-1980s,however, Chile's companieswere earning no less
than 40 - 50 percent of their freight revenuesfrom operatingunder foreign
flags, whether in vessels owned by Chileancompaniesor charteredby them for
their own or their customers'use. The aggregate share of Chile's national
companies in freight revenue from Chile's exports and imports after
deregulationwas, if anything,somewhathigher than the revenue share of the
46
national flag had been before deregulation.
Under cargo reservation,
however, the share of the national companies should not have been very
different from the share of the national flag.
If that is a valid
assumption,it follows from the data that deregulationdid not significantly
affect the revenue share of Chile's shipping companies. If an industrial
promotion objectivehas to be stated in terms of market shares, the natural
focus would be the share of the national companies. In that sense,
deregulationseems to have done not much worse, or no worse, for the shipping
46

Th- nationalflagshare, in this calculation,
Includesrevenues
earnedfromchartered
vosselswithinthe legallimitof 50 percentof ownedtonnagethatChileancompanies
could employ
likenationalvessels, in cabotageor the remaining
trades.
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industry than cargo reservationhad done, and at a substantialsaving to
trade and industry.
5. Some General Conclusions
Chile's experience suggests certain conclusions of
relevance to the regulationand deregulationof ocean transport:

general

(i)

Governmentsdo not ordinarilylegislateprotectivemeasures
against the interests of important existing groups of
producers. Chile's cargo reservationrules of 1956 did not
conflict in any criticalway with the interestsand needs of
the main exportingand importing,industriesof that period.
(Nitrates, which might have been hurt, were explicitly
exempted from compliance with cargo reservation). Minor
exporting interests, on the other hand, tend to get
overlookedand new entrantsinto the productionof tradables
have to fight their way across the obstacles of the
protective system. The costs of the system fall on new
initiativesbut only attractattentionand cause concernwhen
traditional exports get into difficulties or new export
industries,having surmountedthe transportbarrierserected
by the system, take a visible place in the foreign trade
accounts.
Cargo reservation acts like a tax on new
enterprise,and the costs tend to get counted too late.

(ii)

Immediately after deregulation, Chile's exporters and
importers transferred large portions of their cargo from
customary to alternativemodes: from liners to chartered
vessels or alternative bulk services, much of it to be
carriedby foreigncompanies. By that time,however,Chile's
own companies already had considerable experience in
charteringand in operatingwith bulk or tramp vessels. They
also owned or controlled vessels appropriate for such
operationsand were seeking in the 1970s to adapt themselves
to the new demands. But the dimension of the transfer of
cargo between modes and flags after deregulationindicates
the inadequacy of local resources. Protected industries,
even one as vigorousas Chile's shippingindustry,do not on
the whole adapt very fast to demand changes, nor can a
national fleet of medium size possiblyreproducethe variety
of technical resources available internationally. In a
restrictedmarket it is difficultto obtain a reliable idea
of what kind of transport service local exporters and
importersfind optimal for their trades, at given prices of
their products and inputs, and within the range of
operational technology. The broad conclusion from Chile's
experienceis that the real cost of protectionis not easily
ascertainable and certainly not predictable, even within
broad limits.
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(iii)

The side effects of cargo reservation,as of other forms of
protection, are difficult to foresee and difficult to
control. Provisionsintendedto minimize or limit the cost
of the regulationsto transportusers are thereforelikelyto
fail in their purpose. A side effect of Chile's cargo
reservationrule and the way in which it was administeredwas
to suppress competition among foreign ocean carriers even
though that should have been in the interestof the country
and its industries. It had the effect of strengtheningthe
hold of liner cartels over Chile's trade, for longer than
might otherwise have been the case, and to reinforce the
internalcohesionof the cartels. Once the restrictionshad
been lifted, competition among foreign suppliers of ocean
transportcaused Chile's freight rates to fall significantly
relative to those facing her competitors in international
trade who continued to protect their shipping.

(iv)

Cargo reservation,in Chile as elsewhere, is intended and
designed to protect national flag shipping, not the total
operationsof national shippingenterprisein the transport
of national exports and imports. Two explanations are
available for this common feature. First, government
intended by this means to retain full control over the
beneficiariesfrom protectionand their use of the proceeds.
What is normallyto be assured in the way of resourceuse is
investmentin ships and the growth in nationallyowned fleets
of ships. Second, protectionof national enterpriseby the
imposition of quotas on the import of shipping service is
more readily accepted by other states and by the
internationalliner cartels if it is limited in this way.
Organized labor also approves because use of flag normally
requiresthe employmentof nationals. As a consequence,the
volume of shippingentitled to protectionis less than what
national shippingcompaniescould provide to their customers
by recourse to charteringand contractingwith alternative
shippingmodes available in the internationalmarkets. The
cost to users who have to comply with cargo reservation is
raised correspondingly,and in the various ways that appear
from the study of Chile's experience. Looked at merely as a
measure to promote industrialdevelopment,cargo reservation
thus appears inefficient,and even less justifiable as an
economic policy than standard quota method of protecting
industrialproduction.

(v)

A distinctivecharacteristicwhich shippingshares with air
transport but with few other industries is that its
productive equipment, in the shape of ships of all kinds,
qualities and technologies,can be leased or chartered in a
highly competitiveinternationalmarket, on a great variety
of terms. Cargo reservation systems, however, typically
require the protected operationsto be carried out with the
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operators'own vessels. This condition is normallyalready
implicitin restrictingprotectionto national flag vessels,
since flag is conditionalon the ship being registeredin the
country and registeringusually requiresnational ownership
of the total equity or a large proportionof it. Chile, like
other regulating countries, reinforced the incentive for
national ownershipby restrictingthe nationalcompanies in
the chartered foreign tonnage that they could employ in
carryingreservedcargo. For the mere purpose of industrial
development, however, the acquisition of capital assets,
where they are not essential for carrying on the business,
seems less important than acquisition of experience and
contactsin the domesticand the world markets throughwhich
shipping servicesare traded. It is those skills that have
made for success in internationaltransport services. The
reasons for requiring operation with owned tonnage are
similar to those for limiting the protection of cargo
reservationto national flag operations. The naval interest
argues for this requirement,and so does the belief that only
commitmentto high fixed costs guaranteesserious commitment
to the activity. Lastly, the rules of internationalliner
conferencesrequiremembers to operateprincipallywith their
own vessels. But liner conferences have an interest in
raising the financial scale for entry into ocean shipping
while industrialpolicy should aim at loweringbarriers to
entry. Nor is good choice of investmentguaranteedby these
rules. If investmentis to be encouraged,there exist more
neutral methods. The decision on what to own and what to
lease is best made on the technicaland commercialjudgement
of operators. Hazarding a guess, a neutral policy for the
promotion of Chile's shipping enterprise would in all
probability have resulted in a different composition of
Chile's owned fleet than what emerged in 1979, with more
reefer and tramp or small bulk ship capacity and fewer
conventionalliner-typeships.
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ANNEX I
The Freight Rate Effect of Cargo Reservation
1.
A point made in defence of Chile's cargo reservation policy was that
freight rates did not rise after the regulationwas put into force. The facts
are not easy to establishwithout ambiguity. Assuming,however,that rates 'did
not rise' (say, relativeto rates on similar routes) the question remains,what
is to be inferred from this stability?
2.
Since Chile's law decreed that rates charged for the transportof resarved
cargo may not exceed the prevailinglevels -- for liner cargo, therefore,that
they may not exceed liner conferencetariffs -- rates could only have risen if
the conferenceshad raised their tariffs. But if the conferenceshad priced
optimally (as cartels),before cargo reservationwas instituted,they would only
have had reason to raise their tariff if (a) Chilean companies had joined the
conference,and (b) if the costs of the Chilean companieshad been above, say,
the cost of the mean conferencemember, or (c) if the Chilean companies,with
costs equal to those of the conference,had competedwith the conferenceprior
1
to cargo reservation (or, simply, before enteringthe conference).
3.
on the other hand, had Chile's companiesentered the market competitively,
rates should have declined rather than risen, even if Chilean costs had been
substantiallyabove those of the conference. The point is demonstratedbelow,
on a number of simplifyingassumptions:
(i) that the conferencebehaves like a passive monopolist,
which is a reasonableassumptionin the circumstances
of the case, and
(ii) that the total tonnageof Chile's cargo remainsthe same
each year so that the reserved 50 percent can be
representedby a certain tonnage.
The assumptions do not detract from the generality of the argument. An
exception to the proposition stated at the beginning of this paragraph is
mentioned at the end of this note.
4.
Cargo reservation results in certain cost savings for the protected
companies (see III.7 of the main text). In Fig. 1, Chile's shipping service
supply curve thereforeperforms a vertical jump upwardswhen the total reserved
quota has been taken up. The supply curve without cargo reservationis NZ,
after reservation of Xr tons per year it becomes RZ. $NR per ton are cost
savings per ton attributable to cargo reservation, for the first unit of
traffic. (RZ is flatter up to Xrj than NZ because of savings in variable
costs.)

'A more careful statementof the relativecost conditionsthat would lead
the conferenceto raise its tariff upon admittingChileanmembers is unnecessary
for purposes of our argument.
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The optimal pricing policy for a conference is shown in Fig. 2(a). The
equates Marginal Revenue (MR) associatedwith the market demand curve
cartel
DD', with Marginal Cost (CS), giving the profit-maximizingquantity Xm (tons
per year), which will just be taken up by the market at price Pm. If the cost
of aspiring entrants to the market, for the first unit of service offered by
them, is equal or greater than this Pm the conference can safely ignore the
^.gh-costincursion. In Fig. 2(a), PmZ is the supply curve of the Chilean
59

entrants, after cargo reservation but with the provision that rates for reserved
In this case, the cartel
cargo must not be greater than conference rates.
continuesto charge Pmt undisturbed, and the Chilean companies are left without

cargo,

reservationor no reservation. That has not been the experience.

6.
Assume, therefore,that Chilean costs are lower than PmZ. In Fig. 2(b)
/weassume them to be below Pm for the first unit of service, but well above
conferencecosts. With RZ as the Chilean entrant'ssupply curve, the conference
nov finds itself with demand portrayed by the curve TKD'. This is the residual
demand, obtained by horizontall1 subtracting the entrants supply curve (RZ) from
the market demand curve (DD').
7.
To prove the point, that competitive entry by the Chilean operators should
have lowered the freight rates, it is sufficient to observe that the demand
cu--ve effectively facing the conference after Chilean entry (TKD') is flatter
tp
to point
K than it was before entry (DD'). The elasticity of demand for
coctference service has therefore increased and it will lower its tariff. (To
determine
the actual optimal rate one would have to encumber the diagram by
it the Marginal Revenue curve corresponding to TKD' which is
drawing
into
discontinuous at each of the 3 points of inflection of TKD'.)

8.
Competitive entry, behind the shield of cargo reservation, should
have lowered the rate level, even if Chile's companies had higher
therefore
costs
than the established lines. If rates 'did not rise' the inference is that
the entrants did not set out to compete but rather attempted accommodation with
the conferences.
A possible strategy would have been to compete only for
additions to cargo tonnage, leaving the conference members with a relatively
static
volume of business.
Various
alternative explanations can be imagined for the failure of
for
rates to rise after the introduction of cargo reservation:
freight
irstance, that the state withdrew some of its own shipping business from the
market by fiat,
assigning
it to Chilean
operators
and causing the demand facing
the conference to be lowered (DD' moving to the left).

2TKD' thus traces the difference, at each ordinate (= price), between the
market demand at that price and the entrant's supply at that same price. In Fig.
2(b), if the price is measured by FXc, the share of the conference will be Xc
tons and that of the Chilean operators, Xn tons, the two adding up to what the
market
takes at that price.
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ANNEXII

Chile's Share

The relative importance to Chile's shipping enterprise of operating
with vessels flying foreign flags, whether owned by them or chartered, can
Chile's Central Bank records freight payments on
be roughly estimated.
imports and exports, from returns furnished by the companies and agencies.
Chile's Customs also records freight payments on imports and exports,
omitting, however, freight paid on shipments from or to the Free Trade Zones
and on military shipments. This difference in coverage accounts presumably
for the excess of payments recorded by the Central Bank over those reported
The excess is greatest for imports. between 25 and 44
by the Customs.
percent in the years 1984-86. It is much less for exports, lying between 7
and 10 percent of the aggregates reported by the Customs.
Each source also distinguishes freight payments made according to
nationality.
The Customs distinguish between payments made to ships
according to their flag:
Chilean or foreign.1
The Central Bank
distinguishes between national and foreign companies (as is required for the
compilation of the balance of payments).z
Agreement between the two sources is closest on the aggregate freight
expenditure on exports. According to the Customs, Chile's national flag
share in export freight payments was some 25 - 30 percent of the national
companies share as reported to the Central Bank:

Freight

on Exports,

in US$ mn

Total Freight Payment
1. Centr. Bank.

1984
1985
1986

378.2
432.1
519.9

2. Customs

354.6
404.6
471.7

'National' Share

3.(1)/(2)

1.07
1.07
1.1

4.Centr. Bank

118.6
139.6
158.3

5.Customs

6.(4)/(5)

35.0
35.0
47.3

3.39
4.0
3.35

Even when the entire excess of the Central Bank estimate of aggregate freight
payment (col. 1 minus col. 2) is added to the share of Chile's flag vessels
(col. 5), the export freight payments to those vessels would still only
account for 50 - 60 percent of what Chile's companies received for the

1

Maritim Directorate.

ZCentral Bank, ResearchDepartment.
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carriage of exports, whether in their own ships or in chartered ships
incorporatedin their fleets or in ships chartered for an occasion.
This calculationassumed that all exports from the Free trade Zone and
of security cargoes were carried on Chile flag vessels. For freight on
imports, the discrepancy between total freight cost as reported by the
Central Bank, and by the Customs, is too great to allow this assumptionto
be repeated. Failing informationon how paymentscoveredby the Central Bank
but omitted by the Customs were distributed between flags, one can only
compare the reported shares of nationalflag and of nationalcompanies. In
the years 1984-1986,the companies'share exceeded the reported flag share
(with a narrower coverageof trade) by factors greater than 3.
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PART II
IN CHILE'S EXPORTTRADE
THE FREIGHTCHARGE
1978 and 1986
The determinantsof freight charges for
Chile's ocean-borneexports to the U.S.
I. MODEL AND DATA
1.

Object and General Design

The object of the followinganalysiswas to investigatethe determinants
of the ocean freight charges that faced Chile's shippers to the United States
in 1978 and in 1986, that is, before and after the measures that deregulated
ocean shippingin 1979. The analysisis confinedto Chile's exports to the U.S.
because data are readily availablefor this trade, but not for others.
The analysisis based on 20 commodities,major and minor Chilean exports
to the U.S. in 1978 and 1986. It is carried out separatelyfor U.S. importsof
these commoditiesfrom Chile and further countries,grouped in 3 regions:
- the entire West Coast of South America: Chile, Peru and
Ecuador;
- the East Coast of South America: Brazil, Argentina and
Venezuela;and
- a set of 'other' origins, chiefly in Europe and Asia:
Canada,Mexico,Panama,Sweden,Finland,Denmark,Britain,
Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Israel,
Italy, China, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Australia, New
Zealand, Zaire and South Africa.
2. The Model and Variables
Competitive conditionsin ocean transportshould tend to keep freight
charges equal to costs, that is the marginal cost of ocean transport.
Deviations from competitive conditions permit operators to charge shippers
according to the elasticityof demand for their services. Liner operators (in
common with other suppliersof transport services)tend to judge the elasticity
of demand for their services by the unit value of commodities. Unit value is
not, of course, the only criterionfor judging elasticityof demand; the volume
of the trade in a given commodity,more accurately the volume of a shipper's
trade, is another. Large volumes on regular offer are easier to transfer from
regular liner serviceto irregularcarriers (tramps),or from liner conferences
to independentliner operators.4

44E.BInnnthan andA. Walters (1969).
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Our procedure was therefore to regress freight charges per ton,
c
differentcommoditieson severalvariables,some representingcosts and others,
demand. The regressionequationi:
Freight charge per ton (US$) = Constant
+ a, Unit Value (US$)
+ a2 Adjusted Distance (naut.miles)
+ a3 Stowage Factor
+ a4 natural log of Quantity (m. tons).
was estimatedby Ordinary Least Squares.
Distance is measuredbetween ports of origin (or shipping)and port of
destination in the U.S. We adjusted distance for port time by raising eech
observed distance by the mileage = equivalentof 2 days, on the assumptionof
vessels sailing 24 hours each day at 15 knots. The expected sign of the
coefficienton distance is positive.
The stowage factor is a characteristicof the commodity and measures
the volume taken up by 1 m.t. of the commodity. The factor is expressed as
cubic meter per metric ton. The expectedsign is positive for commoditieswith
a volume-weightratio above the average for which ships have been designed,and
negative for commoditieswith a heavy weight relative to their volume.
Distance and stowage factor are unambiguouscost factors.
Unit Value is the f.o.b. value of cargo, per ton. There is no obviotus
connectionbetween the value of a commodityand the costs incurredin transport
ing it but where the carrier has market power there will be a connectionwith
the freight charge. The reason is that operatorsassume,not unreasonably,that
unit value is inversely related to the elasticityof demand for transport. We
thereforetake a statisticallysignificantcoefficienton unit value, positive2
signed, as signalling the absence of strong competition in ocean transport.
This conclusionneeds qualifyingbecauseour data for the 'charge'for transport
include not merely payment for transportbut also for insurance. We therefore
have to expect some minor response of 'freight charge' to unit value.
should,however, be minor since cargo insurancerarely exceeds 8 percent of the
true freight charge and is normallybelow that level. In evaluatingthe results
of linear regression of freight charge on unit value it has also to be
rememberedthat the relationcannot, in theory,be homogeneous. Except during
freight wars, the freight charge should never be less than the cost of
,transport,per unit of cargo. The true relation, up to high levels of unit
value, should thereforebe like fl in Figure 1, or, as some earlier data seem
to suggest,like f2:
Lt
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Freight
charge
FIG.1

-

f (V)

f2(V)
Cost/ton
V-Unit Value ($)

(When high unit values are reached one expects the curve to bend forwards
because shipperswill find means of escape -- by air, if not by sea -- when
rates exceed certain levels.) The curve of freight charge on unit value from
the regressionswill therefore have a positive intercept (fl) or possibly, if
an underlyingtrue curve like f2 is linearized,a negative intercept. It will
be less stable, under changes in the sample, than the true relationship(or a
curve fitted to observationsrunning like f2 in Fig. 1).
ln Quantity of (annual)commodity flow in tons, requires a different
interpretationaccording to whether transport is by liner or by tramp or bulk
carrier. We assume that the quantityof the aggregate annual flow as given in
our data reflects the probabilityof the average quantity exported by any one
shipper: 'large'flows,are taken to imply relatively'large'shipments. In the
case of cargo shipped by liner, there are certain costs, specifically of
handling and documentationthat declinewith quantity. In this case, there will
be some savings in operator'scosts as quantityof shipmentrises. Beyond that,
however, quantity should represent the bargainingpower of large shippers and
its counterpart: the power of liner conferencesor companies to discriminate
in pricing against the small shippers. In the case of tramps, if their service
is competitivelysupplied,we expect quantity to reflect the economies of size
in vessels. In either case, the expectedsign on the coefficientof ln Quantity
is negative.
To summarize: our basic observation for the regressionanalysis is
? i,j,u,s
xi is a vector of particulars relating to the annual flow of
commodityi (i=1,. ,20)to U.S. port u (u=l,. . .) from foreignport j (j=1,. . .)
by service s (s=1,2). The aggregationis always over u, and subaggregatesare
formed over the other categories.
3. Pitfalls
In examiningthe resultsof the regressionsone has to be alert to two
differentkinds of hazard. The first is the risk of multicollinearity,that is
the possibility of independent variables being correlated. When they are
stronglycorrelated,the analysiswill not reveal the isolatedeffects of each
of the correlatedvariables on the dependentvariable -- on freight charge per
ton. In our model, the most likely independentvariables to be locked together
in this way are Unit Value and Quantity: the former being computed as the
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quotientof the total value of the annual commodityflow and its quantity. In
the discussion of results we will draw attention to the few cases that are
affected by this condition.
The second potentialhazard is in the interpretationof elasticities.
Some of our later discussionof the resultsof linear regressionanalysis is in
terms of the elasticities of freight charge per ton with respect to the
differentvariables, computed at the regressionmeans of those variables. It
is natural that one should want to draw inferences from differences in the
elasticities for the same variable (say, unit value) between samples of
flows or of the same flow in different years. It
different origin-destination
is therefore essential to remember that the elasticity is only constant along
a straight line drawn in natural space if the line is led through the origin.
With positive or negative intercepts,the elasticity at points on the line
varies as one moves along it. The direction in which it varies depends on the
sign of the intercept:
f(X)
f(X)

FIG.2b

Q

FIG.2a

a

c

x

b

f(X)

A + BX

=

a
b

as X1

-

X2,

c

X

2

f(X) = -A + BX

elasticityat P:
b
a4+c

ca

a
a +
a + g

so elasticityrises.

elasticityat P:
b + c
a

a
b

b

As X rises from c + b to
c + (b+h) = c + g,
elasticityfalls to 1 +

c
g.

With a positive intercept,and irrespectiveof the sign of the derivative (the
slope) the absolutevalue of the elasticityrises as one moves out on the line
parallelwith the independentvariable; it falls if the interceptis negative.
In our later discussionof the results of the regressionanalysiswe refer to
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elasticities computed at the regression means.

If the regression mean moves as

we move from one sample to the next -- say, it rises because the second contains
more high-valued commodities or longer distances --

the elasticity may also

change, and it will change if the regressioncoefficient is the same in both
samples. The trouble is that the elasticity may either rise (Fig. 2a) or fall
(Fig. 2b). Differences in elasticities are therefore not by themselves, evi-

denceof differencein behavior: the explanationmay lie not in differencesin
the pricing system but in differences in the regression means. The meaning can
only be inferred from an inspection of both the regression coefficients and the
elasticities.
4.

Significance4 5

All our data are cross-section for a particular year - 1978 or 1986 and as such they involve certain methodological difficulties, especially in the
interpretation of the statistical or sampling properties of the results.
Consider a simple illustration where only unit value is measured as the
independent variable.
Let there be three observations, A, B, and C, for
different routes (Fig. 3). The effects of the other variables are assumed to
have been eliminated. The measured regression line is shown as RL.

Freight

FIG.3

charge

B

x

R
A
Unit Value

Consider the 'errors'of observationA, measuredby Aa, and similarlyfor B (Bb)
and C (Cc). In normal statistical theory we would regard these as random
errors, positive on some occasions and negative on others. In theory the
deviation is an experimentalor observationalerror which has no systematic
component. But such an interpretation is quite wrong for an analysis of freight
charges. We may in fact know that there is a good reason for Bb being positive:
it may be the rate for a particularly difficult route or port. Whenever we
sample B, we know that it will have a positive deviation from the regression
line. There are constants particular to the route which we have not included
in the analysis. While these are patently not 'experimental' errors, standard
statistical method nevertheless treats these constants as though they constitute
part of the experimental error. Consequently, the 'errors' of the analysis are
much exaggerated.
Having thus noted that the measured standard errors are

45E. Bennathanand Walters, (1973).
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considerably overestimated, we shall be interpreting coefficients as
'significant'which would normally be rejected as being insignificant at
conventional95Z levels.
5. The Data
Our data on the transport charge on commodities imported into the
several ports of the United States are taken from the U.S. trade statistics
series SA 305 - General Imports,published in annual as well as monthly form by
the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. The statistics
distinguish between type of service: liner, tramp and tanker, and the
distinctionis based on a systematictracing of vessel calls at U.S. ports. The
data are ordered by U.S. port of unloading and foreignport of loading,and then
by commodity, giving quantities, value and charge. Our Distance variable,
before adjustment, thereforemeasures nautical miles between specific foreign
and specificU.S. ports.
Twenty Chilean export commodities were selected from Chile's trade
statistics (see Appendix II-1). Other origins of such imports into the U.S.
were then sampled so as to include among them major as well as minor exporters
of 'Chile'exports to the U.S.
Stowage factors were taken from standard manuals. Four different
commodity/servicesampleswere formed: dry cargo carriedby liner; refrigerated
cargo carried by liner; dry cargo carried by tramp, and from within that sample,
bulk type commodities (fish meal; potassiumnitrate; sodium nitrate; unwrought
copper, not alloyed)carried by tramp. The class of refrigeratedcargo carried
by tramps could not be analyzed for lack of sufficientnumber of observations
as reported in the U.S. trade statistics.
A fuller account of the procedure followedin assemblingand treating
data is given in Appendix II-2.
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II. Discussionof Results
1. Liner Freight Charges
In terms of the observations that make up our sample --

annual port-

to-port flows of different commodities,distinguishingservice, or "mode" -liner transport dominates as a mode:
Number of Observations, by mode
Total sample
by liner
by tramps
1986
1978

942
977

295
236

Chile sample
by liner
by tramps
153
95

79
24

This preponderance of liner shipments in our total sample was not intended but
results from the commodity composition of Chile's exports to the United States
in 1986 which determined the commodities that were sampled. Moreover, each
commodity that appears on tramps in our sample appears also in the cargo carried
by liners; but not vice versa. The dominance of liner shipping (in terms of the
proportion of shipments carried by that mode) and the overlap of liner and tramp
cargo are more pronounced in Chile's trade with the US than in her total
outbound trade. In terms of total tonnage of exports, or of ton-miles of ocean
transport, tramp carriage certainly predominates:
iron pellets, nitrates or
fish meal are carried wholly or to large part, in chartered vessels. But in
terms of the value of exports or the list of export commodities, Chile's main
exports are liner cargo as defined by liner conferences who stake their claim
to those commodities by naming them in their tariffs; or were clearly understood
to be claimed as liner cargo in 1978.
Liner conference tariffs (or the company tariffs of independent
operators) do not, however, post rates for all liner or conference cargo, valid
as published during the currency of the tariff. Commodities that are sensitive
to outside competition are usually either 'open rated,' or closed rated but with
a rate that has to be obtained from the company or the conference secretaries
but is not published.4 6 These are the most variable rates. Bunker surcharges
and currency adjustment factors import further elements of variability into
today's liner freight charges. By comparison with freely traded tramp services,
however, the liner rates display a good deal of stability over time. They are

46Wh*na rateis 'opened,'
membersof the cartelar- theoretically
freeto varytheirprice
for transport
independently.
Closedratesthatare notpublished
(andhavetherefore
to be obtained
by enquiryfromthe conference)
can be variedfreelyby tho cartelto meetoutsidecompetition.
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therefore relativelymore suitable for analysis b
annual data than are the fluctuatingtramp rates.

our model when applied to

The numbers in Table 1 (Dry Cargo, by Liner) point first to substantial
differencesin the mean unit values of the four trades: from Chile, the West
Coast of South America (includingChile), the East Coast and the group of Other
countries, to the United States. (Note, however, that these are regression
means: Simple averagesof the observationsconstitutingthe differentsamples.)
The composition of those commodity flows is obviously different,whether in
terms of the relative size of differentcommodities,or of quality or even of
the nature of similarlynamed commodities. The differenceis greatestbetween
the South American trades and those from the others. Such differencesare known
to be associatedwith differencesin the cost or marginalcost of sea transport.
In our analysis,however, cost differencesconnectedwith the type of commodity
(except insurance premiums) are largely accounted for by the stowage variable
and the quantity variable. They should not therefore interfere with the
interpretationof what is discovered for the other variables. On the other
hand, similaritiesor contrasts in the coefficientson the differentvariables
are strictly relevant to the economicor competitiveregime of ocean transport
in the different trades. We examine these coefficients,mainly in terms of
elasticitiescomputed at the regressionmeans, startingwith the results for
1986.
One notices first the clear contrast in the unit value elasticityof
the freight charge (Table lb) between the South American outbound trades and
those from the other origins. Within the South Americangroup, moreover,Chile
has in 1986 the lowest unit value elasticity. The South American groups are
again distinct from the other group by their markedly higher distance and
quality elasticities. For Chile's trade to the US, the distancecoefficienthas
to be evaluated with caution because of the relatively small variation of
distancesbetween Chile-USport pairs.48 But the coefficienton distance-- an
indicatorof the cost of transportservice -- is also adequatelydefined for the
inclusive West Coast where the variance of distances to US ports is much
greater. The results for 1986 suggest,therefore,that liner rates in the West
Coast export trades to the US were determinedby conditionssomewhatdifferent
from those operating in the outbound trades from the East Coast to the US, and
very differentfrom those in the trades of the countries-- mainly European and
Asian -- making up the group of other origins. Comparing the first with the
last of these groups, the freight charges for the West Coast exports responded
less to differencesin commodityvalue (a demand factor)and more to differences
in the cost of carrying cargo.

47
The series
of US tradestatistics
fromwhichour samplewas drawn is also available in
monthlyform. But no sampleof adequat. size could be collected on that bas-.

48

percent.

The coefficient of variation of the distance variable for Chile is always close to 10

-
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Even stronger contrasts appear when one compares changes in the
determinants of freight rates between 1978 and 1986.
In the South American
outbound liner trades one finds the unit value elasticity declining steeply,
steepest for Chile, but increasing for the others.
The coefficient on the
distance variable for the West Coast trades was insignificant in 1978 but
emerges with tolerably clear definition in 1986 (Table la).
The quantity
coefficient was again of doubtful significance in the South American trades of
1978 but emerges clearly defined in 1986.
In interpreting these results we note first that the signs of the
regression coefficients (that is, whether an increase in the variable tends to
raise the freight charge or lower it) were on the whole as predicted by theory,
whenever the coefficients appeared significant. (Theory predicts no particular
sign for the coefficient on stowage factor.) Second, we have to distinguish
between variables representing operators' costs: stowage factor and distance
and, partly, quantity, and those assumed to be related to demand: unit value
and, again, quantity.
The marked decline in the unit value elasticity of the freight charge
between 1978 and 1986 suggests increasingly competitive or cost-based transport
pricing in the South American outbound trades to the US, quite specifically
those of Chile.
Of the cost factors, the coefficient on stowage factor is
everywhere significant, in both years.
Distance emerges to tolerable
significance in the West Coast trades where it lacked significance in the
earlier year. We take this as evidence for the progress of competitive -- costbased -- pricing, associated with the lesser role of pricing based on the market
power of liner combinations (which seek to price according to the elasticity of
demand for their services rather than the cost of providing them).
The
development of the quantity coefficient is less easily interpreted.
In the
South American trades it emerges to stronger significance but declines
numerically in the West Coast trades. The increase in significance points to
the growing market power of large shippers. This interpretation might fit the
case of the East Coast trades (Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina to US ports).
It would also be the inference applicable to the West Coast trades except that
the value of the coefficient on (ln) quantity has declined. If one is willing
to overlook the weak definition of the relation in the Chile sample for 1978,
the inference would be that competition between the carriers has narrowed the
scope for discrimination between large and small shippers. In either case,
however, it would follow that the market power of the lines has weakened:
either in relation to large shippers or in relation to all.
Our model cannot explain much of the liner freight charges for
refrigerated cargo. The sign pattern of the estimated regression coefficients
is perplexing (Table 2a). Unit value turns out as the only variable capable of
explaining freight charges in both years, at conventionally acceptable levels
of significance, and of the cost factors, only distance appears to have been
significant in the West Coast trades, in both years. Even these sparse results
are highly suspect because of the high correlation between the unit value
variable and other independent variables:
either with stowage factor and
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quantity, or with distance,or with all three. Multicollinearitythus affects
the analysis in each sample and in each of the two years.49
2. Tramp Charges Per Ton
In a competitivemarket for shipping services, apart from mistakes,
prices would reflect costs. If our model were applied to transactionsin such
a market, during a period of stable demand and supply conditions,it should show
freight charges as determined by distance, stowage factor and quantity, the
latter variable registering the economies of large size in vessels. Any
residual responsivenessof freight charges to the value of the goods would then
be seen as reflectingcost effects not exhausted in the three cost-variablesof
the model (such as insurance cost or, perhaps, refrigeration). The conditions
on which these theoretical expectations are premised are therefore:
competitivenessof the service,and stabilityof demand and supply curves during
the period of observation.
The frequency of tramps, however, and thus the intensity of competition, tends to be highest along the world's main shipping lanes where the
risk of long runs in ballast is reduced. The West Coast of South America is not
close to those heavy traffic flows. In Chile, a substantialproportionof the
tramps that are used appears to be on charter to liner companies active in
Chile's trades, and operated as ancillariesto organizedand cartellizedliner
trades. One cannot be completely.
sure that the tramps in our sample for 1986
representfully competitiveoperationsand they are unlikelyto have done so in
1978 when cargo reservationcovered shipmentby all modes. Nor did the conditions in the competitivetramp shippingmarkets of 1978 and 1986 display much
stability. The excess of bulk carriers and smaller tramping vessels which
became apparentwith the onset of the internationalshippingdepressionof 1974
had still not been worked off. Charter rates declined from 1978 to 1986 and
were highly volatile within those years. Daily rates for one and the same
vessel moved by 30 percent or more between the spring and winter of 1986.50
Such variability in the market rates for tramp service is likely to swamp all
other variations in tramp charges on account of distance, stowage factor or
quantity.
These circumstancespoint in different directions. The presence of
tramps operated under the auspices of imperfectly competitive shipping
organizationssets up an expectationthat tramp charges will be determinedby
factors similar to those determining
liner charges. Fluctuationsof transport

49
1n each case, the size of the coefficientof simple correlationbetween the independent
variablesexceedsthat betweeneach of the correlatedindependentvariablesand unit freightcharge,
the dependentvariable.

50

Examples abound in successive issues of Drewry's Shipping Statistics: The Vulcan, a
tweendeckerof 16,271 dwt, was trip charteredat 33,450 per day in May, and at :2,800 in November;
the Standard Endeavour (68,314dwt) obtained34,660 p.d. in October,33,875 in November 1988; the
Andromeda (tweendeckerof 14,158 dwt): 32,400 p.d. in March, 33,000 in November.
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supply price throughout the sample period, on the other hand, lead to the
expectation that none of the variables in the model will function effectively
in explainingrecordedshipmentcharges.
We shall discuss the outturn of our analysis of tramp charges in US
imports, in two stages. We turn first to the entire sample of dry cargo on
tramps, thereafter to that component of the tramp cargo that is likely to be
carried generally in bulk.
What distinguishesthe South American outboundtrades to the US in our
sample from those from other regions is the great increase,between 1978 and
1986, in tramp shipments (Table 3b). Special to Chile's trade, however, is the
steep rise in the mean tramp freight charge per ton to the US. This contrasts
not only with the development of freight charges in the other trades but
especiallywith the general decline, during the same period, in the mean liner
freight charges for dry cargo (Tables 3a and la). A major factor in this
divergentmovement of mean tramp rates was the rise, between 1978 and 1986, in
the imbalanceof tramp cargos to and from Chile. The growth of wheat production
substituted domestic wheat for about 1 mn tons of imports (1978) while the
liberalizationof shippingpolicy in 1979 facilitatedthe switch of cargos (from
a growing aggregate tonnage) from liners to tramps. As more tramp tonnage had
to sail empty to Chile, outbound rates had to rise.
Our sample of other origins is made up largelyof countrieslying close
to the world's major ocean routes. Return hauls in and to those regions are
easier to find and rates are correspondinglylower. One might therefore look
on the regression results for that group of countries as an appropriate
benchmark for judging the state of the market in remoter regions. The analysis
suggests (Table 3b) that tramp charges for the group of other countriesin their
outbound trades with the US were explainedchiefly by unit value (the variable
with the highest partial r2) and by the quantity of the annual flow,
representingpresumablythe economiesof large vessels. Unfortunately,however,
unit value and quantity are so highly correlated in the samples of shipments
from other origins and from the East Coast of South America as to make it
unlikely that the independenteffect of either on the freight charge was established by the regression.51 Comparisons have therefore to be treated with
caution.
A surprisingresult of the analysisof the data for Chile and the West
Coast is the level as well as the change over time of the unit value elasticity
of tramp freight charges. Not only are the 1986 unit value elasticitiesfor
tramp transport greater than they are for dry cargo liner freight charges but
they also rose markedly, instead of falling,from 1978 to 1986.

51

In the 1978 samples,the simplo correlation coeffici-nt betweenunit value and In quantity
wan-. 84 for the other origins, and -. 79 for the East Coast group. Eachexceededtho coofficient
of simple correlation betweenthe dependentvariable and at leastone of the two (correlated)
independentvariables.
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Costs, as the base of the charge, are representedby distance. The
coefficient on distance changes from a significantvalue with a perverse sign
in 1978 to a weakly determinedcoefficientwith the expected sign in 1986. The
quantity coefficientshave the right sign but are better defined in 1986 for
liner transportthan for tramps. (If one could ignore the low determinationof
the quantity coefficientfor tramps in 1986, and assuming that tramp transport
in 1986 was more competitively offered to Chilean shippers than was liner space,

one might take the excess of the quantity coefficientfor liners over tramps - Tables la and 3a --

as the measure of liner conference discrimination against

relativelysmall shippers.)
In terms of the partial R2 s, the dominantdeterminantsof tramp charges
for Chile and West Coast shipments to the US are the stowage factor and unit
value of cargo, the latter with a markedlyhigher elasticitythan found for the
group of other origins.
In the second stage of examining tramp charges we concentrateon the
few commoditiesexported by Chile to the US that are known to be travellingin
bulk. The sample (carvedout from that for tramp transport)is markedlysmaller
and the mean quantities of the commodities covered, markedly larger, as one
would expect:
Regressionmeans of ln quantity, 1986 samples

Liner carriage
Tramp carriage
Dry bulk, tramps

Chile exports

Total sample

5.2
7.2
8.7

4.0
5
8.4

The number of available observationson such shipments from origins
other than Chile was not large enough to permit a separateanalysisof shipments
from the various non-Chile origins.
The outturn of the attempt can be briefly summarized(Table 4). As in
the case of dry cargo tramp transport, one finds again a relatively large
increase in the number of Chile observations,from 1978 to 1986. The change
between the years in (regression)mean unit value, declining when unwrought
copper is includedin the sample and risingwhen copper is omitted,reflectsthe
relativeprice behaviorof copper and the few other classic bulk commoditiesin
Chile's exports to the US. The mean freight charge per ton is less than half
of the charge for all dry tramp cargo and it rises over the period, for reasons
already stated.
The regressionanalysis seems to tell that unit value loses power, as
a determinantof freightcharge, between 1978 and 1986. In the latter year, the
relation is weakly defined for the flow of non-copper commodities but once
copper is includedit recedes into complete insignificance. The relativesign
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or significanceof this variable in the two years, when copper is includedor
omitted, reflect the negotiatingpower of the copper exporter: while copper is
relativelyvaluableper ton, the exportercan bargain for a relativelyfavorable
rate. Of the cost variables, only distance functions as an explanation of
freight charge in 1986, having emerged from insignificanceor perverse sign in
the earlier year.
On balance, therefore, there is some indication in these sparse
results, of progress towards cost-basedpricing. But it is decidedlyveiled.
3. Conclusions
Two kinds of conclusioncan be hazarded: one about the appropriateness
of our procedure;the other, about resultsthat pass the test of economicreason
and statisticalsignificance.
Regarding procedure, our model patently fails to reveal much of the
determinantsof charges formed in the generallycompetitivetramp sector of the
internationalshipping industry. The most obvious explanation lies in the
nature of our data, being annual aggregates of the values and quantities of
trade flows from a period of high volatility in the tramp market. Performance
was much better in the analysis of liner freight rates. We attribute this to
the relative stabilityof those rates over periods of one year or longer. The
stability corresponds to the requirements in the market for regular general
cargo services,but is much fortifiedby the commercialorganizationof liners
in multi-companycartels.
In discussingthe results of the analysis it needs stressing that it
only focuses on one segment of the outbound trades of the different countries
or country-groups: their exports to the United States, of 20 commodities
similar to those that Chile exports to that market. Moreover, the organization
of liner transporton these routes is characterizedby the presence of several
9
open' conferences,includingamong them the conferencescoveringChile's trade
with the US (but not each of the trades on the other routes covered by our
s-mple). (See Part I, Chapter IV, S.5).
The analysis of the sample of liner freight charges for dry cargo
transport suggested that the determinants of these charges underwent a
remarkable change between 1978 and 1986. The indicators of demand-based
pricing, that is pricing by sellers with the power to discriminatebetween
commoditiesand shippers according to their elasticityof demand for service,
weakened markedly. The indicators of cost-basedpricing, on the other hand,
gain much explanatorypower. We find this developmentin all the SouthAmerican
trades in our sample, in strikingcontrastwith the trades of the group of other
exporters (chieflyEuropeanand Asian). Within the entire SouthAmerican group,
however, this developmentwent furthestin the trades of Chile, and of the West
Coast of South America which includes Chile as its dominant component. We
interpret these results as saying that liner shipping services (for dry cargo
transport)were availableto Chile's shipperson significantlymore competitive
terms in 1986, that is, after deregulationof ocean shipping.
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Somethingof the same tendencyto cost-basedpricing might be detected
in our data of freightcharges for bulk-typecommoditiescarried by tramps. But
the sample is small and the evidence is weak. Any inference from the results
for the wider sample of dry cargo transport by tramps has to be seen as
speculative.
The purpose of the regressionanalysiswas to reveal the determinants
of freight charges, first in the year preceding the deregulationof ocean
shippingin Chile and, second, six years after the event. The level of charges
appears in that analysis in the shape of regressionmeans which are simple
averages of the charges in the samples. As such they possess a certain
representativecharacter,but changes in them convey no informationon changes
in the average freight cost of commodity flows. Those are determinedby the
joint effect of changes in freight charges and in the tonnages of the different
commodities that comprise the flows carried by the different modes. Unless
commodity composition or freight charges are deliberatelyheld constant over
time (as in the computation of index numbers) there is no reason to expect
consistencybetween changes in the regressionmeans of freight charges and in
the average of charges weighted by tons of cargo. We do, however, find some
agreementbetween the resultsof the regressionanalysisand the changes in the
modal distributionof the cargo flows between 1978 and 1986 (Table 5). Much the
most strikingdevelopmentwas the shi-ftof refrigeratedcargo exportedby Chile
to the United States, from liners to tramps and, next to it, a similar modal
shift of dry cargo. Together, the two redistributionsadd up to a substantial
loss of share by liners which is consistentwith the more competitively-based
formation of liner charges that appeared in the regression analysis. The
decline in dry cargo transported by liner is only marginal and due to the
diversion of copper shipmentsto other markets, compensatedlargelyby a growth
of non-coppercargos to the United States. The proportionalshare of liners in
non-copperdry cargo did in fact rise (thoughtramps took three-quartersof the
absolute increase). By these modal shifts, the average freight cost on our
sample of Chile's exports to the United Stateswas reduced between 1978 and 1986
(Table 6). Cargo was shifted from liners whose chargesper ton declinedbetween
1978 and 1986, to tramps whose chargesper ton rose over the same period but yet
remainedwell below those for liners.

9q6_

TABLE la:

United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Dry Cargo, By Liner

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl.
excl.
copper copper

West Coast
South
America

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

Year
REGRESSION MEANS
Unit value

1986
1978

759
1,001

643
916

873
1,021

951
1,561

2,859
2,581

Adjusted
Distance

1986
1978

5,199
5,205

5,240
5,283

5,123
5,026

5,957
6,515

6,938
7,122

ln Quantity

1986
1978

5.24
5.42

4.74
4.51

5.37
5.76

4.28
3.77

3.63
3.32

Freight charge

1986
1978

92
104

104
123

92
95

133
205

250
258

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS (t-value in parentheses)
Unit value

Distance

Stowage factor

ln Quantity

1986

.03
(4.58)

.035
(4.1)

.035
(10.1)

.046
(10.1)

.05
(12.7)

1978

.124
(3.3)

.113
(2.39)

.125
(3.9)

.157
(16.7)

.046
(16.8)

1986

.014
(1.92)

.018
(2.14)

.01
(1.6)

.002
(.52)

.006
(1.4)

1978

-.04
(-.8)

-.05
(-.8)

-.03
(-.8)

.008
(.65)

.007
(2)

1986

35.02
(5.29

24.96
(2.8)

35.88
(5.8)

19.3
(2.2)

1978

84.52
(2.2)

92.1
(1.95)

83.3
(2.5)

-31.16
(-1.4)

46.67
(4.4)

1986

-9.35
(-4.35)

-9.17
(-3.25)

-8.6
(-4.3)

-10.1
(-3.8)

-16
(-3.1)

1978

-14.26
(-1.03)

-25.14
(-1.1)

-12.5
(-1.1)

8.1
(1.1)

-22.7
(-6.4)

7.35
(.47)
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TABLE lb: United States Imports from Various Origins:
CommoditiesExported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Dry Cargo, By Liner

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl.
excl.
copper copper

West Coast
South
America

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

.33
1.34

.33
1.2

.58
.46

Year
ELASTICITIES:
Freight charge
with respect to
Unit value

1986
1978

.25
1.19

Distance

1986
1978

.81
(x)

Quantity

1986
1978

-.1
(-.13)

Note:

Adjusted R2

Number of
Observations

.22
.84
1.0
(x)
-.09
(-.2)

(.61)
(x)
-.09
(-.13)

(x)
(x)
-.1
(+x)

(.17)
.18
-.06
-.

09

Brackets indicate that the estimated regression coefficient is
of low significance in terms of t-value: t equal or less than
1.5 but greater than 1.0. Bracketed x indicates t-value of 1.0
or less.

1986

.55

.46

.64

.63

.41

1978

.16

.14

.17

.75

.49

1986
1978

121
94

102
70

131
116

134
125

451
582

-

TABLE
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Refrigerated Cargo, By Liner

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl.
excl.
copper copper

West Coast
South
America

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

Year
REGRESSION MEANS
Unit value

1986
1978

5,720
3,024

6,562
3,982

6,857
6,291

5,471
6,723

Adjusted
Distance

1986
1978

5,492
5,547

4,789
4,843

5,213
5,459

6,754
6,779

ln Quantity

1986
1978

Freight charge

1986
1978

2.7
4.97
393
250

.

3.4
4.4
361
239

3.7
3.7
348
277

3.3
2.3
239
381

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS (t-value in parentheses)
Unit value

Distance

Stowage factor

ln Quantity

1986

.02
(2.6)

.02
(2.9)

.002
(.2)

1978

.03
(2.8)

.02
(2.3)

.014
(6.5)

.04
(7.3)

1986

-.01
(-.2)

.05
(2.7)

-.002
(-.1)

.02
(4.2)

1978

-.03
(-.9)

.01
(1.1)

-.01
(-.8)

.001
(.1)

1986

-31.4
(-.5)

31.6
(-.7)

27.7
(.3)

-.69
(0)

1978

121
(2.9)

97.1
(2.5)

17.9
(.7)

7.4
(.0)

-1.35
(-.2)

-24.9
(-2.1)

1.9
(-3)

1.6
(.4)

1986

1978

.79
(.05)
-7.04
(~-7)

.006
(1.9)

-4.6
(-.7)
-35.1
(-1.9)

-
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Refrigerated Cargo, By Liner

Area of Origin:
CHILE
excl.
incl.
copper copper

West Coast
South
America

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

Year
ELASTICITIES:
Freight charge
with respect to
Unit value

1986
1978

.29
.31

.31
.25

Distance

1986
1978

(-x)
(x)

Quantity

1986
1978

(x)
(x)

Note:

(x)
.32

(.14)
.74

.69
(.28)

(x)
(x)

.57
(x)

(-x)
(x)

.07
tx)

(x)
(.1)

Brackets indicate that the estimated regression coefficient is
of low significance in terms of t-value: t equal or less than
1.5 but greater than 1.0. Bracketed x indicates t-value of 1.0
or less.

Adjusted R2

1986
1978

.31
.22

.32
.1

.01
.68

Number of
Observations

1986
1978

38
26

59
41

49
31

.15
.55
118
82

-
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Dry Cargo, By Tramp

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl.
excl.
copper copper

West Coast
South
America

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

Year
REGRESSION MEANS
Unit value

1986
1978

519
589

335
347

596
661

569
1,035

1,782
1,735

Adjusted
Distance

1986
1978

4,779
4,875

4,722
4,822

4,662
4,682

5,893
5,157

6,442
6,821

ln Quantity

1986
1978

7.1
7.4

7.1
7.5

7.2
7.2

4.6
4.3

4.16
3.1

Freight charge

1986
1978

51
37

56
36

49
44

96
96

191
198

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS (t-value in parentheses)
Unit value

Distance

Stowage factor

ln Quantity

1986

.054
(3.7)

.1
(5.3)

.05
(4.4)

1978

.022
(3.0)

.026
(2.1)

1986

.011
(.86)

.028
(2.1)

.01
(1.1)

.004
(.86)

-.00
(-.05)

1978

.002
(.5)

-.00
(-.04)

-.02
(-2.6)

-.00
(-.05)

.01
(1-8)

5.1
(.22)

58.6
(4.8)

26.5
(1.2)
71.98
(3.97)

.006
(.5)

.026
(1.5)

.05
(4.9)

.05
(4.7)

.09
(8.6)

1986

66.5
(4.2)

1.74
(.03)

1978

12.46
(2.3)

11.27
(1.4)

-1.0
(-.1)

1986

-1.7
(-.5)

-3.5
(-1.01)

-3.2
(-1.1)

-6.3
(-1.6)

-22.1
(-2.8

1978

-6.4
(-3.6)

-6.8
(-2.3)

-15.0
(-5.8)

-8.54
(-1.1)

-17.4
(-2.3)

92.3
(4.5)

-
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in USS,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Dry Cargo, By Tramp

Area of Origin:
West Coast
South
America

CHILE
excl.
incl.
copper copper

East Coast
South
America

Other
Origins

Year
ELASTICITIES:
Freight charge
with respect to
.65
(x)

Unit value

1986
1978

.55
.35

.58
.25

Distance

1986
1978

(x)
(x)

2.35
(x)

(.88)
-1.59

Quantity

1986
1978

(x)
-.17

(-0.6)
-0.19

(-.06)
-.34

Note:

(.15)
.58

.48
.75

(x)
(x)

(-x)
(.28)

(-.07)
(-.09)

-.12
-.09

Brackets indicate that the estimated regression coefficient is
of low significance in terms of t-value: t equal or less than
1.5 but greater than 1.0. Bracketed x indicates t-value of 1.0
or less.

Adjusted R2

1986
1978

Number of
Observations

1986
1978

41
24

35
17

50
31

.37
.56

.29
.87

.64
.70

.73
.82

.64
.84

42
11

128
172

-

TABLE
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile
Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Bulk-Type Conmodities, By Tramp

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl. copper

excl. copper

All
Countries
Sample

Year
REGRESSION MEANS
Unit value

1986
1978

521
557

175
98

634
565

Adjusted
Distance

1986
1978

4,628
4,648

4,462
4,353

4,496
4,310

ln Quantity

1986
1978

8.7
8.4

9.1
9.4

8.4
7.6

Freight charge

1986
1978

27
25

25
10

30
35

.21
(1.1)

.02
(2.6)

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS (t-value in parentheses)
Unit value

Distance

Stowage factor

ln Quantity

1986

.01
(.93)

1978

.03
(3.5)

.55
(3.1)

.02
(.8)

1986

.02
(2.4)

.02
(2)

.01
(1.3)

1978

-.004
(-.7)

-.03
(-3.5)

-.01
(-1.5)

1986

21.0
(1.5)

-45.3
(-.74)

23.9
(1.9)

1978

-4.5
(-.5)

-36.3
(-1.6)

2.8
(.1)

1986

1.9
(.56)

-2.4
(-.4)

1978

-1.2
(-.6)

1.04
(.47)

-1.5
(-.5)
-13.2
(-4.6)
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
Commodities Exported by Chile

Bulk-Type Commodities, By Tramp

Values in US$,
nautical miles, or
metric tons

Area of Origin:
CHILE
incl. copper

excl. copper

All
Countries
Sample

Year
ELASTICITIES:
Freight charge
with respect to
(1.48)
5.2

.51
(x)

Unit value

1986
1978

(x)
.64

Distance

1986
1978

3.45
(-x)

4.33
-14.2

(1.12)
(-1.23)

Quantity

1986
1978

(+x)
(-x)

(-x)
(+x)

(-x)
-.38

Note:

Brackets indicate that the estimated regression coefficient is
of low significance in terms of t-value: t equal or less than
1.5 but greater than 1.0. Bracketed x indicates t-value of 1.0
or less.

Adjusted R2

1986
1978

Number of
Observations

1986
1978

.35
.89
25
17

.32
.55
18
9

.24
.56
34
29

-
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United States Imports from Various Origins:
20 Commodities Exported by Chile
Annual Quantities, In Metric Tons

Year

CARGO MODE

Other
West Coast IEast Coast
I Originsl
South
South
I America l
excl. copper | America

CHILE

Area of Origin
incl. copper

Dry Cargo

By liner

1986
1978

172,536
176,879

51,262
23,809

209,449
259,506

98,841
109,817

202,883
198.213

By tramp

1986
1978

234,915
176,820

214,545
156,824

274,191
190,684

29,561
4,777

128,941
41,855

Bulk-type,
by tramp

1986
1978

228,261
174,292

207,891
154,296

Refrigerated Cargo

By liner

1986
1978

5,913
16,853

...
...

34,696
19,762

7,044
5,560

25,440
11,374

By tramp

1986
1978

208,806
24,941

...
...

211,042
25,068

1,734

2,873
1,806

Symbols:

...
--

= not applicable
= zero or negligible

--
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TABLE 6:

-

United States Imports from Various Origins:
20 Commodities Exported by Chile
Average Freight Charge Per Tonl
US$

I

West Coast lEast Coast
I South
South
}
I America
excl. copper | America

CHILE

1} 0
Year I incl. copper

CARGO MODE

11

I

- I
Area of Origin

)

Other
Originsl

Dry Cargo

By liner

1986
1978

39
52

56
57

41
50

76
63

132
162

By tramp

1986
1978

34
13

34
11

33
15

78
56

63
57

Bulk-type,
by tramp

1986
1978

33
12

33
10

Refrigerated Cargo
By liner

1986
1978

270
264

...
...

331
259

361
295

217
214

By tramp

1986
1978

228
272

...

229

262

...

272

--

102
214

Symbols:

...
--

= not applicable
= zero or negligible

1/ Total freight payment (including insurance), divided by metric tonnage of cargo.
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Appendix II-1

Table A:

Number

Codel

1
2

0360010
0360015

3
4

0360075
0565032

5
6
7

0575100
0579200
0814020

8

2517100

9

2681080

10
11
12

2712000
2882141
5629020

13
14

6354245
6359590

15
16.

6411000
6415440

17

6416100

18
19
20

6821220
6822109
6822524

List of Commodities Included in sample of U.S.
Imports, 1978 and 1986
Description1

Type2

Crabmeat, fresh, chilled or frozen
Crabs, fresh, frozen, prepared or
preserved; oysters, except seed,
not in airtight containers.
Shrimp and prawns, shell-on.
Tomato paste and sauce, including
pulp.
Grapes, fresh.
Pears, fresh or in brine.
Fish and whale scrap and meal, not
fit for human consumption.
Wood pulp, sulphate or soda,
unbleached, except screenings.
Wool, over 58's, in the grease or
washed.
Sodium nitrate
Copper, waste and scrap, alloyed
Potassium nitrate - sodium nitrate
fertilizer mixtures.
Clothespins, except plastics.
Fence pickets, palings, and rails,
assembled, of wood; dowel rods and
pins, advanced, and articles, NSPF,
of wood.
Paper, standard newsprint.
Board, straw, press, stereotypematrix, beer mat, shoe, wet machine,
and paperboard, NSPF.
Hardboard, whether or not face
finished.
Unwrought copper, NSPF, not alloyed.
Rods, unwrought, of unalloyed copper.
Pipes, tubes, and blanks therefor, of
copper, other than alloys of copper.

1/ Code and Description as in U.S. Import Statistics.
2/ R - refrigerated transport; B - 'bulkable' commodities, known to be
moving in bulk as well as break-bulk or parcels.

R
R

R

R
R
B

B
B

B
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